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THE FISHER PHILOSOPHY OF
EQUIPMENT DESIGN. PART 4.
COMMON SENSE IN
AMPLIFIER CONTROLS.

less of price. We believe that the bedroom, den and playroom

have assumed almost equal importance with the living
room in high-fidelity listening and that a single pair of
speakers per family will soon be a thing of the past.
2. The volume control is always of the loudness compensated type, but on every model there is a loudness
contour switch that inserts or removes the compensation
at the option of the user. (Nonremovable loudness contour
compensation can result in distressing boominess when the
actual listening level in a given room is not what the manufacturer anticipated for each setting of the volume control.)
The amount of compensation is set to correspond with the

This is the fourth of a new series of ads about the major
conceptual differences between Fisher components and
other makes. It is not necessary to have read the first three ads
before reading this one, but see footnote in italics below.

Every dyed-in-the-wool audiophile has heard himself
accused of preferring knob twiddling and switch throwing to music. The accusation is, of course, monstrously
unfair and probably motivated by envy, but it does raise a
valid question: Is it strictly in the service of music that there
are all those controls on the front panel?
The answer is simple:It depends on the manufacturer.
Fisher does not
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bread on a high-fidelity
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component. Every control
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on a Fisher receiver or amplifier must have a wellMini:!11
defined function related to
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tapes or broadcasts and
must be clearly helpful to
Fig. 1. Frequency response curves
of the various settin s of Baxandall
the critical user at least
occasionally. This common- tone controls. Note that the slope of
each curve remains the same; only
sense approach to controls
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ear-and not just in the
bass region but at high
frequencies as well.
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Fletcher -Munson curves
for the average human

3. The tone con-
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trols are without exception of the highly pref1
erable Baxandall type.
Fig. 2. Frequency response curves
of the various settings of conventional Named after the English
tone controls. Note that the slope of engineer who originally
the curves keeps changing; the turnover developed them, these

the turnover point changes.
is an important part of our
"balanced component" philosophy.
It is also part of this philosophy that price must not
be allowed to influence the quality of controls on a Fisher
component, only their number. Obviously, a higher -priced
component will have a greater number of controls for
special requirements, but the essential controls are designed

1

1
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point remains the same

feedback -type controls

have a uniquely graduated boosting and cutting action, operating only at the
frequency extremes at their lower settings and affecting
the midrange only in their most advanced positions (see
Fig. 1). This is a much more sophisticated kind of correction, corresponding more closely to high-fidelity needs,
than the "semaphore" action of ordinary bass and treble
controls, which almost invariably unbalance the midrange
regardless of the degree of boost or cut desired (see Fig. 2).
4. Filters are provided on all units: one or two for
the highs and, on some models, one for the lows. Wherever
possible, they are steep -cutoff networks with a slope
approaching 12 dB per octave.

the same way on the lowest -priced and the highest -priced
Fisher.
Among the controls that have to do with amplifier
functions (FM tuning will be the subject of the next ad in
this series), the following are absolutely basic to the Fisher
personality in receivers and amplifiers.

5. The tape monitor switch has become a way of

life with Fisher. Anyone who buys a Fisher component,
1. The four-way speaker selector (main, remote,
at any price, will be able to monitor a tape recording while
main + remote, phones) comes with every model, regard he is making it, switching back and forth between the program source and the tape recorder at will. You cannot make
a good tape unless you can hear what
Fig. 3. At only $249.95, the Fisher 201 is the lowest -priced AM/FM stereo receiver
you are doing.
in the Fisher line, yet it incorporates all of the sophisticated controls described above.
The only possible objection
to all these strictly functional,
common- sense amplifier controls
is that we offer no toys, no spaceship
levers and gauges, for the secret daydreamer to play engineer with.
To that we can only reply: When
you own a Fisher component, you don't
need daydreams.

FISHER
We invented high fidelity.
4"
I

'11ff4P

The next ad in this series will explain how the Fisher design philosophy applies to the problems of FM tuning. Others will follow.
Don't miss any of them. But just in case you do, you may want to get on the mailing list for a free reprint of the entire series. To obtain this valuable booklet, or to
receive free technical literature on any of nearly a hundred Fisher products, write to
Fisher Radio, Dept. HF-4, 11-44 45th Road, Long Island City N.Y. 11101.

Beware of Stylus Carnivorous,
The Vinyl Cannibal.

Stylus Carnivorous may
look cute but his looks are deceiving. He's definitely a char-

about 1100 record sides.)
How do you avoid Stylus
Carnivorous? Very simple. Just

acter to avoid. And you can

take your cartridge to you -

avoid him easily enough simply
by understanding the following

high fidelity dealer for a checkup about every six months. OuPickering dealers will be happy

basic facts about the stylus in
your phonograph cartridge.

The diamond tip of a
stylus has a tough time playing

records month after month.
Even with today's minimal

that matches the stylus originally engineered for your equipment.
So if your stereo has been

sounding strange, maybe it's
not your stereo. Maybe it's old
Stylus getting Carnivorous.

to do this for you-free.

For our free brochure,

If your cartridge is a Pick-

''Questions and Answers About

ering (and it lust might be, since
manufacturers install more Pick-

Cartridges and Styli" write to
Pickering and Co., Inc., Plain-

view
erings on record players than
(D PICKERING 1
N.Y.
any other cartridge) and if you
I
803.
"for those who can [4E6 the difference"
need a new stylus, be sure to
mond stylus may last some 500
ask for the precise Pickering
hours, or long enough to play
replacement. Ask for the one
All Pickering cartridges are designed for use with all 2 and 4 -channel matrix derived compatible systems.
,

tracking force, a diamond isn't
forever. (At most, the best dia-
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LEONARD MARCUS
Editor

The Old School Ties
This month for the first time we have an article by Joan Peyser. For those
of you who read the entertainment section of the Sunday New York Times,
Joan's byline will be familiar from her many revealing and provocative
interviews of musicians. Her article here should prove just as provocative.
I had asked her to investigate the influence that the rock era of the late
'50s and '60s had on today's serious young musicians. The results were
hardly what either of us had expected.
In our first meeting to discuss the project, we discovered that we had
once been classmates-Mrs. Tarlowe's class at the High School of Music
and Art in New York. We chatted about other former classmates, and that
evening I was moved to find my old yearbook and spend a few nostalgic

hours with it. Some of the kids had gone on to make public names for
themselves. But within a few months another classmate was to become
even better known.
Joan had left school before graduation, so she didn't appear in the book.
But the others did. I was especially taken by the squibs that accompanied
the yearbook photos, for at times they proved prophetic. Milton Glaser,
for instance, is today one of the most prestigious American commercial

graphic designers, and the only artist of that persuasion (along with
others from the Push Pin Studio he heads) ever to be exhibited at the
Louvre. David Wise, the Washington Bureau Chief of the New York
Herald -Tribune before that paper's demise, is best known as the author
of The U-2 Affair, The Invisible Government, and The Espionage Establish-

ment and is currently working on a book about the dissemination of
governmental information. Here is what our yearbook showed about
them (Overtone was the school paper, which David edited):

MILTON GLASER
He's so good when using paint
That Picasso filed complaint.

DAVID WISE
Overtone's star is on the rise,
Watch that byline: David Wise!

But David wasn't our only classmate to become fascinated with undercover operations. Here is our class treasurer:
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Admittedly, the above has little to do with high fidelity. But it intrigued

and amused me, and I thought it might do the same for you.
Besides, why should Life have all the fun?

Los Angeles: Billboard Publications. Inc., 9000 Sunset
Blvd.. Los Angeles. Calif 90069. Telephone: 213-2737040. Andrew Spanberger

Next month we will let you know how to be secretive too, via STEREO'S
ULTIMATE INTIMACY, a survey of new headphones. And in A CLASH

Nashville: Billboard Publications, Inc., 1719 West End
Ave., Nashville, Tenn. 37203. Telephone:615-329-3925.
Robert Kendall.

OF EGOS, we will look at the personal relationships within the Eugene
Istomin-Isaac Stern -Leonard Rose Trio.
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We enjoy telling you how each aspect of the 12
year basic research program on sound reproduction
contributed to the unconventional features found in
the Bose 901 and 501 DIRECT/REFLECTING® loudspeakers.* We also take pride in quoting from the unprecedented series of rave reviews because to us they
ore like awards won for the best design. t
However, it is important to realize that the research and the reviews are of only academic interest
unless the speakers really are audibly superior. It is
equally important to realize that YOU are in every
sense the ultimate judge, for you are the one who lives
with the sound you choose.

So-forget the rave reviews and the research and
sit in judgement of two fascinating experiments. Take
your most exacting records to any franchised BOSE
dealer and:
1. Place the BOSE 901's directly on top of any
other speakers, regardless of their size or price, and

make an A -B listening test with your records.
2. P ace the BOSE 501's beside (with at least 2 feet

clearance) any other speaker using woofers, tweeters
and crossovers and pe-form the A -B listening test.
(Don't ask the price of the 501 before the test)
Then, just enjoy your records. When you finish you
will know why we get much more satisfaction from our
work than could ever be derived from profits alone.
P.S. If you already own expensive speakers, many
dealers will lend you a pair of BOSE 901's for an A -B in
your living room, wnere the acoustics are generally far
superior to those of the speaker -lined showroom.
* Copies of the Audio Engineering Society paper,
'ON THE DESIGN, MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION OF LOUDSPEAKERS', by Dr. A. G. Bose, are
available from the Bose Corp. for fifty cents.
t For copies of the reviews, circle our number on
your reader service card.
s,

You can hear the difference no=4171,51L='"

Unless they're audibly superior
it's all academic.

The BOSE 901 and BOSE 501 are ccvered by
patent rights, issued and pending.
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This is not
a speaker.
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them. However, 1 did want to state my token
opposition to the industry, even if nobody lis-

H

tens.

america

Thomas E. Wall

Ft. Worth, Tex.

Four Channel Sound
How to owe Veto Oto.o.

Records You"Can't Buy"

Winded

A pirate's guide to burled t

Cilenhall Taylor's article "Wind Song" [January 1972] tried to cover too much too briefly
resulting in a rather shallow presentation. The
theater -organ section of the discography was
simply not representative of what is available.
With a little digging one can find many excel-

It's the

lent theater organ records tucked away in
record shops: Mr. Taylor's discography listed
only twelve recordings by a mere seven artists.

misyoursing part

of

Tasteless cover?
Cover Story

speaker.
What's missing from your
speaker, no matter how much
you paid for it, is a high -frequency
response that remains genuinely
flat off axis. (The 15 -kHz output
of a top -rated $250 speaker, for
example, is down 12 dB at 60°
off center.)
The new Microstatic high frequency speaker system is designed to give you this missing
response when you connect it to
any medium or low -efficiency
speaker of any size or design.
And we mean .±-2 dB from 3.5
kHz to 18 kHz over a 180° angle!

Microstatic won't change the
sound quality of a top -rated
speaker on axis, but it will make
a dramatic improvement in the
stereo image and overall transparency from any listening position in the room.
Don't just take our word for it.
Read the Hirsch -Houck report in
Stereo Review. Or Ivan Berger in
Saturday Review. Or E.T. Canby
in Audio.
For copies of these rave reviews plus detailed literature,

write us directly. Microstatic is
priced at $117a pair(slightly
higher in the West).

MICROSTATIC'"*
a product of

MICRO/ACOUSTICS CORP8 Westchester Plaza
Elmsford, N.Y.10523
'Patent Pending
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It's amazing that a magazine like yours, certainly one of the most important music magazines in the country, can give so little attention
to the covers it chooses every month. I don't
know where or how far I'd have to go to find a

cover more repulsive than the one for your
November issue. No one expects all editors to
have taste, but if yours doesn't, why not find
someone who does and let him pick the covers?

Mauricio A. Molina
Los Angeles, Calif.

Surely there are many other talented artists
around. Nothing was indicated about the instruments on these records: there are others
besides the "Wurli."
An exciting theater organ record was released a few months back, "Big Bold and
Billy: Billy Nalle at the Organ of Long Island
University" (Project 3, PR 5053. $5.98). Billy
Nalle is one of the contemporary greats; this
record deserves a formal review. Decca/Vo-

calion may not have done the best job of
preserving the legendary Jesse Crawford on
disc, but a safe anthology would be "The Best
of Jesse Crawford" (Decca DXS 7171, $9.96).
One of the most familiar organs in the country

is the one at Radio City Music Hall, but the
discography failed to suggest even one record
available, for instance Victor LSP 3327, $4.98.
Also unmentioned were any recordings of the

Four -Channel Come -On

theater organ playing music to accompany

I have read with some interest the discussions
in HIGH FIDELITY concerning the advent of
four -channel sound. I have even had the opportunity to hear this new development and I
have come to the conclusion that it is mainly
for the benefit of the record and audio industry, not for the individual music listener.

for the instrument. Warner Brothers' engineers did a fine job on their Gus Farney re-

Four -channel sound, in my opinion,

movies, which was one of the primary reasons

is

merely a mass advertising scheme: From my
observations quadraphony is a novelty along
the lines of the fat lady at a circus-an unusual
sight at first but after a while the novelty wears
off.

leases (S 1359, S 1409, S 1433, $4.98 each).
There are records by Ashley Miller, Ray Boh.

Lee Erwin, and many others that deserved
attention. Perhaps reference could also have
been made to a mail-order club that produces
its own monthly recording of different instruments and artists (Concert Recording, Lynwood, California 90262).
Donald R. If oger

Hyde Park, N.Y.

However four -channel sound is not without

The biographical footnote to "Wind Song"

a purpose. It is making the record and audio
industry a great deal of money. The record
companies are charging higher prices for their
products and the audio companies are making

states that Glenhall Taylor is a "former musician." My question is, "How former"?
I have never read an article that created so
many wrong impressions about organs. While
Mr. Taylor is not wrong in his facts, to those of
us who play the Pope of Instruments the emphasis in his article is so wrong that it is infuriating.

higher -priced equipment on which these
higher -priced records can be played.
The victim of this contrived plot is the not so -rich music listener who is having trouble
enough paying for two -channel records. And
if our music listener listens to anything other
than the Top 40, he is having a hell of a time
just trying to find the record he wants.
Being a realistic person I know that this letter will have absolutely no effect on the development of four -channel sound. With all the
monies already invested and with such great
potential, the recording industry is not about

to kill off its golden goose just because one
person doesn't want to play the game with

Mr. Taylor should have said something
about the great revival of classical organ con-

struction, the return to low wind pressures,
positivs and the werkprinzip. It is true that
there is some interest in salvaging silent -movie

theater organs, the "Mighty Wurlitzers," for
home use, but the main thrust in organ construction since World War II at least has been
a return to the classical, the baroque.
And, with one exception, the manufacturers

of electronic noisemakers should never be
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

Announcing an end
to the age-old power struggle
between the left and the right.
Every stereo receiver has two amplifiers. And in order
to amplify, they both need power.
But until now, receivers have only had one power source.
And that's been the source of a big problem.
When the left channel takes power, it's stealing from
the right. Since the right also needs power, it doesn't
give up without a fight.
And in the ensuing battle, you lose.

Bass notes sound fuzzy. Treble becomes veiled. And the receiver
tends to "break up" when you need it most-at high volume.
To put an end to the struggle, Harman-Kardon designed a new kind of receiver: the 930.
The 930 is the first receiver with twin power. It has two entirely separate power supplies:
one for the left channel and one for the right. That way, they peacefully coexist.
When one channel needs power it simply takes what it needs-without affecting the other.
As a result, the 930 can handle enormous tone bursts at full volume without straining.
In fact, its distortion curve isn't even a curve. You can draw it with a straight edge.
(Total harmonic distortion remains below 0.5% from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz -at full rated output,
45/45 watts RMS, both channels driven simultaneously into 8 ohms.)
The 930 costs $369.95. Which is about what you'd pay for a good receiver without twin power.
So, the only question is which you'd rather have:
War or peace.
For complete information, write:

Harman-Kardon, Inc., 55 Ames Court,
Plainview, New York 11803.

harman kardon

The Harman-Kardon 930.
The first receiver with twin power.
CIRCLE 34 ON READER SERVICE CARD

allowed to call their keyboard instruments

"organs," even "electric organs." These
squawkers have their place in rock-and-roll
bands, hut Buxtehude and Bach should be
honored with a truly classical, correctly voiced
instrument.
And Mr. Taylor should have known enough
to have mentioned it!
Joe Billings

Hollywood. Calif.
Mr. Taylor replies: Mr. Hoger's contention that

"Wind Song" lacked depth is not one with
which I shall argue: An in-depth history of the
organ could not possibly he compressed to fit
within the pages of HIGH FIDELITY. Nor can I
quarrel with exceptions he takes regarding the
discography that accompanied the article. I am
fully aware it is selective and not definitive. One
criterion that guided my choices was easy availability of the records: to list excellent hut hard to -locate discs would do a disservice to a potential purchaser. Hence, current Schwan', listings
were the principal guideposts.

I regret that tfr. Billings felt my article to he
"infuriating" because of what he terms "wrong
emphasis." Emphasis, / suggest. is something
like beauty: It is in the eve of the beholder. Actually. I intended no emphasis; / merely tried to
sketch an extremely brief' history of the organ
and its origins.

As for not mentioning "the great revival of
classical organ construction, the return to low
wind pressures, positivs, the werkprinzip, "etc.,
I can only reply that innumerable interesting
details regarding the organ were left unsaid simply because of space limitations. To include ev-

ery organ bars favorite subjects (even were I

qualified, which I'm not) would require an encyclopedic tome rather than a magazine article.
I agree with him that "organ" is a misnomer

and only 15 of Reger's 147 opus numbers are
represented. and this only scratches the sur-

for an electronic keyboard instrument. How

Perhaps if the majors would take a cue from
someone like Vox, who is releasing new mate-

about "hammond"? Most laymen call it that regardless of trade name or method of tone production.

Opening the Repertoire
It is saddening to see the record manufacturers, particularly the so-called "majors," restricting their new releases even further this
year-blaming "the market." "decreasing demand." etc.. etc. One wonders who is really to
blame?

Perhaps manufacturers can explain why
they continue to grind out more and more versions of worn-out workhorses? Really now, at

$6.00 how many recordings of the Emperor
Concerto can the average person afford? The
October Schwann catalogue lists 35 of them,
along with 23 of the Brahms B flat Concertovet only I of Rubinstein's 4 concertos is currently listed, only I of Moscheles' 8. only 3 of
Field's 7. There are 33 recordings of Schubert's Unfinished Symphony and 24 of DvotA's New World. but none of Arnold Bax's
symphonies, only I recording of Dvofak's
First. Second and Third symphonies (part of a

collection), and no listings of Saint-Satinss

face.

rial all the time (and much of it at budget
prices, to hoot), they could stop blaming us for
their marketing failures.
Jerry Rutledge
Waseca. Minn.

The Alkmaar Organ
In the October 1971 issue Clifford F. Gilmore
seeks to override rather roughly some thought-

ful comments by Mr. Bernard A. Engholm
concerning Helmut Walcha's tempos in the
performance of Bach's organ music.
Objecting to Mr. Gilmore's previous comment that "Helmut Walcha and his style of
playing are now, at best, passe," Mr. Engholm

speaks of the influence that a historic instrument often imposes on performance. His very
reasoned discussion is pontifically dismissed

with "the idea that Walcha's tempos were
limited by the 'speaking tempos' of the historic
instrument is totally insupportable." And

Mr. Gilmore continues, "Any tracker organ
in good mechanical condition. as Alkmaar
certainly is
is capable of speaking at al.

.

.

most any sane tempo."

first two symphonies. There are 159 recordings
of Bach Cantatas (not including the set by the
Musical Heritage Society) but only 1 of Elgar's

Please he informed that Mr. Gilmore is
entirely wrong. and that no one with knowl-

cantatas is on record. Tchaikovsky's Violin
Concerto appears 22 times, but only 2 of

The playing action. or "touch," at Alkmaar

Spohr's 15 concertos are listed, and only 2 of

V iotti's 29. Only 4 of Bruch's works arc left

edge would make such sweeping statements.

is quite abnormally heavy. It inevitably affects
performance. though not necessarily to their
detriment. Considering the size of the instru-

gralloid °Pening
When we first introduced our LH tape, we opened a few
I doors that had never been opened before. Like a neat,
little plastic box for storing or mailing all your favorite
cassettes, 3" reels and Super -8 or 8mm films.
Just think. The world's quietest, most sensitive tape together with the world's finest
tape package. BASF LH. Not bad for
openers. See your dealer today or
write BASF Systems, Inc., Bedford,
Massachusetts 01730.

BASF AUDIO/VIDEO PRODUCTS
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Straight talk about a ftyluf

Listen carefully and you can still hear some audiophiles refer to the record

stylus as... "the needle." Although we are not about to quibble over
semantics, we would like to go on record, so to speak, as observing that the

stylus of today bears no more resemblance to a needle than it does to a
ten -penny nail. In fact, it is probably the most skillfully assembled, critically
important component in any high fidelity system. It must maintain flawless
contact with the undulating walls of the recorl groove - at the whisper weight tracking forces required to preserve the fidelity of your records
through repeated playings. We put everything we know into our Shure
Stereo Dynetic Stylus Assemblies - and we tell all about it in an informative booklet. "Visit To The Small World Of A Stylus." For your copy, write:
Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204
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ment and the reverberation in the church, Mr.
Walcha's performances are eminently
appropriate.

Bringing up
the rear.
The
ADC 404A.
If you've hesitated about
making the switch to four
channel because of the
complications posed by
rear speaker placement,
relax.
We've got the answer.
It's our ADC 404A.

The choice of leading
testing organizations for
two channel systems,
this unobtrusive, high
quality, low cost speaker
is also the perfect solution to the biggest hang
up in four channel sound
reproduction.
The ultra -

compact
ADC 404A
(117/8" x 73/4"
x 81/4") provides the clean,
uncolored,

well balanced
sound normally associated with far larger and
more costly systems.
Best of all, its small
size and light weight
enormously simplify
placement problems.
Just place a pair on a
back wall and almost
before you can say four
channel, you're hearing
it.

And once you've heard
the 404A, we think you'll
agree that with ADC

bringing up the rear,
you're way ahead.
Manufacturer's suggested retail price $45.

CD

Pickett District Road,
New Milford, Conn. 06776

And as for tracker organs in general, and

in good condition-old or new-they vary
considerably in touch resistance. Some are
heavy, some moderately so, and some very
light. It is possible, though not musical, to
play the latter so fast that the pipes are hardly
given a chance to speak. But such performances can hardly be considered good Bach
style.

Wijnand van de Pol

Rome, Italy

Mr. Gilmore replies: Mr. Van de Pol clearly
takes more pleasure in Helmut Walcha's Bach
playing than I do; that's fine. But let's not confuse the issue by first implying that Walcha was
forced to restrict his tempos by the heavy touch
of the Alkmaar organ and then proclaiming that
his tempo choices are, in any case, absolutely
right. Walcha's attitudes about tempo seemed to
be very consistent in all his recordings no matter

what organ he played. Therefore, I think it's
safe to assume that his choices were made
strictly for musical reasons and were not unduly
affected by the weight of the organ action.
Now, it's very true that the inherent structure
of an organ dictates a maximum tempo and that
to play the instrument any faster would be unpractical. It's also true that the maximum tempo
will usually be somewhat slower on a mechanical action than on an electrical action. Furthermore, Alkmaar's relatively heavy action is cer-

tainly more restricting than some other lighter
mechanical actions. However, that maximum
for Alkmaar is still quite a bit above anything
Walcha attempted. We need only investigate
other recordings of this magnificent instrument
(by E. Power Biggs on Columbia or a Nonesuch
disc of French organ music, for instance) to see

that the action cannot be held responsible for
ponderous, lugubrious playing. And tempo is
only one of several contributing factors to the
lugubriousness I'm referring to.

I can only add that the Boulez Parsifal has
profoundly altered my view of the work itself
and Wagner in general. No small achievement
for one recording.
Gregg Privette

Durham, N.C.
Mr. Hamilton replies: Mr. Privette raises an interesting point, one that in literary criticism has
acquired a rather tone name: "the intentional

fallacy." In a reductio ad absurdum, the intentionalisl position could be taken to mean that
a poet whose work has been judged bad need
only announce that bad poetry was what he was

trying to write anyway-ergo, he had done well
and should be praised.

Not that Mr. Privette is taking such an extreme position-but it seems to me that the critic
must attempt to judge first of all in terms of the

composer's requirements. In the review I did
draw a distinction between the "Boulez ap-

proach" and its "flawed execution"-particularly because my own distaste for sloppy playing and inaccurate singing was reinforced by the
strong impression that these phenomena are not

part of the conductor's approach. And if only
because most people buy records in order to listen to them a record review should address itself
to what is heard on the discs, rather than to what

is in the booklet. In this case there is much of
interest and stimulation in the conductor's essay
(although I am not sure in what way some of his

observations would affect actual performance
decisions), but nothing that improves the playing and singing that emerged from the speaker.

Bjoerling's D Flats
When I read David Hamilton's review of
"The Art of Jussi Bjoerling" [September
1971], I was a little surprised at his surmise
that Bjoerling had only once, in "Cujus animam" from Rossini's Stabat Mater, recorded
a D flat. But he did on at least one other occasion: in his recording of "Ich hab' kein Geld"
from Millocker's Der Bettelstudent, recorded

on April 28, 1938 (available in the United

The Boulez Parsifal
David Hamilton's review of the Boulez ParsifaI[November 1971] is disturbing, not so much
for what it says, but for what it doesn't say. He
indicates that he has read the Boulez essay in
the libretto (he even calls it "stimulating"), but
the body of his review shows near total obliviousness to the contents of the essay. Now
while I'm not suggesting that a conductor he
judged as a writer or even a thinker, there does
seem to be an important point at stake here.
In his essay, M. Boulez discusses at some

length his conception of what Parsifal is and
how it should go. Certainly the questions of
how well M. Boulez has achieved his objectives and whether these objectives are worth
achieving are legitimate critical concerns. But
Mr. Hamilton seems to be criticizing M. Bou-

lez for not producing the Parsifal that he
(Hamilton) wanted him to.
Normally, interpreters are not so articulate
about their intentions as M. Boulez is. Thus
the critic is free to judge the performance by
how well it accords with his own ideas about
the work. But it does seem in this case that
some attention might have been given to the
fact that M. Boulez has a strikingly unusual

view of Parsifal and has (in my opinion)
largely been successful in conveying it. To this

States on Rococo 5201). This D flat is healthy
and youthful and really "tossed off." Bjoerling
was twenty-seven when he made this recording which, by the way, was in the same year
as his "Cujus animam."
011e Andersson

Ramsele, Sweden
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SSSUSssss
The Concord Mark IX cassette deck starts with an
extremely low signal-to-noise ratio - better than
50 dB down. The Dolby Noise Reduction system
reduces hiss by another 10 dB, and that's just the
beginning. The deluxe Concord Mark IX has switch
selected bias for standard and chromium dioxide tape
cassettes. The narrow head gap and better than
100 kHz bias frequency provide extended frequency
response from 30 to 15,000 Hz.
The Mark IX looks like a studio console and performs like one too. With pop-up VU meters, studio
type linear sliders for individual control of input and
output levels, third mike input for mixing in a center
channel microphone, a 3 -digit tape counter and a
stereo/mono switch for more effective mono record
and playback. And this brilliant panel lights up for
power on, record and for Dolby.
And when the cassette is finished, Endmatic, a
Concord exclusive, disengages tape and transport
and returns the pushbuttons to off. And best of all,
it's now available at your Concord dealer at a fair
price for all of this quality, $249.79.
If you already have a cassette, open -reel or 8 -track
deck, the Concord DBA-10 Dolby tape adaptor can

reduce hiss and improve performance. It will also
improve your receiver's performance in playing back
Dolbyized FM programs, $99.79.
Your Concord dealer also has a complete line of
8 -track and open -reel decks, stereo receivers and cassette portables. Concord D vision, Benjamin Electronic
Sound Corp., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735/ in 11111^11A IN
subsidiary of Instrument Systems Corp. , COOPIOCDPICO

Concord Mark IX
Dolby Cassette Deck
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speaking of
records

that the idea for recording the complete
Haydn symphonies should have originated here."

Maerzendorfer feels these performances have captured the Viennese am-

bience sought by Dr. Naida. He also
points out that the performances incorporate the latest musicological findings, particularly those by H. C. Robbins
Landon.
"They are so important-and they affect all the symphonies," he asserts.

"Even in the case of the late London

by Jack Hiemenz

symphonies we have had to incorporate
all sorts of changes. The editions pub-

lished by Breitkopf and Hartel are a
product of the last century. The pub-

The
Largest
Recording Project
in History

Ernst Maerzendorfer-Haydn first to last.

THE MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY iS an

American record company, but their
Haydn Symphony project is Viennese
from the roots up. Dr. Michael Naida,
the Society's president, wanted it that
way, wanted these performances to
shimmer with a characteristically Viennese string sound, wanted the musicians

to be natives of the land that was
Haydn's source of inspiration. Accordingly, he picked the Vienna Chamber

Orchestra, a composite of musicians
from the Vienna Philharmonic and the
Vienna Symphony. The recording sessions took place in that city, under the

baton of Ernst Maerzendorfer of the

of the Haydn project, has he made an
American showing in anything outside
the operatic repertory. This was last October, when he and the Vienna Chamber

Orchestra spent a month touring the
United States and Mexico-with Haydn,
of course, dominating their programs.

lishers hired violin teachers as editors,
men who knew about fingering and bow-

ing. Unfortunately, the kind of bowing
they applied to these scores was more in
keeping with the elegant salon style of
their own time. And so they changed
staccatos into legatos, and legatos into

staccatos-whatever they felt made it
more `violinistic'. But if you go back to

Haydn's original phrasings, what you
find is something with far more character
and style. This is what we have done. It

was sheer torture having all those parts
re-edited, but we did it."

So much for the later symphonies.
Landon's findings vis-à-vis the earlier
pieces are equally startling. These bear
especially upon the parts previously assumed to be written for solo cello. Until

Landon came along, there seemed
ample evidence for this assumption. For
in Haydn's handwriting is the indication
"violonc:", which everyone took to be an
abbreviation for "violincello!' Also, the

Maerzendorfer is well into middle

parts are-for a cello-tremendously

age, shortish, ruddy -faced, with thinning
brown hair brushed straight back. Meet-

high and difficult to play. So much so,
Maerzendorfer indicates, that "nobody

ing him in a downtown Manhattan

would have dreamed that Haydn ac-

apartment, I find him with his spirits

tually had in mind a lower instrument!'
Yet this is the case. The part, according to Landon's evidence, was intended

running high. There seems not a trace of
weariness; though he has just completed
his tour. To my confession that I am no
expert of Haydn symphonies, he offers

for the double bass. The final letter at the

end of "violoncr, it turns out, is not a

c

an optimistic reassurance: "That's all
right. Before this interview is over. I

but an e, thus completing the word "viol one',' which means double bass. The fact

largest single recording project in history
is now complete [see review, page 75].
Paradoxically, Maerzendorfer is not par-

make you an expert!"

that Haydn had written a concerto for

Toward America he is brimming with
enthusiasm. But then he has three very

double bass (a lost work, but mentioned
in Haydn's catalogue) indicates the pres-

ticularly noted as a conductor of the

substantial reasons for his enthusiasm.
His pretty blond wife is American. The
cross-country tour has been a heartening
success. And America is a good land for
Haydn. Elaborating on the third point,
he cites conductors of American orchestras-like Szell and Bernstein-for their
efforts in behalf of the lesser -known
Haydn symphonies, while bemoaning
such European ensembles as the Vienna
Philharmonic for their adherence to the
same handful of familiar items. "This is
one of the great merits of the American

ence of an outstanding double -bass

Vienna State Opera.

That was over four years ago. The

symphonic repertory. Since his school
days (he was a pupil of Clemens Krauss)
his principal associations have been with
opera companies. From 1945 to 1951 he

headed the Graz Opera. Then came a
two-year stint at the Teatro Colon in
Buenos Aires, followed by his permanent appointment at the Vienna State
Opera. In this country he has appeared
with the New York City Opera, the
Philadelphia Lyric Opera, and the Opera Society of Washington.
Only in the past year, as an outgrowth
12

musical scene," he says. "It is no accident

player in the Esterhazy orchestra, someone capable of negotiating Haydn's demands for stratospheric tessitura.
Equally extreme tessituras, both high

and low, are to be found in the horn
parts. "They were our main problem!'
Maerzendorfer admits. "Because they
are so high, any error is instantly noticeable. For this reason we had to redo en-

tire movements. It was very taxing for
the players. Sometimes we overdid it;
then their lips began bleeding!'
It might have gone more easily had
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Copland's music challenges Altec's finest.
Aaron Copland's music: western
prairies, big cities, Billy the Kid, Appalachian Spring, ballets, symphonies,
chamber music, film scores. It's great
American music. The kind that challenges a stereo.
Right now, we invite you to hear
a particular piece at your Altec

dealer-Aaron Copland's Fanfare
for the Common Man.

Listen to it on Altec's finest
stereo system and you hear
every high and every low strong
and clear. Because the big Altec
Barcelona bi-amp speakers have
an electronic crossover and two
separate built-in power ampli-

Piers. One to separately handle the highs.
Another to separately handle the lows.
Altec's finest system also includes
the new Altec 724A tuner pre -amp
with an exclusive 4 FET
Varitronik tuner. So you hear
better stereo separation.
And finally, there's the Altec AcoustaVoicette stereo equalizer. It lets
you hear, for the first time, the
original acoustic environment
of the recording hall rather than
the acoustics of your room.
Great American music
sounds better on a great
American stereo. Listen to it
at your Altec dealer.

SPEAKING OF RECORDS

When you mako
the number one
tap recorder,
you make the
umber one
recording tape.
Sony!

Cassette. Reel-to-reel. 8 -track.

SONY

SUPER

1

You never heard it so good..
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For

owners of CROWN, MARANTZ, and other fine amplifiers .

rota! of

48 SPEAKERS in Stereo

MAGNUM OPUS ELECTRONICS, LTD.
proudly introduces a new era in loudspeaker technology,
patent and patent pending "Infinite dynamic damping."
FLOOR MODEL-OPUS 24A
(Replacing Opus 24)

24 speakers per system

Four 12" woofers, four 5" midrange, and sixteen super -tweeters. 15-20,000 HZ, Power: 10200 watts.

24"H x 293/8"W. x 18"D on 6" pedestal.
PRICE: $695 ea. 5 yr. warranty.

A lot of work, then. Was it worth
doing? "There's not one weak piece,'
Maerzendorfer declares. "Certainly they

don't all have the grandeur of the later
works. But this is no reason for denigrating the so-called minor pieces. They are

not weak-only different.
"So much of Haydn is terra incognita;'
he continues. "Of Mozart, of Beethoven,
most of us have pretty complete pictures.
But not of Haydn. His output was so big.

All those symphonies-and the divertimentos and the sonatas! We become
discouraged. So it becomes very easy to
say, 'Well, a lot of it is second-rate! But
we are only fooling ourselves!'

He lambastes all the conventional
"lazy" notions about the Haydn symphonies-that they are all alike; that if
you've heard one minuetto, you've heard
them all; that it all sounds like Mozart.
Instead, he stresses their tremendous
scope. "They are so different from each
other, so full of new ideas. No. 64, for instance. How unbelievably modern is its
slow movement with its touch of the We-

bern spirit. Haydn plays a beautiful
hymnlike adagio. But then he interrupts
it-hic!-with one single note. He starts it

over-and again hic! And again and
again, throughout the movement-all
these staccato points in the midst of an
adagio! It's not merely an isolated effect,
either. It's a basic structural element, this
atomization of sound'.'
I ask him how he feels about the use of

the harpsichord in the symphonies.
Some conductors use it extensively in
their recorded performances. But Maer-

zendorfer has chosen not to, except
for it. "These symphonies have outgrown the baroque generalbass style,' he

I

.

.

formed with their horn parts transposed
an octave down.

where Haydn has written a specific line

-No shelf speaker have ever heard comes even close to the Opus -7 in
authenticity and deiineation of individual instruments
as to the new
Opus 24A
altogether unbelievable
owners of CROWN, MARANTZ,
and other fine amplifiers will be flabbergasted ...
.

them-were scored for high C horns.
These symphonies are generally per-

7 speakers per system

WERNER KLEMPERER, Film and T.V. actor.*
.

symphonies-and there are lots of

SHELF MODEL-OPUS 7
One 12" woofer, one 10" woofer, one 5" midrange, and 4 tweeters. 20-20,000 HZ. Power:
10-100 watts.
25"W x 15"H x 13"D.
PRICE: $250 ea. 5 yr. warranty.

.

they not been adhering to another of
Landon's discoveries. All the C major

.

.

.

BARBARA COOK, Broadway actress and singing star.
"The sound is gorgeous. Voices and instruments are completely natural. Or-

chestral crescendos are so solid they seem organic - you can feel the air
around each instrument."
These speakers may be purchased at select dealers or directly from us in New York

City at our beautiful showroom with gaslighted entrance at:

MAGNUM -OPUS ELECTRONICS, LTD.

111 E. 35th St. (between Park and Lexington Ayes.) New York, N.Y. 10016
Tel: (212) 684-3997
Demonstrations: Mon. -Fri. I I A.M.-7 P.M.
Sat. I -5 P.M.

East Coast retail price, slightly higher in south and west.

says in defense of his decision. "Haydn

has developed the four -bar phrase,
which comes from the folk tune, and
which doesn't exist in Bach except in his
dance movements:' He expresses impa-

tience with "musicologically exaggerated" recordings which include both a
constant continuo and a bassoon.
Another decision has been to employ
modern-day instruments entirely. Using
old instruments, he feels, would have
"made it sound too remote and strange,
like Peruvian music. This was not the ef-

fect we wanted. Our purpose was to
present, in the kind of orchestral sound

to which people are accustomed, this

enormous treasure which has been
buried so long:'
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All cartridges are different.
Empire cartridges are
more different than others!
Take a technical look
for yourself.
_IJ_

generating
element

How it works.
If you know how moving
magnetic cartridges are made, you
can see right away how different
an Empire variable reluctance
cartridge is. With others, a magnet
is attached directly to the stylus,
so that all the extra weight rests on
your record. With Empire's
construction (unique of its type),
the stylus floats free of its three
magnets. So naturally, it imposes
much less weight on the record
surface.

Less record wear.
Empire's light -weight tracking
ability means less wear on the
stylus, and less wear on your
records. Laboratory measurements

show that an Empire cartridge
can give as much as 50 times the
number of plays you'd get from an
ordinary cartridge without any
measurable record wear! HI -Fl
SOUND MAGAZINE summed it up
very well by calling the Empire
cartridge "a real hi-fi masterpiece
... A remarkable cartridge unlikely
to wear out discs any more rapidly
than a feather held lightly against
the spinning groove."

1000ZE/X and 999VE/X.) AUDIO
MAGAZINE said of the Empire
cartridge "outstanding square
waves ...tops in separation." HIGH
FIDELITY noted "... the sound is
superb. The performance data
is among the very best." While
STEREO REVIEW, who tested 13

different cartridges, rated the
Empire tops of all in light -weight
tracking.
X Designates newest improved version.

Superb performance.

World Famous Long Playing Cartridges

The light -weight Empire
cartridge picks up the sound from
the record groove with amazing
accuracy. Distortion is minimal.
(None at all could be measured at
normal sound levels with Empire's

For further details write:
Empire Scientific Corp.,
mtd.usA
Garden City, N.Y. 11530.

ire)
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IS YOUR
PREAMPLIFIER
AS GOOD AS
YOUR EARS ?

those were the days
A nostalgic romp through the pages of High Fidelity and Musical America

60 Years Ago

Arthur Nikisch, en route to the United
States for a nationwide tour with the
London Symphony Orchestra, told re-

porters before he left Liverpool that
Your first preamplifier was probably

kit or prebuilt economy model with

a

minimum quality and just the basic features. Since then you no doubt have be-

come more discerning and can hear more
music than your old preamp "lets
through". Perhaps it is hindering the
development of your music appreciation?
We suggest that you consider the new
Crown IC150 control center for significantly increased enjoyment. For example,
does the loudness control on your present
unit really do much? The IC150 provides
beautifully natural compensation whatever
the volume. Similarly, your tone controls

may give inaccurate effects, while the
IC150 has new "natural contour" exponential

equalizers for correct compensation at low settings. Is your preamp
plagued with turn -on thump and switching
pops? Crown's IC150 is almost silent.

is based upon totally new op -amp circuitnot just a converted tube design.
Most dramatic of all is the IC150

ry,

phono preamp. No other preamplifier,
regardless its price, can give you disc -

to -tape recordings so free of distortion,
hum or noise, and so perfect in transient
response. It also has adjustable gain

controls to match the exact output of
your cartridge.

These are some of the refinements
which make the IC150 competitive with
$400 units, although you can own it for
just $269.

Only

a

live demonstration

can tell you whether you are ready to

graduate to the IC150 and explore new
horizons in music appreciation. May we
send you detailed product literature today?

Ask

your

dealer

also

about

Crown's

new

companion D150 power amplifier, which delivers
150 watts RMS output at 8 ohms (150 watts per
channel at 4 ohms). No amp in this power range however expensive - has better frequency response

or lower hum, noise or distortion. It offers performance equal to the famous DC300, but at
medium power and price. It's worth listening into!

tf

=1101143"14r7120
BOX 1000, ELKHART, INDIANA, 46514, U S A.

"Every man once in his lifetime makes a

great mistake; my mistake was in ever
leaving America at all." The great conductor stated also that he keenly remembers the appreciation of American audiences even in the smallest cities.

drastic economies that in turn depend
upon negotiations with the personnel
and the unions, now in progress. The
Board of Directors announced that "the
capital of the producing company and
most of its $500,000 reserve fund have
been depleted to such an extent that
there are insufficient funds to assure another season."

In view of the reduced box office
receipts of this past season, the newly
elected president of the association, Paul

Marie Ottman, one of Germany's most
popular opera stars and one of the most
beautiful women on the stage (she was
the original German Merry Widow) has
forfeited her contract with the Theater
des Westens because she has refused to

D. Cravath, has announced that sub-

wear a scanty negligee in the famous
boudoir scene of Offenbach's La belle

mention of whether or not the expensive
star roster of the Metropolitan would be
depleted; and, indeed, in view of the prevailing financial depression, most of the

Helene in a revival of the work by Max

Reinhardt. When her replacement in the
part became ill at the last moment, Frau
Ottman was implored to reconsider, and

was told she could wear whatever she
liked in "the distasteful scene." The
soprano, however, stood on her artistic
dignity and declared that she would not
be "second choice."
40 Years Ago
Leopold Stokowski has given the Ameri-

can premiere of Arnold Schoenberg's
Gurrelieder at the Metropolitan Opera
House, conducting the Philadelphia Orchestra and assisted by Paul Althouse,
Rose Bampton, and other soloists. "The
performance was of superb quality. Mr.
Stokowski had his numerous forces impressively in hand and response to his
baton was instant and true." The evening
was a triumph, with the work itself evoking enormous enthusiasm. "In externals
this is a gigantesque work, recalling the
dimensions of the many -voiced Bruck-

scription and regular ticket prices will be

greatly reduced, and that the 1933-34
season will be cut drastically to a minimum of fourteen, but not more than
eighteen, weeks. Mr. Cravath made no

performing artists-many of them foreigners-have voluntarily contributed up
to 10% of their salaries, and Mr. Gatti-

Casazza has offered to work entirely
without salary.

Jacques Rouche has resigned as director
of the Paris Opera and thrown the capital into a state of operatic crisis. The As-

sociation of Theater Directors has decided to close all theaters as a protest
against what is considered an unjust burden of taxation. The burden of administration has rested heavily on M. Rouche:
He paid the deficit of 18,000,000 francs-

incurred since 1916-out of his own
pocket!

20 Years Ago
RCA Victor has finally obtained the ap-

ner and approaching the titanism of

proval of Arturo Toscanini to release his
1946 broadcast of Puccini's La Boheme.
Mr. Toscanini gave this performance in
celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of

Mahler's Symphony of a Thousand."

the premiere of the opera in Turin, in

On April 6 the New Metropolitan Opera
Association met to discuss a solution to
the economic crisis facing the company

that threatens to make this past season

New York's last operatically. Many
ideas have been put forth, including a
suggestion of merging with the Philadelphia and Chicago companies. It is
doubtful that this will be adopted, but
the season is understood to hinge upon

1896, which he also conducted. "The appropriateness of the tempos to both musical and theatrical needs is so complete
as to be staggering," ran the HF review.
Judging by this recording, "improved in
sound by modern engineering methods,

the performance is nothing short of
miraculous ... and it can honestly be asserted that one has not actually heard La
Boheme unless he has heard Mr. Toscanini conduct it."
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Audition
important new recordings
months before
they are available to
the general public.
Begin today- Send for deluxe Advance Edition of

Beethoven's MISSA SOLEMNIS
superbly conducted by EUGEN JOCHUM
Yours for Half Price if you decide to keep it!
called by Beethoven himself "the most successful of his intellectual products," has just been given its
definitive modern recording, conducted by the illustrious Eugen
Jochum. This Philips album will not be available
to the American public for many
months, but you may preview it Try it
now for ten days, without charge
and without obligation. Further- for ten days
more, should you decide to keep FREE
it, you may do so for only half
MISSA SOLEMNIS,

month" like clockwork. Only when the Committee discovers a
new album of the most extraordinary musical interest, artistic

excellence and technical quality will it be sent
for your free audition, so that there will often
be months when no album at all is offered by
the International Preview Society.
in every case, you will preview these records
long before they reach the stores . . . with the
option of purchasing any album you wish, in
a members -only deluxe edition including exclusive Committee report .. . never at a higher
price than the ordinary edition will retail for

the suggested list price at which it No
will eventually be sold in stores! obligation

The Carnegie Hall Selection to keep it.
Committee's fascinating report
which accompanies the album points out why
this performance was singled out for the Com-

mittee's recommendation: Jochum's devout,

months later, and frequently at big savings!
You may cancel this arrangement at any time.
If you truly love great music, please mail the

1/0/
fif 1/1.4iV.,A)(

meticulously prepared interpretation .. . the selfoticto,
effacing artistry of famous vocal soloists Agnes
Gietiel, Marga Hoffgen, Ernst Haefliger and Karl
Ridderbusch ... inspired music -making by the peerless Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam and Netherlands
Radio Chorus. Plus the truest, warmest sound of any,
Missa Solemnis yet recorded. The two stereo discs
themselves are superior, silent -surfaced European pressings, in the International Preview Society's exclusive deluxe edition: elegant slipcase, full
text, notes and Committee report.
Our preview offer of the Missa Solemnis cannot be repeated!
So please mail the attached postpaid card today. Listen for ten
days. Then either return the album and pay nothing, or keep it
for only $5.98 complete (plus sales tax where applicable). This
is a 50% saving off the suggested retail price when the regular
edition is finally released (we'll even pay postage ourselves).
How you can be first to enjoy the greatest new recordings!

By replying now, you assure yourself of the privilege of receiving, for future ten-day free previews, special advance editions of
major new albums . . . chosen exclusively for the International

i*//r,

I/'//,/,'/,

card today for your exciting Missa Solemnis
pre-release audition.
"This is an admirable choice for a limited
edition album. A major performance of
such a masterwork belongs in the library
of every devotee of serious music."

Julius Bloom
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR/CARNEGIE HALL

Mail This Coupon if Postpaid Card is Missing

FREE AUDITION AND HALF-PRICE PRIVILEGE

H F-4

THE INTERNATIONAL PREVIEW SOCIETY
333 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60601
Please send, for my free preview, the two -record deluxe limited edition of Missa
Solemnis by Eugen Jochum. I may return it after ten days and owe nothing, or keep
it and pay only $5.98 complete, postage included (sales tax extra, where required).
This is 50% cif the suggested list price of the regular edition, when it becomes available months from now. I will also receive, at Intervals of one or more months, free tenday previews of albums chosen by the Carnegie Hall Selection Committee, in exclusive pre-re/ease editions. I may keep any album for no more, and often for far less,
than suggested list price. / am not obligated to buy any minimum number of albums
and I may cancel this arrangement at any time.
NAME

(please print)

Preview Society by the Carnegie Hall Selection Committee.
Since the Society is not a record "club", you will never be re-

ADDRESS

quired to buy any album, nor will you receive a "record -of -the -
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PHILIPS GA -202
the highperformance

behind the
scenes

electronic
turntable

Ives from
England
Bernard Herrmann-proprietary Ives.

LONDON

...with RAVE
reviews

"Too much Camptown Races, too little
Turkey in the Straw," objected the conductor with a wag of his finger toward
the left-hand speaker in the control
room. What else was being recorded but
a work of Charles Ives-his Second Symphony, with Bernard Herrmann, one of
the work's early champions, conducting
the London Symphony Orchestra. The
sessions were being sponsored by Tony
D'Amato for Decca/ London's Phase 4
label: After all, the stereo potentials of

multichannel technique might have
been invented with Ives's improbable superimpositions in mind.
With so many channels to play with, it
took only a flick of a switch or two to get
Turkey in the Straw up to its proper vol-

GA -338

Heralded by new equipment reporters
as a smooth -acting control system with
excellent performance ... a precision -

built machine that does its job flawlessly ...
We couldn't add a single superlative

to this but to say - this vernier controlled three -speed (33-45-78 rpm)
single -play "floating" suspension krntable with an integral viscous-darr ped

tonearm and cueing device, is sJpplied with base, hinged dust cove-, 45
rpm adapter and cables.

See the GA -202 as well as the rew
two -speed GA -308 at your dealer's.
Also see three new Philips Calibrated
Cartridges or write us for information
today!
Department 913
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CORPORATION
100 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10)17

went to see Damrosch himself, and
helped him ferret through a cupboard
full of brown -paper parcels-all of them
scores sent to him over the years. At last

they found what they wanted. Among
the problems created for the London
Symphony Orchestra by Herrmann's
somewhat proprietary approach to the
score was that the insertions brought
misbarrings in other parts. But everything was sorted out and the forty -minute work safely and speedily completed
in the two three-hour sessions with Raymond Few as recording manager. Herr-

mann has already completed another
twentieth-century disc for Phase 4,
which is due to be issued soon: the "Four
Faces of Jazz" with works by Kurt Weill.

Stravinsky, Milhaud, and Gershwin.

ume in competition with Camptown

Ives will also be represented on Phase 4
by Stokowski's London -made record of
the Second Orchestral Set. Herrmann's

Races, Bringing in the Sheaves, and all

one regret is that he failed to get Stokowski

the odd tunes that skip in and out of this

interested in Ives many years earlier.

delightful score. Despite textual problems the orchestra was enjoying itself in

this finale with its clear overtones and
imitations of Brahms's First Symphony,
of Bruckner, and of Dvoilk's New World
(particularly with Turkey in the Straw).
"The usual Ives mess," commented one
brass player, but he was referring only to
the text and not to the quality of the music. It

is hardly surprising that Herr-

mann, who was a lifelong friend of Ives
from his own student days, made his own
edition of the published version for this
recording: He opened the cuts made on
the Bernstein record for Columbia, and
in addition made a careful collation with

the original manuscript, now in Yale
University Library and part of the Ives
collection he donated himself.
It was some forty years ago that Herrmann asked Ives about the Second Symphony and was told by the composer that
he had sent it in the early 1900s to Walter

Damrosch. Herrmann related how he

Previn Winds Up V.W. Much as the LSO
enjoyed its Ives sessions, the focus of its
recording week in Kingsway Hall came
two days later, when their principal con-

ductor Andre Previn led them in four
RCA sessions devoted to Vaughan Williams' London Symphony. This at last
completes Previn's cycle for RCA of the
Vaughan Williams symphonies, a proj-

ect pushed through successfully even
against the formidable competition of
Sir Adrian Boult's versions for EMI.
Certainly the orchestra reveled in this
clearest -cut of the symphonies, and
Previn in consultation with the engineers

ensured that the orchestral texture
should be opulent but also more transparent than is usual in Vaughan Williams. The composer had, after all, taken

lessons from Ravel when he wrote the
London.

"At double K I want it really mysterious," Previn said after the first full
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take; "A subito nothing. Don't worry
how little." The acuteness of his ear is
phenomenal even by conductors' standards. He says he has a private bet with
Douglas Cummings, the brilliant young
leader of the LSO cellos, over any wrong
notes that might appear in the cello section. On this occasion one of them had
played a C sharp instead of a C natural at
one point, and Cummings thought it had
got past Previn's ear. Not so. We heard
that passage played back, and when you
knew exactly where to listen, you might
detect a hint of the flaw. The recording

manager requested that it stand. "Hu-

assessment is not just the usual musician's one of precision but of emotional
communication too, a valuable point of
perception. Of one take toward the end

of the first movement he complained:
"This one gets too French-all those F minor sevenths." Passing the time between playbacks is also more diverting
than usual with Previn. The tape engineer spools on an unwanted passage, and

for twenty seconds or so we have electronic bleeps and crackles. Referring to
an avant-garde composer who had better

remain nameless, he said, "A whole
piece of X went by there, his Op. 1000."

mor me!" objected Previn; "it is going to

bother me." So instead of using the remaining fifteen minutes of the session
for starting the slow movement (difficult, said Previn, when the hushed atmosphere requires a differently concentrated mood), they did a retake of the
offending passage.
Previn, unlike Boult who records diffi-

Countertenor's Top 10. One of the most

unusual sessions I have attended in
months was at the large EMI No. I stu-

from the "top of the countertenor
pops"-Morley's Shakespeare settings
for example-and also range through
rarer songs Bowman and Spencer have
found successful in recitals.
So rare were some of the Italian songs
that there was only one copy available,
and the recording manager, Christopher

Bishop, had to content himself with
looking beady -eyed at the performers
rather than checking their notes exactly
from a score. Occasionally he did have
the accompaniment in indecipherable
lute tablature, which was almost as bad.
Bishop has known Spencer since school
days, and he remembers a small boy

starting to learn the guitar accom-

played by Robert Spencer) and the principal performer was Britain's currently

panying himself in A frog he would a wooing go. "That boy will never become
a musician," he had said to himself.
Bishop has different ideas now. Here

most successful countertenor, James

in music of a period in which he is a spe-

Bowman. It was Bowman who, with Pe-

cialist, he took a very positive role to
help shape the interpretations for disc.
How much time, for example, to leave
between stanzas of a quick verse song,

dio, where the only instruments were the

quiet -toned lute and chitarrone (both

cult movements before easy ones, believes in recording a symphony in the

ter Pears and John Shirley -Quirk, last

exact order of movements. In the control

year gave the first performance of Benja-

room he naturally helps the recording
tors, knowing exactly where he wants
particular takes to be included but always accepting guidance on technical
matters. "I'm not crazy about that," he

min Britten's new canticle to words by
Eliot, The Journey of the Magi. He has
also appeared many times as Oberon in
Britten's A Midsummer Night's Dream
and last summer had great success in
Glyndbourne's Cavalli opera La Calisto

will say of a take, and plainly his mode of

(also now recorded). EMI felt it was time

manager to a degree rare among conduc-

to present Bowman in a solo recording
which would include a number of items

and should there be a hint of rallentando
at all? The main technical problem came
over recording the long -necked chitarrone. "Was there too much buzz?" asked
Spencer at one point. "Sounded like taking my teeth out." EDWARD GREENFIELD

Unclipping Power. 700 Watts.
(High fidelity. The concept isn't new-but the power you need to hear it is)
High fidelity means low distortion.
A good amp will give you low disBut your typical 150 watt per chan-

41)
left I

nel number is going to clip. Even

POWER - Better than 350 watts/

tortion - when it's not clipping.
with the best and most modern
speaker systems, there's just not
enough power to avoid overload
during low frequency passages.
And on musical peaks. You need
unclipping power to prevent overload - and distortion. Phase

Linear is unclipping power. 700
watts. It's the untypical solid state
amplifier with the three year guar-

channel R.M.S., both channels driven into 8 ohms, 0 to 20 kHz.
HARMONIC or I.M. DISTORTION less than .25%; typically .01%.

POYAER at CLIPPING - 450 watts
per channel R.M.S. at 8 ohms. 720
watts per channel. R.M.S. at 4 ohms.
270 watts per channel R.M.S. at 16
ohms.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE -0 to .25
mHz

DAMPING RATIO - 1,000 to

1,

20 Hz.

HUM & NOISE - Better than 100 dB
below 350 watts; typically 110 dB.

ars, 94.,41..! :Aid MI6& .4.01111.

Pieal

.14101,

yI. I.,

antee - on parts and labor. 700
watts of high fidelity power at S779
suggested retail price.

That's not typical either.
The Phase Linear power sound is at your dealer's.
Or write Phase Linear. 405 Howell Way, Edmonds.Wa. 98020 for information.
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The 4 -channel Sansui MQ2000
is not a second-class

component system.

It's a first-class compact.

Sansui has never made anything but components until now. So our engineers just couldn't break the old habit when we asked
them to come up with a four -channel compact. They took the ingredients of a state-of-the-art component system and packed
them into a single housing, then crowned them with an acclaimed, first -line automatic turntable and magnetic cartridge.

The MQ2000 complete four -channel music center. It's an AM/FM receiver. A decoder for all compatibly matrixed
four -channel recordings and broadcasts. A four -channel synthesizer for your entire collection of conventional
stereo records, as well as for regular stereo broadcasts. It can handle
any discrete four -channel source, taped or otherwise, and can take
any adapter for any future four -channel medium that might
come along.

Total IHF music power: 74 watts. FM sensitivity: 5
microvolts IHF. Normal -level response: 30 to 30,000

Hz ±2 db, with harmonic or IM distortion below
1% at rated output.

The automatic turntable is Perpetuum Ebner's
Model 2032 with calibrated stylus -force adjustment,
variable -speed control, damped cuing, anti -skating and

a host of other features. The cartridge is Shure's
M75-6, specially recommended for four -channel
discs.

The speakers are Sansui's exciting new AS100
two-way acoustic -suspension designs. Not
scaled -down performers made just to go

along with a package, but full-fledged performers in their own right-regular members
of Sansui's new AS speaker line. Two of

them come as part of the package, because
most people already have a stereo pair, but you
can match up another pair of Sansui's regular line,
if you wish, for a perfectly balanced system. Wait till you
hear this at your franchised Sansui dealer!

0 COPYRIGHT 1972 BY SANSUI
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SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
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.Voodside, New York 11377 Gardena, California 90274
ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS (Canada). Vancouver 9. B.C.
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO.. LTD., Tokyo. Japan Sansui Audio Europe S. A.. Antwerp, Belgium
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It sounds like reel-to-reel.
It looks like cassette. It is.

It is the new Sansui SC700.

Close your eyes and your ears tell you you're listening to a reel-to-reel deck of the highest caliber.
Open your eyes and you know that cassette recording has finally made the grade.
The performance -packed, feature -packed SC700 Stereo Cassette Deck incorporates DDlby
noise reduction, adjustable bias for either chromium dioxide or ferric oxide tapes three microphone mixing and specs that will make your eyes-as long as they're openpop even wider.

Undistorted response is 40 to 16,000 Hz with chromium dioxde tape and close to
that with standard ferric oxide tape. Record/playback signal-to-noise ratio is
better than 56 to 58 db with Dolby in-and commendably better than 50 db even
with Dolby out! Wow and flutter are below 0.12% weighted RMS.

A DC servo motor (solid-state controlled) assures rock -steady speed.
The tape -selector adjusts both bias and equalization for ferric -oxide or
chromium -dioxide formulations. The large, slant -panel VU meters
are softly illuminated. Contourless heads keep response smooth,

and a head gap one micron narrow brings high-f'equency
output right up to reel-to-reel standards.

With so much in its favor, Sansui engineers
decided it deserved all the features of
a first -rank open -reel deck, and more:
Pause/edit control. 3 -digit tape counter.
Separate record/playback level controls
(independent but friction -coupled). Automatic end -of -tape shut-off with full disengagement and capstan retraction .
and much, much more.

The SC700 is practically a self-contained
recording studio. Which makes it quite a
bargain at $299.95.

C COPYRIGHT 1972 BY SANSUI
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SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Woodside, New York 11377 Gardena, California 90274
ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS (Canada). Vancouver 9, B.C.
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.. Tokyo, Japan Sansui Audio Europe S. A., Antwerp, Belgium
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In your reply to Mr. Kalus of Cleveland in
the January THTH, you mention "your quotations of 30 -Hz power output figures from

too hot
to handle

another magazine, omitted here." You
must be referring to the Hi-Fi Buyers'
Guide, which has used this sort of rating to
solve the very problem you discuss in your
answer-the way a product can look good
in the usual 1 -kHz measurements but be

poor over-all. This 30 -Hz measurement
seems like a good way of getting behind
the advertising façade. Why don't you use
it yourself instead of just omitting mention
of it from your magazine? Sour grapes that
somebody else thought of it first?-Arnold
Buntz, Milwaukee, Wis.

I have two phono pickups: an ADC 10E Mk.
IV and a B&O SP -12, with separate tone -

What is the difference between video tape

arm shells for each. When I play records
with the B&O I have no problem. When I
use the ADC I sometimes find that the output level is way down. I've tried switching
shells, so I know that the problem is not in

Model 700 VTR, which uses 1/4 -inch tape. I

the contacts between the shell and the
arm. The clips seem properly seated on

BASF, Ampex, Scotch 203, TDK, and

clever in itself, won't do the whole job.

Memorex. I tried some cheaper polyester
tapes such as Reeves and Radio Shack
and found them decidedly inferior: lines
and snow increased. According to the in-

Once a manufacturer gets wind of the technique, he can simply design for it and allow
performance to degrade somewhere else if
he's of a mind to. Only a broad spectrum of
interrelated measurements-the sort we al-

the ADC's contact pins, and anyway if the

problem were there or a fault within the
cartridge itself I'd expect it to affect one

channel only-or at least one channel

and audio tape?

I

purchased an Akai

get an excellent picture using audio tapes
as long as they are polyester and of high
quality. The brands I have used include

struction manual, only Akai video tape

Not at all. We agree that this is an interesting way of trying to pierce present façades-or at least one aspect of those facades. But a single measurement, however

ready present on our equipment reports-

should be used. However my cousin, who
works with video equipment, can't see any
reason to avoid the better audio tapes. Can

can possibly tell the true story about a

you?-Virgil Dewain Medlin, Oklahoma

width curve we show in our test reports

simpler than you think. The B&O has a fixed

City, Okla.

stylus assembly, while that on the ADC
slips out for user replacement. If the as-

Yes-or rather Akai can. American Akai
tells us that the greater abrasiveness of
audio tapes will cause excessive head

does indicate power output for rated distortion at all frequencies, incidentally.

more than the other. Where do I go from
here?-A.D. Morton, Wilton, Conn.
Sounds to us as though your problem is

sembly is improperly seated, output levels

will be reduced in both channels. Try

given piece of equipment. The power band-

I have just purchased a Garrard Zero 100

double-checking it each time you fit the

wear at the high head -to -tape speeds required for video. (The company sells the

turntable and a Shure V-15 Type II Improved cartridge. The Shure instructions

ADC on the tone arm.

recommended video tape through Akai

say that recommended stylus force is 0.07
grams. Is the Zero 100 capable of tracking

I

want to buy a microphone for taping

speech. I've tried models by Electro-Voice,
Sony, Sennheiser, Ampex, and what have
you; but while all of them produce record-

ings that are entirely intelligible and will
record music well, none comes close to
high voice fidelity. The Ampex seems to
give me the crispest sound, but it is far

from perfect. What would you recommend?-Jules H. Delcau, Freehold, N.J.
Forgive us if we approach this one a bit
hesitantly. When you say that a mike "will

record music well" but doesn't come
"close to high voice fidelity" it suggests
that you have very strong and specialized
ideas about the nature of voice fidelity. Per-

haps the word "crispness" is the key to
what you're looking for. Assuming that

dealers.) This is only one of the respects in
which video formulations tend to differ from

audio tapes. Though the basics of both
types of tape recording are the same, the
specifics of each put a premium on somewhat different properties, and tape formulations consequently are somewhat different. In audio tapes we look for flat
frequency response and minimum noise; in
video and instrumentation tapes it is high frequency response (rather than linearity)
that is most important and dropouts can be
more bothersome than noise, defined as

random unwanted signal. Good quality
audio tapes have relatively few dropouts
and extended high -frequency response of
course-hence your satisfactory results in
using them.

have been looking at the four -channel

clear, strong sibilants are of particular im-

I

portance, a condenser mike probably

receivers, but none of them seems to have

would be your best bet; and some are avail-

the required four phono inputs. How will
you play quadraphonic discs?-Maurice
M. Windhorst, APO San Francisco.

able in the under -$50 range today. The
Sony /Superscope ECM -16 for example,
can be used on a tie clip and is specifically
designed for speech. You also may be running afoul of what's known as the "proximity effect." Bass frequencies tend to dissipate somewhat in traveling from source to

You only need two phono inputs to play the

ear in ordinary listening situations. So

comes (either outboard or built in) between
preamplifier and power amplifier. If you
mean the JVC CD -4 discs, they require a
special demodulator unit that takes the left
and right signals and preamplifies them at

when a mike intended for music pickup and

having a fairly flat bass response is used
very close to the sound source, as it usually

is in voice recordings, it tends to pick up
extra bass. The result is an unnatural

quadraphonic discs. If they are of the
matrixed type, the right and left signals go
through the preamp in that form and are
converted to four only in the decoder that

the same time that it sorts them into four

the cartridge at that force?-Bruce Donnally, Syracuse, N.Y.
Look again. Shure recommends a tracking
force between 3/4 gram (0.75-not 0.07gram) and 11/2 grams. CBS Labs' tests confirmed 3/4 gram as minimum in tracking the
standard "torture -test" groove when we re-

ported on the cartridge [May 1970], and
this figure is well within the operating range

of the Zero 100. Some manufacturers do

quote extremely low minimum tracking
forces today, but such claims must be evaluated carefully. Arm resonance, tracking -

force calibration, pivot friction, and-in a
changer-tripping force are among the factors that can set practical limits much
higher. We see no need to attempt tracking
any present cartridge at less than, say, '/2
gram.

Does any tone arm on the market supersede the SME? Would the 16 -inch model
give better results than the 12-inch?-Milton Glass, Brooklyn, N.Y.
To answer your second question first, the

shorter SME arm probably is preferable
with modern supercompliant styli because

the resulting arm resonance is less pronounced. In theory lateral tracking -angle
error should be least with the 16 -inch
model, but it's arguable whether the improvement would be audible. It's also arguable whether the SME has been "superseded." However, if you want to use a

"boominess," which might be described as
a lack of crispness. Some dynamic microphones like those in the Electro-Voice Variable -D series are specifically designed to

channels. The output of the CD -4 demodu-

radial -tracking arm which many en-

lator is therefore at line level and requires

thusiasts feel is a step or two ahead of a pi-

control this effect; others have a fixed or
switchable low -frequency filter built in to:

ceivers have the demodulator circuitry built
in: but again, the input would still be only
the normal stereo phono pair.

the purpose.
24

four aux connections (instead of phono
connections) on the receiver. Some re-

voted arm in that it eliminates the skating

problem and has zero lateral tracking angle error, you might consider the Rabco
SL -8 (tested December 1968) or the SSI
(not yet tested).
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Introducing
four completely new
stereo receivers with more
of everything.
Sjc ner or later other stereo receivers
will strive for the total combination of
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news and

Quadraphonic Discs:
Rounding the First Turn
The game of quadraphonics-watching-and it's undoubtedly the major parlor preoccupation of dyed-inthe-wool high fidelity enthusiasts at the moment-took
on a new twist early this year. For the first time there is a
four -channel disc system that can with any fairness be
called a front-runner. It's the CBS SQ system.

The apparent lead of the SQ system consists in the
number and importance of the companies that have expressed an interest in making SQ equipment. as well as
the attractiveness of the SQ release lists. (Columbia,
Epic, and Ampex discs are reviewed elsewhere in this
issue; Vanguard also has announced SQ discs. and
EMI /Angel plans to do so.) Two giant chains-Lafayette

views

board is Sherwood Electronics Labs, which has signed

a licensing agreement according to trade reports.
When we might expect Sherwood SQ components is
another matter; a company spokesman will indicate
only that Sherwood still is interested primarily in stereo
equipment.
The majority of announced decoding devices fall into
the non-SQ camp, however. If those that (like the Dyna

and Radio Shack-have signed SQ licensing agree-

Quadaptor) require only two channels of amplification
are excluded, the tally is still impressive. The number
that can be bought in the stores is relatively modest,
however. While perhaps a score of companies have
more or less proprietary decoders that are "compatible
with" (that is, similar to the operating parameters of) the

ments, and Lafayette already has samples of its equipment. Sony, which is tied to the CBS system through the
joint operation that distributes Columbia recordings in
Japan, offers component -style SQ equipment, while Columbia's own Masterworks brand has SQ models in its
mass -market line. Latest to set a foot on the SQ running

then, many of the non-SQ decoding components must
be counted as gestures in the direction of-rather than
evidence of true commitment to-matrixing.

E -V and Sansui designs-which are similar to each
other of course-there is little evidence of large-scale
production or stocking by dealers. For the moment,

Back to the City?
Last month in this column we wrote of the disappearance of center -city high fidelity shows-particularly that
in New York, once the Spring Prom (or rather the Fall
Prom) of the high fidelity season. It is a bit of a shock to
find that come this fall it will have been four years since
the Institute of High Fidelity sponsored its last Manhattan show. How time flies when you're having a recession!

Another
World?

Well the economy appears to be improving, and so is
the prognosis for a 1972 IHF show in midtown Manhat-

tan. The connection between economy and show
scheduling may be more than coincidence. Complaints
about midtown events have centered around falling attendance, and the assumption has been that as more

and more of the population moves to the suburbs a
What she's listening to

the Concept Plus FM/TV-audio
radio called Video Voice. It's a battery -portable VHF tuner
reproducer that the company is plugging for use at home,
in cars, on picnics-even by bicyclists-as a hedge against
"missing your favorite TV programs." Considering the fact
is

that you can now buy "Ma Perkins" or Fred Allen on the
underground cassette market, we can't help wondering why
Concept Plus didn't also include a tape-recording jack to
make it easy for contemporary collectors to tape the inspired ad-libbing of, say, William F. Buckley or Buddy Hackett,
or perhaps a solo by Beverly Sills on the Johnny Carson
show. Maybe if the Video Voice makes it, recordists eventually will have such a product.
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dwindling supply of city dwellers remains to attend the

shows. There's probably a good deal of truth in that
concept. But most of the people who live in suburbia
work in the city; they need only extend the diurnal visit if
they want to attend the show.
Then how about the threat of crime in the streets, the
high cost of babysitters, and similar malignancies? If the
New York show takes place this year, it may help to determine which are the overriding factors. Present plans
would place it in the Statler Hilton near Madison Square
Garden from October 17 through 24. If it takes place as
scheduled, and if it wins back the crowd it once had, it
may convince the IHF that the inner city is not the wasteland it appeared during the leaner years.
Don't expect a wholesale reversion to the "good old
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THE COBALT CASSETTE

EXPLOSION.EXPLA INE o.
This is the year cassettes made it

big. The year they changed from teenybopper tape to a full-fledged recording/playback medium.
And the latest step in this revolution is something called cobalt energizing, or
cobalt doping.

It creates, in one stroke, the cassette of the future.
Mallory's Professional Duratape°,
the newest development in cobalt energizing,
gives you a 1980 -type cassette right now.
In 1972.
Professional Duratape's cobalt en-

ergizing concentrates magnetic particles in
the tape to an almost incredible density, allowing a greater signal-to-noise ratio, and

It's a cassette so complete in its
capabilities, it can replace your other playback media: reel-to-reel tape, cartridges, records, the works.
It even permits editing, a great advantage to professional audio people as well
as advanced amateur enthusiasts.

producing a fully -extended frequency range:
35 to 18,000 Hertz, plus or minus 2.5 decibels.
Different tape decks give different

response curves. But our cobalt -energized

cassette, played on optimum equipment,
would give you one that looks like this:
10

5

All of which is why we named it
Professional Duratape.
If you've ever spent any amount
on cassettes or cassette equipment, you owe

it to yourself to experience Professional

0

Duratape.

ol -5
-10

1000

100

10000

20000

Just once.
And that, we believe, is all you'll need.

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Before, you had to use chromium
dioxide tape and a deck with a special chromium dioxide switch to get maximum frequency range. Now cobalt energizing does it
without any special switching or circuitry.
Professional Duratape is a cassette
so advanced, it's capable of future recording
and playback in discrete 4 -channel stereo-

two front speaker channels and two
rear speaker channels.

MALLORY

THE NEW COBALT -ENERGIZED PROFESSIONAL DURATAPE.
"

l'

Thilliory & Co.
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days," however. The popularity of suburban shows in
the recent past has made it unlikely that downtown
events will become the mandatory annual affairs they
once were.

Another Round for Dolby
In recent weeks the list of Dolby licensees has been expanded to include a number of companies-particularly

those based in Japan-in the component high fidelity
field, including Sony, Pioneer, Toshiba, Panasonic,
JVC, and Kenwood. Presumably the interest of these
companies centers around the Dolby "B" noise -reduction circuit-since that is the only version of the Dolby

technique that is adapted to consumer purposes-for
use in, or with, cassette equipment.
What makes these announcements particularly inter-

esting is that Panasonic, JVC, Sony, and Kenwood all
have produced noise -reduction systems of their own.
Kenwood's KF-8011 denoiser is particularly elaborate,
acting in four frequency bands, each of which can be
denoised (or left unaltered) independently of the others.
Like the Sony, Panasonic, and JVC noise -reduction circuits, the KF-8011 acts in playback only-as opposed to
the Dolby action which involves processing during both
recording and playback. For this reason the KF-8011
can be used to reduce noise factors in any program

source-discs, FM, or tape recordings that have not
been Dolby processed. And the KF-8011 is expected to
co -exist with any Dolby designs the company may offer.

There is no firm indication when we might expect
Dolby equipment from the new licensees. (And of
course the signing of a license does not necessarily
guarantee that the equipment will be offered.) At best it
may take several months before product engineering
can be completed and first samples made public.

equipment in the
news

Heath adds acoustic suspension speaker kits
Four models have been added to Heath's line of speaker -system
kits. The AS -104, shown here, is a three-way system with a 10 -inch
woofer and sells for $89.95 with a walnut -veneer cabinet. Two versions of the AS -105, a two-way system that also uses a 10 -inch
woofer, are available: the AS -105W ($69.95) with a walnut -veneer
cabinet and the AS -105U ($64.95), which is unfinished. The least expensive model in the group is the AS -106, with a single driver and
walnut -veneer finish, at $19.95.
CIRCLE 146 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

Display/Analyzer unit from Pioneer
As part of its new 1000 series of separate components, Pioneer has
introduced the SD -1000, a multipurpose display/evaluation unit. It
includes a built-in audio oscillator equipped for manual or automatic
frequency sweeps, a three-inch oscilloscope, and dual level meters.
The oscilloscope can be used in checking FM multipath, as a stereo
or quadraphonic display, or as a waveform display. Four back -panel
input channels can be selected individually for either vertical or horizontal display. Front -panel inputs are provided as well, and the unit
can be used (with microphones) to check speaker -performance and
room -acoustic characteristics. The SD -1000 costs $549.95.
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Ecstasy. At a price that
wont cause too much agony.
Before the ecstasy of listening to your new stereo
equipment comes, alas, the agony of shopping for

it - the frustration of wanting this feature, and
that spec, and finding that your budget won't
quite cover it.
Sony has something to ease the pain. The STR6036. An FM Stereo/AM-FM receiver for the man
with a small room, a small budget, but big ears
nonetheless.
It's an inexpensive receiver that doesn't sacrifice performance, specifications, control flexibility, sound quality, or even looks.
What it does sacrifice, of course, is just a bit of
power. The STR-6036 delivers 50 clean watts of

IHF dynamic power at 4

ohms*. That's quite enough
to drive even most low -efficiency "bookshelf"speakers,
even if it's not enough to

or to let you bust your buttons bragging about it.
The tuner, though, makes no concessions: It has
a sensitive, overload -proof FET front end. And
ceramic i.f. filters that increase selectivity and
never need realignment. Plus a tuning meter for
both AM and FM.
The controls have all the flexibility you'd expect
from Sony: tape monitor, main/remote speaker
selector, switchable loudness, even front -panel
microphone input jacks.
And the control feel is typical Sony, too - firm,
silky -smooth and positive. So the pleasure begins
at your fingertips, even before your ears can start
enjoying. Your pleasure
will deepen to ecstasy when
you hear the low price. As

your dealer's when
ration of America, 47-47
Van Dam Street, Long
will

you buy one. Sony Corpo-

rival the power company,

Island City, N.Y. 11101.

IHF standard constant supply method.

The SONY 6036 Stereo Receiver
CIRCLE 66 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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New version of Advent Dolby unit
The Advent Model 100A has somewhat more flexibility of switching

and application than the Model 100 that preceded it. The Dolby
switching specifically allows use with signals (from tape or FM) that
already have been Dolby processed. For example you can make an
identical, Dolbyized copy of a Dolbyized tape using the 100A's Dolby
circuitry only for the signal to be monitored-which may derive from
either the original or the copy. There are two, mixable stereo pairs of
inputs, either of which can be used as a standard line input or, by
adding Advent's MPR-1 two -channel mike preamp unit, for a stereo
pair of microphones. The MPR-1, which works off the Model 100A's
power supply, costs $25; the Model 100A costs $260.

.111-

c

me-

Sansui's "universal" quadraphonic receiver
Sansui calls its QR-6500 a universal receiver because the unit will
handle mono and stereo signals as well as derived, matrixed, or discrete quadraphonic programs. It consists of a stereo FM/AM tuner
section, a switching section with provision for deriving quadrapho-

nics from stereo sources, and four power -amp channels with
-

-

_Jr

tmbin

switching for driving up to two speakers at a time in each channel.
Monitoring switches are provided for a four -channel recorder and

II

two stereo recorders-one of which can be connected via front panel jacks. The deluxe unit is rated at 37 watts continuous power
per channel into 8 -ohm loads and sells for $699.95.
CIRCLE 147 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

Low-cost monitor -head recorder from Sony
The Sony/ Superscope TC-353 is a self-contained music system
built around a three -head open -reel recorder. It has inputs for microphones, line (a receiver or second tape unit, for example), tuner, and
magnetic phono. A pair of removable speakers are built into the TC353's lid. They are driven by a built-in amplifier with separate bass

and treble controls and rated at 7 watts per channel continuous
power. The recorder itself operates at 71/2, 33/4, and 1'/e ips and in-

cludes Sony's "retractomatic" pinch roller to simplify threading.
Monitoring switch, public-address switching, pause control, and
captive reel locks are included. The TC-353 costs $329.95.
CIRCLE 148 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

Weltron offers DIN -style adapter cables
A series of cables with DIN -to -DIN or DIN-to-phono terminations
have been made available by Weltron for owners of imported equipment fitted with 3 -pin or 5 -pin DIN jacks. Model W-HOS-1 has a 5 -pin
DIN plug on one end, four phono plugs on the other. W-HOS-2 has a
3 -pin DIN plug, connected to two phono plugs. W-HOS-4 is 6 ft. long
and mates a 5 -pin DIN connector at one end with a 3 -pin DIN con-

nector at the other. The cables sell for about $4.50 each.
CIRCLE 149 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

Onkyo announces Linear Suspension speakers
The Onkyo Model 25, one of three speaker systems in the Scepter
Series, has a 14 -inch cone woofer, a 2 -inch domed midrange driver,
a 1 -inch domed tweeter, and crossover assembly mounted in the
company's Linear Suspension enclosure. The woofer has a ported
cone cap, credited by Onkyo with reducing nonlinearity in bass response. The crossover panel on the back of the enclosure includes
separate five -position controls for midrange and high frequencies.
The system is rated for a frequency response of 30 Hz to 20 kHz and
an impedance of 8 ohms, with a maximum -power rating of 60 watts
and minimum recommended input of 10 watts continuous. It costs
$249.95.
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Are port in the
4 -channel war of the matrixes:

The war is over!
-

------

And (unlike real wars)
everybody has won.
Columbia Records has
announced release of encoded 4 -channel records.
And because support from
major record companies
is essential to 4 -channel, we welcome them.
Columbia now joins the many pioneering record manufacturers who've already produced
thousands of 4 -channel discs.
We must admit that at first we were concerned. Because while most of the original matrixes
were basically compatible, these new SQ
discs were different. Which could have led to
a battle of the matrixes and even more confusion in the marketplace.
But we knew our matrixing system was best,
so what to do about this promised flood of
seemingly incompatible discs? The answer: a
new "universal" E -V decoder now in production.
Not only does this improved decoder handle
our STEREO -4T M. (and all similarly -encoded
material) but we've added sophisticated circuitry to decode SQ records accurately. It even
does some things decoders built solely for the
SQ format don't, like more correctly controlling
the position of a front -center soloist.
So, now the E -V Decoder is the only one for
all matrix 4 -channel programs. And now -

more than ever - matrixing (encoding four
channels of sound into two) continues to grow
as the method to get 4 -channel sound on
records, FM, and tape to the listener... now
and in the foreseeable future.
What about our "old" EVX-4 Decoder?
Well, despite the algebra, it actually decodes
SQ records remarkably well. It just doesn't
offer complete rear directionality from these
different discs. But unless it is directly compared with our improved decoding this has
proved a minor issue for many listeners.
In addition we doubt that independent
record companies will give up the advantages
of STEREO -4 encoding in favor of the SQ
system. Because the "new" decoder is more
complex - hence more expensive - we'll
continue to sell both models. One of them is
for you!
But having now created the "universal" decoder we're not resting on our laurels. We're
going on to refine it in future models with such
features as gain riding to make it by far the
best circuit in the industry.
So, hopefully, order is restored. Record
companies can get on with software in increasing numbers using any matrixing system they
prefer ... while you begin to really enjoy the
fruits of all our labors.

W
Peace.

THE MI STEREO -41 FOUR -CHANNEL FAMILY OF PRODUCTS

741111111-

,

EVX.4 Stereo -4 Decoder

-

E -V 1244X Combined

Stereo Amplitier/Decoder

.

MI;2-111.11A
fl A

- -Al-"".-

New Universal Decod.

EVR-4X4 AM/FM Stereo
4 -Channel Receiver

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 424H, 619 Cecil Street, Bucharan, Michigan 49107
In Canada: EV of Canada, Ltd. 345 Herbert Street, Gananopue, Ontario
In Europe: Electro-Voice, S.A., Lyss-Strasse 55. 2560 Ntdau, Switzerland

a GULTON subsidiary
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How this Wollensak
8 -track recorder
takes advantage of
your stereo sysiem

C)

The Wollensak 8050 8 -track pre -amp

deck is built to make the most from
the output of your stereo system.
It records your kind of music onto
8 -track cartridges from records,
radio, tape or your own sound
source. Then plays it back through
your system. Making these
cartridges on the 8050 saves you
a bundle. And if you have 8 -track
in your car, they can do double duty.

When you're ready to record, you
always know the tape is at the
beginning with the 8050's exclusive
"cuing" feature. Dual illuminated
VU meters with a switchable
automatic record level help make
professional recording a breeze.
There's no chance of accidentally
erasing previously recorded tracks
with its automatic eject system.
When you're ready to listen, the
8050's fast -forward control lets you
move right along to the selection
you want to hear. A truly
outstanding signal-to-noise ratio
that's better than 50 db, a full

frequency response of 30-15,000 Hz
and a special long life high torque
AC motor add to its performance.

Nobody knows more about
sound -on -tape or has more
experience in tape recording than
3M Company.
So, move on out to your nearby
dealer and learn more about how
the Wollensak 8050 8 -track deck
takes advantage of your stereo system.

ollensak® 31:0,

3M CENTER

SAINT PAUL MINNESOTA 55101

CIRCLE 70 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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new equipment
THE CONSUMER'S GUIDE TO HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT reports
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A Luxurious Receiver from Marantz
The Equipment: Marantz 2270, a stereo FM/ AM receiver. Dimensions: 17% by 57/s by 14 inches. Price:
$549.95. Manufacturer: Marantz Co., Inc. (a subsidiary
of Superscope, Inc.), P.O. Box 99, Sun Valley, Calif.

1.41-

91352.
10 KHZ

Comment: Performance aside (for the moment), little
design quirks mean a lot in terms of the "feel" of a given
piece of stereo equipment; and the 2270 is one of those
units that, with a little use, takes on its own personality.
The silky and noise -free action of its pushbuttons, the

Square- wave response

horizontal tuning wheel, and the clutched triple tone
controls (bass, midrange, and treble) with detents for
repeatable settings all contribute to this feeling of individuality.
Below the tuning meters, dial, and tuning wheel are
three groups of switch buttons with four buttons in each
group. The first has one button to convert the signal strength meter to read multipath, a high -blend switch,
and two buttons for tape -monitor switching. The second
has two for mono -mode switching (permitting selection
of left, right, or both signals) and two for filtering-high
and low. At the right are buttons for loudness compensation, FM muting, main speakers (on/off), and remote
speakers (on/off). Across the bottom are six knobs: selector, the three tone controls, balance, and volume. At
the extreme left are input and output jacks for an added
tape recorder. The output is in parallel with the two tape
outputs on the back panel; the input overrides those
from the back panel. At the extreme right are the power
on/off switch and headphone jack, which is live at all
times.

On the back panel are the main and remote speaker

connections, switched and unswitched AC convenience outlets (one each), a Quadradial output (for use

IHF FM SENSITIVITY
2.1 IN at 90 MHz
1.9 Itt/ at 98 MHz
2.1 ILV at 106 MHz
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with an adapter should a quadraphonic broadcast
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method be approved), connections for AM antenna and
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75 -ohm or 300 -ohm FM leadin, a local/distant FM

- 40
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switch, a screwdriver adjustment for FM -muting level, a
chassis ground connection, and the pairs of phono-jack

- Left channel: >3.dB, 200 Hz to 2.6 kHz; >25 dB, 54 Hz to 7 kHz

main -in connections-for use with room equalizers for
example-that are delivered fitted with jumpers for nor -

ca 210 Hz to 4.3 kHz, >25 dB, 43 Hz to 7.3 kHz
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inputs and outputs. These include preamp-out and
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Equipment reports are based on laboratory measurements and controlled listening tests. Unless otherwise noted, test data and measurements

REPORT POLICY

are obtained by CBS Laboratories. Stamford, Connecticut, a division of Columbia Broadcasting System. Inc.. one of the nation's leading
research organizations. The choice of equipment to be tested rests with the editors of HIGH FIDELITY. Manufacturers are not permitted to read
reports in advance of publication. and no report, or portion thereof, may be reproduced for any purpose or in any form without written permission of the publisher All reports should be construed as applying to the specific samples tested: neither HIGH FIDELITY nor CBS Laboratories

assumes responsibility for product performance or quality
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POWER OUTPUT DATA
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PREAMP & CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS
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CHANNELS INDIVIDUALLY

Left at clipping: 94.5 watts for 0,03% THD
Left at 0,3% THD: 98.0 watts
Right at clipping: 91.1 watts for 0.04% THD
Right at 0.3% THD: 96.6 watts

N

POWER BANDWIDTH
(for 0.3% THD: 0 d8=70 watts)

+3
0

Below 10 Hz to 50 MHz

-3

0

"ea'

-5

High filter

Low filter
Midrange cut

- 15 r"
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

CD

12
("1

+5

c,

- 10

LA..1

CI)

Midrange boost

+10__----------

Left at clipping: 81.2 watts at 0,025% THD
Right at clipping: 78.1 watts at 0.035% THD

co

Treble boost

Bass boost

cc, +15

CHANNELS SIMULTANEOUSLY

Treble cut

Bass cut

- 20

(for 1 watt output)

TONE CONTROLS

0

LOUDNESS CONTOUR. volume control at 9 o'clock

-5

+0.25 -1.0 dB, below 10 Hz to 100 kHz

2270/3
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20

100

10K ?/K

1K

20

50

22/0/6

FILTERS

100

200

500

2K

1K

5K

10K

20K

FREQUENCY IN HZ

100K

FREQUENCY IN HZ

Marantz 2270 Receiver Additional Data
Tuner Section

HARMONIC DISTORTION CURVES

0.10
0.05

-

0

70 WATTS OUTPUT
0,09%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
0.10%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz

Capture ratic

2.0 dB

Alternate -channel selectivity

62 dB

S/N ratio

more than 79 dB

IM distortion

0.3%

- Left channel:

--- Right channel:

c.,

ctj 0.10
0.05

Mono
0.34%
0.30%
0.25%

THD

0

35 WATTS OUTPUT

-Left channel: ,.0.066%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
--- Right channel: <0.069%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz

2270/4
20

50

200

100

500

2K

1K

5K

10K

20K

80 Hz
1 kHz
10 kHz

L ch
0.52%
0.30%
0.95%

19 -kHz pilot suppression

66 dB

38 -kHz subcarrier suppression

64 dB

R ch
0.33%
0.25%
0.80%

FREQUENCY IN HZ

Amplifier Section
INTERMODULATION CURVES

Damping factor

0.11% to 95.3 watts
8ohm load:
4 -ohm load: <0.37% to 47.7 watts
16 -ohm load: <0.05% to 56.7 watts

2270/5

01
2

3

4

5

10

20

35

Input characteristics (for 70 watts output)

30 40 50

100

phono 1 & 2
tape 1 & 2
aux

Sensitivity
1.9 mV
179 mV
179 mV

S N ratio
65 dB
86.5 dB
86.5 dB

POWER OUTPUT IN WATTS

mal use. In addition to the inputs and outputs for two

tape decks, there are two input pairs for magnetic
phono cartridges and one for aux. In fact, everything
about this receiver (except its sometimes unclear instruction manual) is carefully planned and beautifully
executed.

Tuner performance is excellent. Quieting descends
steeply to -40 dB at only 2.5 microvolts and achieves
full effect (-48 dB) at 50 microvolts, making it possible to
receive clean sound from stations that would be border-

line at best with many receivers. The S/N ratio is, at
more than 79 dB, one of the best that CBS Labs has
measured for us. And distortion is unusually low.
The amplifier section is a real powerhouse. Marantz's

rating of 70 watts per channel is very conservative;
many companies would rate such a design at 90 watts
or more per channel. To put it another way, at rated out-

put the distortion is exceptionally low -no more than
0.1% of either THD or IM in any of the lab measurements
at 8 ohms. Note, however, that power output at 4 ohms
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is relatively restricted if IM distortion is to be kept low. If
all speaker taps are to be used, particularly if the listen-

ing rooms are large or the speakers unusually
inefficient, 8 -ohm speakers would appear to be in order.

The most dist nctive feature of the control section is
the three -knob tone -control system. The maximum effect of the midrange control is not as extreme as that of
bass and treble -and indeed it need not be for most purposes. It can be used to add a bit more "presence" to a

soloist, or to subdue an overly "forward" soloist -typical of some older recordings. And we found a use that
may become increasingly important in the near future:
to balance dissimilar loudspeakers in four -channel listening (with the addition of an extra stereo amplifier).
Normal treble and bass controls had failed to match the
tone color of the front pair with those used for the back
channels; the three-way controls, with their added flexibility, did a much more satisfactory job when we substituted the 2270 for the receiver that we had been using.
CIRCLE 103 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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Updated H -K
Dolby Cassette Deck
The Equipment: Harman-Kardon CAD -5 cassette deck
with built-in Dolby circuitry. Dimensions: 121/3 by 31/4 by
8% inches. Price: $199.95. Manufacturer: Harman-Kardon, Inc., 55 Ames Ct., Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

The motor light (marked "auto") comes on when tape
motion begins. At the end of the cassette, or if the cassette becomes jammed, the motor turns off automat-

Comment: Harman-Kardon's Dolby cassette deck is

these controls are the dual -meter panel, the recording level controls for each channel, and on/off switches for
Dolby action and AC power.
The microphone inputs are on the vertical panel just
below the main controls. Line connections are made on
the back panel via phono jacks. There are one pair for

much more compact and somewhat less feature -laden
than most comparable units presently available. It combines a fairly conventional transport system with electronics highlighted by a chromium-dioxide/ferric-oxide

switch and an overload light that, in conjunction with
the dual metering, helps in precise setting of recording
levels. According to the company, the current models
embody certain internal improvements (both mechanical and electrical) over those available about a year ago

from initial production runs-and at a somewhat reduced price.
On the main control panel are the usual piano -key

buttons: record interlock, rewind, stop/eject, play/
record, fast forward, and pause. To the left of these controls is a mono/stereo switch; below them is a row of in-

dicator lights: recording, motor, overload, and Dolby.

not automatically disengage, however. To the right of

outp.it and two pairs for inputs-high or low level, depending on the source from which the CAD -5 is fed.
Also on the back panel are the ferric-oxide/chromium-

dioxide tape switch (which affects recording onlyunlike those on some other decks it does not alter playback equalization in the chromium -dioxide position) and
the Dolby -level alignment controls.
In testing the CAD -5, CBS Labs used Memorex chromium -dioxide tape and ran three sets of record/playback curves: at -10 VU and at -20 VU with Dolby circuitry off and at -20 VU with the Dolby circuitry turned on.

Harman-Kardon CAD -5 Additional Data

DIN PLAYBACK RESPONSE

+5

ically and the light goes out. The drive mechanism does

(0 dB = -20 VU)

Speed accuracy
ips

-5

-Left channel. +1.5, -0.25 dB, 31.5 Hz to 10 kHz
--- Right channel, +10. -0.75 dB. 31.5 Hz to 10 kHz

Wow and flutter

CADS/I
20

100

50

200

500

1K

2K

10K

5K

105 VAC: 033% slow
120 VAC: 0.17% slow
127 VAC: 0.16% slow

20K

154 ips

playback: 0.13%
record / playback: 0.15%

FREQUENCY IN HZ

RECORD/PLAYBACK RESPONSE

Rewind time, C-60 cassette

1 min. 30 sec.

Fast -forward time, same cassette

1 min. 30 sec.

S/N ratio (ref. 0 VU, Dolby off)
L
53.0 dB
playback
record playback L ch: 50.0 dB

DOLBY OFF; 0 DB = -20 VU

- Left channel: +0.75, -3 dB. 44 Hz to 14 kHz
--- Right channel: +1.5. -3 dB, 44 Hz to 14 kHz

DOLBY ON: 0 DB = -20 VU

- Left channel: +0, -3 dB, 48 Hz to 13.5 kHz
--- Right channel: +2, -3 dB, 50 Hz to 14.5 kHz
CADS/2

20

50

100

200

500

1K

2K

5K

10K

20K

FREQUENCY IN HZ

Erasure (400 Hz at normal level)

64.0 dB

Crosstalk (at 400 Hz)
record left, playback right
record right, playback left

44.0 dB
41.5 dB

Sensitivity (for 0 -VU recording level)
R ch: 580 mV
high input
L ch: 580 mV
R ch 185 mV
low input
L ch: 185 mV
R ch: 0.2 mV
L ch: 0.2 mV
mike input

Accuracy, built-in meters
L ch: exact

=3

R ch: 52.5 dB
R ch: 49.5 dB

R ch: 0:5 dB high

HARMONIC DISTORTION CURVES

2

IM distortion (record 'play, -10 VU)
L ch: 5.5%
R ch: 4.5%
ips

W1

1

- Left channel:., 1.4%, 50 Hz to 10 kHz

La.' 0

--- Right channel: <1.4%, 50 Hz to 10 kHz

20

50

100

200

500

1K

2K

c405/3
5K

10K

20K

Maximum output (preamp or line, 0 -VU)
R ch: 1.3 V
L ch: 1.2 V

FREQUENCY IN HZ
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At -10 VU the curves (not reproduced here) show only
minimal droop -by 1.5 dB or less -at high frequencies
with respect to the curves at -20 VU, indicating unusual
headroom at these frequencies. The similarity of Dolby
and non -Dolby curves indicates excellent Dolby tracking. All the curves are substantially flat to 13 kHz at the

modulation runs about par for the better cassette
decks, while harmonic distortion -at under 1.5% across
the board -is better than par.
Other measurements too are consistent with current

concepts of performance levels to be expected in a

high end -an excellent figure and noticeably better

good component -quality cassette deck. That's what the
CAD -5 is, and at an attractive price.

than one would expect with ferric -oxide tapes. Inter -

CIRCLE 142 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

Digital FM Tuner
From Sherwood
The Equipment: Sherwood SEL-300 FM tuner. Dimensions: 161/2 by 51/4 by 13 inches. Price: $579. Manufacturer: Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc., 4300 N.
California Ave., Chicago, III. 60618.

Comment: High fidelity enthusiasts seldom acknowledge the degree to which emotional factors color their
responses to specific products, yet feelings seem to run
unusually high where digital tuning is concerned. It is
new; it is redolent of the technological society in which

we live; yet it has an exotic look and "feel." One is
tempted therefore either to dismiss digital tuning as
mere technical window-dressing or to accept it uncritically as the latest advance in tuner design. Our experience with the SEL-300 confirms our impression that
neither impulse is entirely justified.
In any terms the SEL-300 is an exceptional tuner. Lab
readings for sensitivity, selectivity, and S/N all place it
in the top class, and -perhaps the acid test -its audio
output is unusually crystalline in quality. Moreover it has
a number of unusual switching and interconnection features. To the right of the "dial" -the digital readout itself
plus the two tuning meters and indicator lights -is the
tuning knob, followed by a stepped attenuator that affects the line output only and matches those levels to
the input requirements of the amplifier and to other signals handled by the stereo system. Across the bottom of
the front panel are an on/off switch, a calibrated hush
(interstation muting) control, a readout brightness control (three positions plus off), a calibrated headphone
volume control, connections for headphones and for a
tape recorder, and a series of buttons: tape monitor,
hush, stereo -only, mono -only, noise filter, and inter station readout blanking (the visual equivalent of a muting control).
The front -panel tape jack is subordinate to the main
tape -recorder connections on the back panel. This arrangement permits unusual flexibility of interconnection -including the dubbing of tapes from one
recorder to another -while keeping leads from tuner to
the main recorder as short, and the signal as hum -free,
as possible. In addition to tape -in and tape -out connections, the back panel has line output jacks, "multipath"

jacks (horizontal and vertical feeds for oscilloscope
evaluation of incoming signals), screw terminals for 75 ohm and 300 -ohm antennas, coax connector for a 75 -

ohm antenna, a ground terminal, an unswitched AC
convenience outlet, and a "four -channel output" -a

3R

single phono jack intended for use with quadraphonic
decoding equipment if and when a broadcast system is
approved.
Now to that question of digital tuning. The SEL-300 is
internally conventional. That is, it is not one of those designs whose internal circuitry precludes a conventional
dial. But where stations crowd the dial there never is any

question of the frequency to which the SEL-300 is
tuned. For example you need not count fine -scale divi-

sions to determine whether you are tuned to 98.3 or
98.5 MHz; with digital tuning it is obvious at a glance.
Over-all the SEL-300 offers the fastest and most positive
00

0

-10
f=`, -20
IHF FM SENSITIVITY

1.7µV

ea -30

1.7 oV at 90.1 MHz
1,7 uV at 98.1 MHz
16 oV at 106.1 MHz

ce,

2 -40
-50

o -60

SEL300/1

100

10

100K

10K

1K

RF INPUT IN MICROVOLTS

+5

MONO FM RESPONSE

0

+1.25.-0 5 dB. 20 Hz to 15 kHz

-5
co +5

z

STEREO FM RESPONSE

0

t:1 -5

- Left channel: +0. -2.5 dB. 20 Hz to 15 kHz
--- Right channel: +0, -3 dB, 20 Hz to 15 kHz

ci2 -10 111.

riti

-15
- 20

-25
- 30

1111

CHANNEL SEPARATION

1111111maimenni

-35
- 40

dB, 20 Hz to 8.2 kHz

- Left channel: ii: 30 dB. 20 Hz to 1.7 kHz:

- 45

- Right channel: -..30 dB. 20 Hz to 1.8 kHz; ,.20 dB, 20 Hz to 8.4 kHz

SEL300/2
20

50

100

200

500

2K

1K

5K

10K

20K

FREQUENCY IN HZ
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Sherwood SEL-300 Tuner Additional Data

Capture ratio

2.3 dB

S/N ratio

74 dB

IM distortion

0.22%

THD
80 Hz
1 kHz
10 kHz

Mono
0.08%
0.18%
0.56%

L ch

R ch

0.43%
0.72%

0.52%
0.34%

(see text)

tuning system we have yet encountered; where many
stations are available it is even faster and simpler than
punched -card tuning.
CBS Labs' findings document the SEL-300 as one of
the finest tuners we have ever tested. There is one point
that requires special mention, however. Using standard
laboratory procedures the THD for a 10 -kHz stereo signal measures 24%-surprisingly high for such a unit.
Analysis shows that this extraneous output is not harmonic distortion in the strict sense (usually largely second and third harmonics of the fundamental-or 20 and
30 kHz in this particular test), and lies largely at frequencies beyond audibility. Distortion in the audible

19 -kHz pilot suppression

65 dB

range for this 10 -kHz stereo input was measured at 2%.
In terms of everything except this one measurement-

38 -kHz subcarrier suppression

64 dB

and even in spite of it-the SEL-300 is an exceptionally
fine and versatile tuner.
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Heath's Top Thomas Organ Kit
are an integral part of each tone generator. Eight of the
generators have four divider networks, the other four

have three. The resuling fifty-six notes are then colored, filtered, and amplified by the various voicing,
synthesizing, and preamp circuits within the organ to
produce the vast array of tones available to the organist.

Those tones are fed to two amplifiers rated at 200
wets peak power (i.e. 100 watts continuous) apieceone driving an 8 -inch Leslie speaker in its two -speed ro-

tating baffle, the othe' driving two fixed 12 -inch main
speakers. There is also a provision for the use of stereo
headphones, enablinc the musician to turn off the or-

gan speakers and play or practice in privacy, and a
mono input/output jack intended for use in tape recording directly from the organ signal and playback through
the organ's own speakers. The two 44 -manuals (keyboards) and a 25 -note pedal array are controlled by a

total of 19 "stops" plus a variety of special -effect
switches, as detailed the Voicing Options listings below. The Thomas Color-Glo system is incorporated to

The Equipment: Heathkit TO -101, the Thomas Legato
deluxe theater organ in kit form. Dimensions: 471/4 by
471/4 by 25 inches. Price, including walnut cabinet and
padded bench, $1,495. Accessories: TOA-101-1 Bandbox, $160; TOA-101-2 Playmate, $195. (Also available:
TOA-101-3 Thomas organ course, $29.95; TOA-101-4
demonstration record, 50e.) Manufacturer: Heath Co.,
Benton Harbor, Mich. 49023.
Comment: Truly an ambitious undertaking for the nov-

ice or seasoned kit builder, the TO -101 has such a
broad range of sonic and control capabilities that it is almost impossible to imagine a user whose demands are
so specialized as to be beyond the instrument's capabilities. Yet even the inexpert organist can make the most
of his resources with the aid of the Bandbox and Playmate accessories.
The Legato, like most of the comparable instruments

now available, uses oscillator circuits as tone generators to produce the basic signal. There are twelve mas-

ter oscillators in the Legato, one for each note of the
chromatic scale, representing one keyboard octave.
Pitches for the remaining octaves are derived from
these by means of frequency -divider networks, which
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help the beginner learn easily with or without the
Thomas organ course, to which it is keyed.
The TO -101 kit is accompanied by the usual instruc-

tion manuals-all seven of them; nine if you buy the
Bandbox and Playmate rhythm section as well. As
usual, the Heathkit manuals are clear and complete.
They methodically cower each step of construction. As
we review the construction process, manual by manual,
you should get some idea of the complexities afforded
by a large organ. Total building time ran to almost 110
hours.
Book No. 1 gives an introduction to the organ, unpacking procedures for the preassembled basic cabi-

net, and instructions for the assembly of the pedal
board. No problems were encountered with this section.
Book No. 2 covers the construction of the main ampli-

fier and Color-Glo power supply. One error showed up
in this manual, but it was not difficult to make the required change iater in construction. (Heath will be correcting this with an addition to its errata sheets.) Our
test builder had no other problems in completing this
section.
Book No. 3 concerns itself with the assembly of the
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View from above shows arrangement of manuals, stops,
and controls on Legato. Individual stops are listed in the
Voicing Options table at the end of this test report.

Row of plug-in oscillator boards is at top. To right
of two main speakers is Leslie assembly. Tape recording jack is on main amplifier, bottom center.

With top cover raised, switches connected to stop tabs
are exposed. Behind and below switching circuit board are
voicing circuits that shape tones from oscillators.

Large switches on Bandbox select individual percussion
effects to play automatically with notes of lower manual or
pedals. Smaller buttons are used to play percussion manually.

accompaniment (lower) manual, distribution board,

Book No. 6 brings us to final adjustment, initial testing, tuning, and final assembly steps. Spacing of the
spring contacts for the individual keys is adjusted; then

pedal keyer, divider circuit boards, and the tone generators. In three cases, color coding on one circuit board
did not match the coding in the written instructions, but
the corresponding wiring pictorial resolved the discrepancy. Installation of capacitors in the tone generators
should be done with extreme care, incidentally. An incorrect value would change the operating frequency of
the generator, making it difficult or impossible to tune
properly. All the capacitors look alike, and the value of
each is printed in very small numbers on the side.
Book No. 4 is devoted entirely to the construction of

the solo (upper) manual and its associated parts-including the chimes, part of the Color-Glo system, various on/off switches, and balance controls. A special
alignment tool is supplied to adjust the height, length,
and spacing between keys. There were no construction
problems in this section.
Book No. 5 proved the most complex. This is the point
in construction where all voicing, percussion, and accessory circuit boards are built and wired into the organ, and the Leslie speaker installed. Extreme caution
is necessary in connecting the myriad parts to these circuit boards. A transistor lead misplaced, or an electrolytic capacitor inserted backward, can cause problems
that take a long time to find and correct. Our builder had
to add a wire to the sustain -to -solo voicing harness to
extend a shield trimmed off in manufacture. All other
areas of construction went smoothly.
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the builder checks all the controls and tabs to determine

whether they are working properly and producing the
desired effects. This section also covers the adjustment
of the percussion, manual balance, vibrato, and tremolo
sections of the organ. Our kit builder found four problems: The sustain could not be turned off; the D tone
generator was inoperative; the four tibia tabs produced
no sound; and the vibrato was inoperative.
At this point Book No. 7 is brought into play. It deals
with maintenance, data, and trouble -shooting. By using
the trouble -shooting charts, which proved invaluable,
the builder was able to localize and repair all four problems. The sustain simply required adjustment of two
contacts; the tone generator had a defective divider
network, which was replaced; a capacitor in the preamp

section of the tibia voices was wired backward; and a
bad transistor in the vibrato oscillator caused its malfunction. If you have an electronic background, pinpointing a problem with the aid of the trouble -shooting
charts is simple; if you do not, a phone call or letter to
Heath's technical department should soon eliminate
the problem. We found Heath's parts replacement program very good, but make sure you use the proper part
number and name when ordering a replacement.
Next the organ must be tuned. The C generator is pre -

tuned at the factory and the builder adjusts the other
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pitches to it by "beating" the tone of one key against
that of another. A chart in the manual specifies the number of beats that must be heard in a given time period for
each pair of notes. This method of tuning is frankly difficult and tedious. If you have a piano, a practical alternative is to have it tuned professionally, then tune the organ from it. The last section of this final book deals with
assembly of the organ bench, a very comfortable and

elegant -looking addition to the Legato. If you did not
purchase the Bandbox and Playmate sections the organ is now complete and ready to play.
Both of the accessories are remarkable additions to
the Legato, however. The Bandbox is an electronic percussion instrument that will add ten new voices to the
organ. Its individual voices may be set to play automatically with the lower manual or the pedals or both Any of
the percussion voices also can be played manually at
will, and all will play simultaneously with the exception
of two: the snare drum and the drum -roll (which actually
is the snare -drum sound with an automatic repeat). The

Bandbox installs readily in the Legato and can be
adapted to four other Thomas/ Heathkit organs
The Bandbox control head and drum voicing circuit
boards are shipped preassembled. A master harness
makes connection to the organ relatively simple. There
are two circuit boards to be constructed: the power supply and trigger board, and the cymbal voicing board. No
problems were encountered in assembly, but when the

Heath TO -101 Organ Voicing Options
Main Organ
Solo manual
tibia 2 -ft.
tibia 8 -ft.
violin 8 -ft.
English horn 8 -ft.

bass clarinet 16 -ft.
Accompaniment manual

tibia 4 -ft.
tibia 16 -ft.
oboe 8 -ft.
trumpet 16 -ft.
diapason 16 -ft.

oboe horn 8 -ft.
saxophone 8 -ft

cello 8 -ft.
French horn 8 -ft.

diapason 8 -ft.
Pedals
string bass 8 -ft.
major flute 8 -ft.
Tremulants
vibrato

bass clarinet 8 -ft.
diapason 16 -ft.
slow

tremolo
Percussions
accompaniment to solo
solo
medium

Speaker controls
accompaniment to Leslie
solo tibias to Leslie
solo to Leslie
Bandbox
Percussion voices
crash cymbal
bass drum
drum -roll
bongo 2
slave

solo tibias
short
repeat

main 8 Leslie
timbre mellow

jazz waltz
boogie
rock
samba
cha-cha
tango
bossa nova

The Playmate is an electronic rhythm device that
automatically produces fifteen different rhythms when
used (as it must be) in conjunction with the Bandbox,
and will trigger Bandbox voices or organ voices. There
is no assembly to the Playmate; it simply is wired to the
Bandbox, which serves as its power supply, and to the
organ. After two signal -level adjustments, required for
proper operation, the unit performed beautifully.
With both accessories installed the array of buttons,
tabs, keys, and other controls is indeed impressive, and
the gamut of effects that it makes possible is virtually

inexhaustible. The main rank of controls running
around the top includes (from left to right) the pedal
voicing tabs, pedal sustain switch, tremulant tabs, accompaniment manual labs, solo manual tabs, reverb
and sustain controls, percussion tabs, and speaker
controls. On the 'eft cheek block, flush with the upper
manual, are the power on/off switch, Leslie speaker
control, repeat rate control, pedal volume control, and
manual balance contro . The Leslie switch controls the
drive motors that rotate the speaker's baffle and has

three positions: slow (celeste chorus), off, and fast
(tremolo). The manual balance adjusts solo and accom-

paniment outputs with respect to each other, while
keeping the over-all volime level more or less constant.
To the right of the upper manual is the chimes switch,
which converts the center portion of that manual to a
bell -like sound whose precise tone color depends on
the setting of the solo -manual tabs.
At the left side of the vertical panel above the lower
manual is the Color-Glo switch. In the cheek block to the
right of the lower manual are the Bandbox controls: the
percussion -effect tabs themselves, each with pedal, off,

and accompaniment positions; the duo/on switch
(whose duo position routes all selected percussion effects through both the pedals and the accompaniment
manual); volume control; and the instantaneous keys
for each of the percussion effects. Below the Bandbox
is the Playmate, with tempo control, downbeat indicator
light, Bandbox coupler switch, organ coupler switch,
downbeat accent switch, and the individual rhythm se-

lector buttons. The loudspeaker on/off switch and
headphone jack are beneath the left end of the main
keyboard housing. The expression pedal (actually a
master volume contro) is above the right end of the
pedal bank. The tape -recorder jack is at the rear of the
unit on the main amplifier.
The Legato is a joy to use. The manual keys respond

quickly, quietly, and smoothly. The upper manual is
tilted slightly downward, permitting easy bridging (play-

brush cymbal
snare drum
bongo 1

block
castanet
Playmate

Rhythm selectors
waltz

unit was given its initial test our kit builder found that the
etching of the cymbal voicing board was defective. By
scraping away some unwanted foil he was able to make
the unit perform flawlessly.

Viennese waltz

foxtrot
swing
Watusi
beguine
rumba
bolero

ing keys on both manuals simultaneously with one
hand). The stop tabs are within easy reach. And-best
of all-the many voices sound strikingly like the nonelectronic sounds they are intended to represent; the
string -bass pedal tones and the Bandbox's drum -roll
are particularly uncanny in this respect.
Used with the Bandbox and Playmate the Legato is a
musical instrument whose range of capabilities is extremely wide and whose basic quality in terms of tone
color and "feel" is well above average for a home instrument. If the sheer time involved in building the kit
scares you off, just remember that you will be saving
perhaps $1,000 or more by contrast to comparable
wired instruments.
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We believe the

Heathkit AR -1500
to be the world's finest
stereo receiver.
The experts
seem to agree.
"The AR -1500 is the most powerful and sensitive receiver we have ever measured ..."
- JULIAN HIRSCH, Stereo Review.

"... a stereo receiver easily worth twice the cost (or perhaps even more) ..."
- Audio Magazine.

"Great new solid-state stereo receiver kit matches the demands of the most golden
- Radio Electronics.

The Heathkit AR -1500 AM/FM/FM-Stereo Receiver ... 379.95* (kit, less cabinet)
42
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Mr. Hirsch goes on to say: "The FM tuner section of the AR 1500 was outstandingly sensitive. We measured the IHF sensitivity at 1.4 microvolts, and the limiting curve was the steepest

we have ever measured ... The FM frequency response was
literally perfectly flat from 30 to 15,000 Hz ... Image rejection was over 100 dB (our measurement limit)...
"The AM tuner was a pleasant surprise ... It sounded very
much like the FM tuner, with distinct sibilants and a quiet
background, and was easily the best -sounding AM tuner we
have had the pleasure of using ...
"... all input levels can be matched and set for the most effective use of the loudness compensation. This valuable feature
is rarely found on high-fidelity receivers and amplifiers ...
"The phono equalization was perfectly accurate (within our
measuring tolerances)... The magnetic phono-input sensitivity was adjustable from 0.62 millivolt to about 4.5 millivolts,

with a noise level of - 66 dB, which is very low ...When
properly set up, it would be impossible to overload the phono
inputs of the AR -1500 with any magnetic cartridge ...

"... it significantly bettered Heath's conservative specifications. Into 8 -ohm loads, with both channels driven, the continuous power at clipping level was 81.5 watts per channel.
Into 4 ohms it was 133 watts per channel, and even with 16 ohm loads the receiver delivered 46.5 watts per channel.
Needless to say, the AR -1500 can drive any speaker we know

of, and with power to spare ...
"At 1,000 Hz, harmonic distortion was well under 0.05 per
cent from 1 to 75 watts per channel ... The IM distortion was
under 0.05 per cent at levels of a couple of watts or less, and
gradually increased from 0.09 per cent at 10 watts to 0.16 per
cent at 75 watts ... The heavy power transformer is evidence
that there was no skimping in the power supply of the AR 1500, and its performance at the low -frequency extremes
clearly sets it apart from most receiver's...
"Virtually all the circuit boards plug into sockets, which are
hinged so that boards can be swung out for testing or servicing without shutting off the receiver. An 'extender' cable
in the clear permits any part of the receiver
even the entire power -transistor and heat -sink assembly! The
245 -page manual has extensive tests charts that show all voltage and resistance measurements in key circuits as they should

appear on the receivers built-in test meter...
"With their well-known thoroughness, Heath has left little to
the builder's imagination, and has assumed no electronic
training or knowledge on his part. The separate packaging of
all parts for each circuit board subassembly is a major boon ...
"In sound quality and ease of operation, and in overall suitability for its intended use, one could not expect more from
any high-fidelity component."
From the pages of Audio Magazine:
"... the AR -1500 outperforms the near -perfect AR -15 in almost every important specification ...

"The FM front end features six tuned circuits and utilizes
three FETs, while the AM RF section has two dual -gate
MOSFETs (for RF and mixer stages) and an FET oscillator
stage. The AM IF section features a 12 -pole LC filter and a
broad band detector. The FM IF section is worthy of special
comment. Three IC stages are used and there are two 5 -pole
LC filters ...

"... IHF FM sensitivity ... turned out to be 1.5 uV as opposed

to the 1.8 uV claimed. Furthermore, it was identical at 90
MHz and 106 MHz (the IHF spec requires a statement only
for IHF sensitivity at 98 MHz but we always measure this
important spec at three points on the dial). Notice that at just
over 2 microvolts of input signal S/ N has already reached 50
dB. Ultimate S/ N measured was 66 dB and consisted of small

hum components rather than any residual noise. THD in
Mono measured 0.25%, exactly twice as good as claimed!

Stereo THD was identical, at 0.25%, which is quite a feat...
"... the separation of the multiplex section of the AR -1500
reaches about 45 dB at mid -band and is still 32 dB at 50 Hz
and 25 dB at 10 kHz (Can your phono cartridge do as well?)
"The real surprise came when we spent some time listening
to AM ... This new AM design is superb. We still have one
classical music station that has some simultaneous broadcasting on its AM and FM outlets and that gave us a good opportunity to A -B between the AM and FM performance of the
AR -1500. There was some high -frequency roll -off to be sure,
but BOTH signals were virtually noise -free and we were hard
pressed to detect more THD from the AM than from the FM

equivalent. Given AM circuits like this (and a bit of care on

the part of broadcasters), AM may not be as dead as FM

advocates would have us believe! ...
"Rated distortion [0.25%] is reached at a [continuous] power

output of 77.5 watts per channel with 8 ohm loads (both
channels driven). At rated output (60 watts per channel)

THD was a mere 0.1% and at lower power levels there was
never a tendency for the THD to 'creep up' again, which indicates the virtually complete absence of any 'crossover distortion' components. No so-called 'transistor sound' from
this receiver, you can be sure. We tried to measure IM distortion but kept getting readings of 0.05% no matter what we
did. Since that happens to be the 'limit' of our test equipment
and since the rated IM stated by Heath is 'less than 0.1% at
all power levels up to rated power output' there isn't much
more we can say except that, again, the unit is better than the
specification - we just don't know how much better...

"As for the amplifiers
couldn't hear them - and that's a commendation. All we
heard was program material (plus some speaker coloration,
regrettably) unencumbered by audible distortion, noise, hum
or any other of the multitude of afflictions which beset some
high fidelity stereo installations. The controls are easy to use
and quickly become familiar...
"As always, construction instructions are lucid enough for the
inexperienced kit -builder and there is enough technical and
theoretical information to satisfy even the most knowledgeable audio/ RF engineer."
And Radio Electronics had this to say:
"As you know, the original, the AR -15, has been widely acclaimed as one of the very best stereo receivers that has ever
been made. Therefore, it's hard to imagine that anyone has
gone ahead and built a better one. But spec for spec, the AR 1500 is ahead of the AR -15..."
379.95*
Kit AR -1500, less cabinet, 53 lbs.
ARA-1500-1, walnut cabinet, 8 lbs..
24.95
See and hear the new AR -1500 at your nearest Heathkit Elec-

tronic Center ... order direct from the coupon below ... or
send for your free Heathkit catalog.
HEATHKIT

HEATHKIT ELECTRONICS CENTERS
ARIZ.: Phoenix, 2727 W. Indian School Rd.; CALIF.: Anaheim, 330 E.
Ball Rd.; El Cerrito, 6000 Potrero Ave.; Los Angeles, 2309 S. Flower
St.; Redwood City, 2001 Middlefield Rd.; San Diego (La Mesa), 8363

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 8-4
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

0 Enclosed Is
by return mail.
0 Enclosed is S

Center Dr.; Woodland Hills, 22504 Ventura Blvd.; COLO.: Denver.
5940 W. 38th Ave.; FLA.: Miami (Hialeah), 4705 W. 16th Ave.; GA.
Atlanta, 5285 Roswell Rd.; ILL.: Chicago, 3462.66 W. Devon Ave.
Downers Grove, 224 Ogden Ave.; KANSAS: Kansas City (Mission),
5960 Lamar Ave.; MD.: Rockville, 5542 Nicholson Lane; MASS.: Boston (Wellesley), 165 Worcester St.; MICH.: Detroit, 18645 W. Eight
Mile Rd. & 18149 E. Eight Mile Rd.; MINN.: Minneapolis (Hopkins),
101 Shady Oak Rd.; MO.: St. Louis, 9296 Gravois Ave.; N.J.: Fair
Lawn, 35-07 Broadway (Rte. 4); N.Y.: Buffalo (Amherst), 3476 Sheridan Dr.; New York, 35 W. 45th St.; Jericho, L.I., 15 Jericho Turnpike;
Rochester, Long Ridge Plaza; OHIO: Cincinnati (Woodlawn), 10133
Springfield Pike; Cleveland, 5444 Pearl Rd.; PA.: Philadelphia, 6318
Roosevelt Blvd.; Pittsburgh, 3482 Wm. Penn Hwy.; TEXAS: Dallas,
2715 Ross Ave.; Houston, 3705 Westheimer; WASH.: Seattle, 2221
Third Ave.; WIS.: Milwaukee, 5215 Fond du Lac.

Schlumberger

plus shipping. Please send my AR -1500

plus shipping for ARA-1500-1 walnut

cabinet for AR -1500.
0 Please rush my free Heathkit Catalog.

FREE CATALOG...de-

Name

350 other fun -to -build

Address

scribes AR -I500, plus over

home and hobby kits. MailCity

coupon or write Heath

Company, Benton Harbor,
Mich. 49022.

State

Zip

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
'Mail Order Prices; F.O.B. Factory
HF-255
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White noise response sounds very smooth and well distributed.
In the lab, the Smaller Advent needed 17.6 watts of input power to produce an output level of 94 dB at 1 meter

Advent's
Smaller
Speaker
System

on axis (our standard test procedure). Comparatively
speaking, this puts the speaker into the low -efficiency
class. The manufacturer recommends using amplifiers
or receivers capable of furnishing 15 watts per channel,
and we agree. In a way, the speaker's low efficiency is
offset by its low impedance since at 4 ohms it will draw
more power from most solid-state amplifiers than will a

speaker of higher impedance. This approach, of
course, tends to make more of a demand on a given am-

plifier, but it does work. The actual measured impedance is 4.8 ohms; the impedance curve rises to about 16

ohms at 1,000 Hz, then comes down to just above 4
ohms near 10,000 Hz, rising slightly to 8 ohms at 20,000
Hz. Because of the low impedance, Advent suggests inserting a 3 -ohm, 5- to 10 -watt resistor in the speaker line

The Equipment: The Smaller Advent Loudspeaker, a
full -range, compact speaker system in enclosure. Dimensions: 201/8 by 11% by 9% inches. Price: $69.95.
Manufacturer: Advent Corp., 377 Putnam Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02139.

Comment: Advent's second speaker system is known
as the Smaller Advent Loudspeaker to distinguish it
from the company's first model which is known simply
as The Advent Loudspeaker [HF test report, May 1970].
The newer model is smaller and lower in price. (The
original Advent costs $112.) The economy entails relatively lower power output and the absence of a high -frequency level adjustment. In terms of wide range and
smooth response, however, the Smaller Advent is a

close runner-up to its predecessor, the chief difference -according to our tests -being in its slightly reduced bass output vis-a-vis the costlier Advent.
Compact and neat in its walnut -grained vinyl -clad
cabinet, the Smaller Advent may be positioned vertically
or horizontally on a shelf or on any suitable mount, such
as a pedestal or bench or table top. It's a two-way system, employing an air -suspension woofer (81/2 -inch diaphragm on a 91/2 -inch frame) crossed over internally at
1,000 Hz to a small hard -dome center tweeter. Connec-

when driving more than one speaker system at a time
from one output channel. (The resistor is supplied on
request.)

The speaker could not be driven into significant distortion with steady-state power input of 100 watts, and it

did just as well with pulse power peaks of up to 460
watts, at which level the measured output was 108.2 dB.
These data indicate robust construction, good dynamic

range, and the Advent's usability with just about any
competent amprifier or receiver on the market.
We ran the Smaller Advent from several low -powered,

moderately priced receivers and amplifiers and were
able to enjoy extremely clean, room -filling sound. Like
its larger ancestor, the new speaker system has a neu-

tral, honest quality on all types of music. Its size and
cost recommend it particularly for use in modestly
priced stereo systems, built around an amplifier or receiver that furnishes at least 15 watts per channel into a
4 -ohm load (of which there are many now available). It
also would serve well in a four -channel setup in which

both space requirements and quality reproduction
would be considerations.
90

c.co

80

...._
zp..........."---

tions are made at the rear to polarity -marked binding
posts. Rated input impedance is 4 ohms; recommended
amplifier power is 15 watts per channel.

`Z.' 70

Reponse data taken at CBS Laboratories show
speaker response running within plus or minus 6 dB
from 33 Hz to 17,000 Hz, an excellent mark for any
speaker system and particularly remarkable for one in
this price class. Astute readers no doubt will note that
the zero -reference level used here is 73 dB which is of
course lower than the 80 dB or so customarily used for
our speaker curves. Be assured, however, that while the
Smaller Advent doesn't sound as loud as many other
speaker systems for a given amplifier input, it is amply
loud for normal listening in an average room. The response characteristic in general remains smooth, with
no sudden peaks or dips, across the audible range. On
audible test tones, the low end begins doubling at about
75 Hz; this effect does not increase until down to 45 Hz.
Response at 30 Hz is mostly doubling. Up through the
midbass and midrange, response is quite smooth and
well balanced. Moderate directional effects are evident

above 5,000 Hz, but they do not become very pronounced, and a 12 -kHz tone remains audible off axis of
the system. At 15.5 kHz a slope to inaudibility begins.
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FREQUENCY IN HZ

Smaller Advent Speaker Harmonic Distortion*
Output
Level
(dB)
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
101.5

Frequency
80 Hz
300 Hz
% 2nd
% 3rd
% 2nd
0.17
0.15
0.18
0.35
0.23
0.25
0.70
0.50
0.55
1.50
0.60
0.95
3.00
0.75
2.10
6.70
1.50
3.70
6.70
7.50

% 3rd
0.45
0.55

0.65
0.90
1.20
1.80
2.50
3.00

Distortion data are taken on all tested speakers until distortion
exceeds 10 per cent level, or the speaker produces the spurious
output known as buzzing, whichever occurs first,
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First test reports on the Zero 100
by the industry's leading reviewers
Brief excerpts reprinted below. Let us send you the full reports.
-1""

HUGH
FUfELUn

AUDIO

Sept 1571

Altogether, this new arm strikes us as an
excellent piece of engineering it prob-

JS111.

Stereo Review

July, 1971

The Zero -100 performed just about as we
expected after reading the specifications.

ably is the best arm yet offered as an
integral part of an automatic olayer.

Wow measured .08 per cent-that is in

up with a real winner in the Zero 100.

the band from 0.5 to 6 Hz. Flutter, in the
band from 6 to 250 Hz, measured .03 per
cent, both of which are excellent. Thus,
the Garrard Zero 100 is certainly the

Even without the tangent -tracking feature

finest in a long line of automatic turn-

Operation is simple, quiet, and reliable.
All told, we feel that Garrard has come

of the arm, this would be an excellent

tables which have been around for over

machine at a competitive price. With the
novel (and effective) arm, the Zero 100
becomes a very desirable "supechanger"
with, of course, manual options.

50 years. We think you will like

it.

July. 1971

Indeed, everything worked smoothly,
quietly, and just as it was meant to. If
there were any "bugs" in the Zero 100,
we didn't find them. Garrard's Zero
100, in basic performance, easily ranks
with the finest automatic turntables on
the market. Its novel arm-which really
works as claimed-and its other unique
design features suggest that a great deal
of development time, plus sheer imagina-

tion, went into its creation. In our view,
the results were well wortt- the effort.

August, 1971

Thu GRA ,11111)/ /ONE

Our lab measurements essentially confirmed the claims made by Garrard for

August, 1971

the Zero 100. We used a special pro-

Reproduction quality was excellent with

tractor with an angular resolution of about
0.5°, and the observed tracking error was
always less than this detectable amount.

no detectable wow, flutter or rumble
under stringent listening condit ons. End
of side distortion, which is always a pos-

The tracking force calibration was accurate, within 0.1 gram over its full range.
The Garrard Zero 100 operated smoothly
and without any mechanical "bugs."

sibility with pivoted arms, was virtually
absent, due no doubt to the tangential
tracking arm.

Sept. 16. 1971

This unit has every imag nable gadget
and gewgaw one might possib'y desire,
and it works. And consider ng how much
it does, and how well it does it, at 190
bucks it doesn't even seem expens ve.

The changer has so much in it that an
analysis of its innards is almost a case
study in record player design.

1=3:131.32=
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Fall. 1971

One could go on cataloguing the virtues
of the Zero 100 indefinitely.

i
ZERO 100

Teas,.

I
I
I

I
I

For 8 -page test reports n,_niut and a 12 -page
hrochure on the Zero 100 and the entire Garrard
series marl to British Industries Company,
Dept. D-22, Westbury, N. Y. 11590.
Name

Address
I

I

City

I

A genuine step upward in automatic turntables

The only automatic turntable with Zero Tracking Error
Mfg. by Plessey Ltd.

Dist by British Industries Cc

$18960

Middle-of-the-road stereo people
are missing the fun of Marantz.
BLAH PEOPLE. Middle-of-the-road people who only listen
to the midrange because their power amplifier DISTORTS the

high and low frequencies. Because their 250 watt amplifier
is really only 250 watts right in the middle. Because that's
where it's measured SMACK DAB IN THE MIDDLE! So when
the power drops off on either side they miss the BOOM, KA
BOOM of a bass and the crisp swissshh of the wire brushes.
Now take the Marantz amplifier Model
250. Marantz says it delivers 250 watts
RMS. That's 250 watts total RMS CON-

TINUOUS power. Over the whole
powerpushin' listening range. Right
through from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz with

total harmonic and intermodulation
distortion at less than 0.1%! Fantastic!

Uncompromising music lover. Professional sound engineer. The Marantz 250 amplifier working in any system delivers continuous power at the critical EXTREME frequencies.
EXTREME right. EXTREME left. EXTREME high. EXTREME
low. Pure sounds. Total reality. Your kind of stereo.

Priced at $495, the Marantz 250 professional power amplifier is only one of a brilliant line of components, receivers
and speakers from the makers of the world's
most expensive stereo equipment. Including a $149.95 console amplifier.
Visit your Marantz dealer and listen

to our line. Marantz stereo at any price
is damn well worth it.

MleillAtelaiEUMMe
We sound better.

*Marantz Co., Inc., a subsidiary of Superscope, Inc., P.O. Box 99 A, Sun Valley, Calif. 91352. In Europe: Marantz Int, S.A.-Rue du Chinelain 40, Brussels. Belgium. In Canada: Electrohome, Ltd., Kitchener,
Ontado. Prices and models subject to change without notice. Send for free catalog.

by Leonard Feldman

Anttnnas
How to Pick the
One for You
IF YOU HAVE BEEN LED to believe that all the ele-

ments of a stereophonic component system have
now been reduced to a level of scientifically defin-

able parameters that lend themselves to meaningful comparison judgments, consider the FM antenna. Assuming that you have at least a modicum
of curiosity about the advantages of an efficient FM
antenna (and that in itself may be quite an assumption since the great majority of FM listeners seem

quite content to make do with whatever antenna
comes to hand), a quick perusal of the FM antenna
listings in any electronics mail-order catalogue is
likely to discourage you before you finish thumbing
through the few pages devoted to these products. A
typical "specifications list" for a line of antennas
promises to solve all reception problems: black and -white TV or color, FM and stereo FM. In one
example we may read:
Intensifies Color or Black -and -White pic7ures

-plus FM
Excellent Front -to -Back ratios

High dB gain
Sharp-Narrow Directivity and Selectiviti
Flat TV Color response-Plus FM signal
Protective Goldenized Finish

Following these illuminating blurbs (in which
the italics are ours) is a table of suggested models,
ranging in price from $9.95 to $29.95 depending

Power Output: a whole lot
Frequency Response: very extended and
good

Distortion: hardly any at all
Power Bandwidth: wider than you will ever
require

Construction: comes complete on a single
metal chassis

If your first inclination is to blame the antenna
manufacturers for this seeming lack of attention to
meaningful specifications, a good deal of the fault
lies with component manufacturers and high fidelity component users as well. In my opinion, a great
injustice is done to a tuner or receiver by its manufacturer when he adds a flexible, 300 -ohm antenna
made out of twinlead and tells you that this is your
"specially designed" FM antenna. If you read far
enough into the operating manual (and how many
of us do?) you're sure to come across the suggestion
that for really good FM reception (and most particularly, stereo FM reception) you'd be better off installing a proper outdoor FM antenna; but by the
time you get that far in the book you've probably
hooked up the flexible T -wire, turned on the set,
tuned in what you consider to be a fair number of
acceptable FM stations, and decided that an outdoor antenna is only for someone who lives in the
boondocks and wants the thrill of listening to big city FM.

upon how many elements-ten to thirty-six-arc
contained in each model. The next column in the
table is entitled "Range," and the ratings vary from

Understanding Antenna Ads

"up to 75 miles" for the $9.95 job all the way to "up
to 200 miles" for the under -$30 special. At the risk

Let's go over that list of antenna characteristics and
see what the manufacturer is trying to say. The first
and third items really refer to the same thing: gain.

of belaboring the matter, if amplifier specs were
written in this way you might read something like
the following in an amplifier brochure:

4-
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Properly speaking, gain is the increase in signal
level produced by an amplifier. An antenna, being
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This bundle of specially formed 300-ohmtwinlead is
the sort of thing you usually find at the bottom of the
shipping carton when you unpack an FM tuner or receiver. It is, of course, the familiar "T -wire" antenna.
As the author of this article points out, there are many
respects in which it won't come close to the performance

of a good rooftop FM antenna, and its use can compromise reception.

a passive device, has no gain in this sense; but its

Front -to -back ratio is related to this concept. As I

design will influence the signal levels that it can deliver to your tuner or receiver from a given intensity
of radio -wave propagation. The antenna's gain in

shall explain later, some simple antennas are bidirectional: equally sensitive at front and back but
relatively insensitive to waves arriving from the two
sides. Such an antenna can be aimed at the signal
you want to single out, but only if the interfering
signal is not coming from the opposite direction.
Whereas directivity refers, roughly, to the sensitivity of the antenna at the front by comparison to

dB is therefore simply a measure of relative efficiency (by comparison to a simple, single element
in a half -wave dipole) in converting radio waves
into electrical signals. The higher the gain, the
stronger the signals the antenna puts out, and the
clearer your reception of relatively weak trans-

missions. In areas of high radio -wave signal
strength this characteristic is relatively unimportant because even a low -gain antenna may deliver
plenty of electrical signal, while a high -gain an-

rectional performance.
Antennas may also be characterized in terms of

tenna can deliver too much. That is, it can overload

quencies to which it will respond. A broadband antenna is one that picks up a wide spectrum of sig-

the tuner's input section unless the antenna is intentionally pointed away from the strongest stations. As you move farther and farther from the
transmitters, antenna gain becomes increasingly
important; in deep fringe areas it becomes perhaps
the most important of considerations.
Directivity refers to differences in gain depending on the physical orientation of the antenna. Antenna designs vary all the way from omnidirectional (equally sensitive to any signal, no matter

frequency response-meaning the radio fre-

nals; a selective antenna is one tuned to a single
frequency or a narrow band of frequencies. Whatever the antenna's bandwidth, however, it will not
respond with equal sensitivity (or gain) to all frequencies in the band. The flatter the antenna is said
to be, the closer it comes to equal sensitivity across
the band. This characteristic is difficult to measure,
difficult to express, and difficult to evaluate in terms
of your individual needs. If you particularly enjoy

which direction it comes from) to ultradirective (far
more sensitive to radio waves arriving from a single
compass point than it is to all others). Directivity,

an educational station at the low end of the FM
band (say 88.7 MHz) and you buy a typical inexpensive antenna tuned to mid -band frequencies

then, refers to the antenna's ability to "focus" on
a single direction in responding to radio waves.

around 106 MHz, the combination of poor antenna
response at the station's frequency and low transmitter power (typical of the college stations) may
mean noisy or distorted reception of your favorite
station even though the commercial stations at the
middle of the band come booming in; but the specifics of any particular installation seldom are this
simple.

This characteristic is important in all sorts of areas,
whether the average signal strength is high or low.
It helps to overcome multipath interference by ze-

roing in on the radio waves propagated directly
from the transmitter and rejecting the bounced sig-

nals that come from other angles. And in deep
fringe areas where two stations on the same or adja-

cent channels may be fighting each other in your
tuner circuit, it allows you to aim the antenna at the
one you want to hear, minimizing the signal from
the other.
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that at the sides, front -to -back ratio fills in the
fourth compass point in suggesting the total di-

There are various trade names that are used to
suggest anodizing of aluminum antenna parts.
Anodizing inhibits corrosion and contributes mate-

rially to long-term performance of the antenna;
whether the anodizing is gold in color makes no

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

practical difference, though gold anodizing has be-

tled between TV Channels 6 and 7, by the way).

come popular and often is made to sound like a
very big deal when you read antenna ads.

Some FM listeners, aware of the similarity of need,
connect their FM sets to their TV antennas (often
with a two -set -coupler that causes signal losses in
both TV and FM) and sit back thinking that they

You also will find expressions for the various design types (Yagi, Log -Periodic, etc.) and construction (ten -element, five -element, or whatever).
These have about the same meaning as describing
an amplifier in terms of circuit configuration and
number of transistors: The description may suggest
performance characteristics to the knowledgeable
reader, but it conveys no performance specifics.

have been more than fair with their FM equipment. Some equipment manufacturers even suggest this compromise. The fact is that most TV antennas are designed to sacrifice gain in the interest
of greater bandwidth. The VHF elements of a TV
antenna must be capable of picking up frequencies

ranging from 54 MHz to 216 MHz (Channels 2
through 13). While no antenna can be designed to
FM, AM, and TV

have uniform gain over this vast range of fre-

The many successful built-in antenna designs for
AM radios, plus the almost universal inclusion of
so-called rabbit ears on TV sets and flexible T -wire

antennas with FM tuners and receivers, have led
buyers to expect that whatever comes with the reception equipment must be antenna enough. For
practical purposes the expectation may be justified
with most AM equipment. Radio waves in that fre-

quency range bounce and scatter in a variety of
ways, producing useful signals even with the simplest of antennas. FM and TV propagation, on the

other hand, occurs basically only along straight
lines; theoretically if you cannot draw an unobstructed line from transmitter antenna to receiving
antenna you should expect reception problems.
It is rather surprising to find that most TV -set
owners recognize the need for an outdoor antenna
if superior reception-particularly in color-is to be
obtained, but fail to recognize the same need when
it comes to FM (whose frequencies are neatly nes-

quencies, the length of its elements determines the
frequency at which it is optimally tuned; configurations employing more than one element can be dimensioned for reasonably uniform gain over the
whole range if a reduction in average gain can be
tolerated. Usually, two basic elements are found in

antennas intended for TV reception, one longer
element tuned to a frequency between Channels 2
and 6 and a shorter element tuned somewhere between Channels 7 and 13. Even if you were willing
to ignore the reduction in gain necessitated by the
broadband approach required in TV antennas, a
quick calculation of the frequencies just cited (approximately 61 and 195 MHz) will show that they

are about as far removed from the required 88
MHz -to -108 -MHz FM band as Bach's St. Matthew
Passion is from Jesus Christ Superstar.
It is easy to forget that stereo FM requires approximately five times the signal strength of mono
FM for equivalent, noise -free performance. Furthermore, stereo FM broadcasting is more subject

A typical multipath problem is caused by reflected
radio waves (here bouncing from storage tank), which

arrive later than signal coming directly from station.

oe"
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DIRECT WAVE

TRANSMITTER
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GAS STORAGE TANK

RECEIVING ANTENNA

The standard half -wave folded dipole antenna has a bidirectional receiving pattern. That is, it is most sensitive to signals

arriving perpendicular to its element, whether they come
from the front or from the bask.

Adding a reflector element to the olded dipole makes its

reception pattern more directional. The "frort" of the
antenna is the end on which the dipole loop is mounted.

The double -dipole "turnstyle' antenna is omnidirectional.
It has no front or back since the signals minimized by one
element will be picked up by the other.

The "conical" antenna has the same directional response
as a simple dipole, but has somewhat more uniform response across the frequencies of the FM band.

A multi -element Yagi has relatively high gain and a narrow
angle of directivity. It may have more elements than are
shown here, including active (or driven) elements, reflectors, and front -positioned "dryers."

The Log -Periodic antenna, while different in design, is
similar to a Yagi in terms of performance characteristics.
Its element count also may vary with intended use.
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to multipath interference than is mono FM. Multi -

path in FM is akin to "ghosts" in TV; both are
caused by the reception of more than one signal
from the same station as radio waves bounce off
nearby structures or topographical features in your
neighborhood. The bounced signals, following a
longer path, are slightly delayed and in effect interfere with the main signal beamed directly from the
station. The result can be audible distortion and, in
extreme cases, loss of stereo separation. As I've already suggested, if an FM antenna is to be effective
in reducing multipath interference it should be sensitive to the direct, unreflected signal while rejecting the undesired reflections. The simple dipole antenna (approximated by the T -wire) is particularly
unsuitable for multipath problem areas since it can
suppress bounced signals effectively only if they
come at the antenna from the sides-that is, parallel
to its element.
Choosing an Antenna

The generalization that the simpler types of antennas are for metropolitan areas or suburban use
and that the highly directional types are for fringe
areas no longer holds true. To determine what factors are important in selecting an antenna, let's ex-

amine the generally recognized reception -area
classifications starting with the center city.
Signal strengths often will be quite high, so that

antenna gain is of relatively little importance.
Transmitters may be at different compass points
from your location, in which case an omnidirectional antenna may be called for. But if multipath
problems exist they are likely to be accentuated by

an omnidirectional antenna, and a more directional antenna may be called for. If this results in
the loss of certain signals (because the stations are
weak and outside the directivity pattern of the antenna chosen), the only solution is to include a rotator in your installation. This may double the cost of
the total installation, but the sum still represents
but a small fraction of the cost of a first-class tuner.

In all likelihood, however, this condition will
rarely occur, for even the most directional of antennas will pick up signals of some magnitude from
the nulled directions. Thus while a signal might be
received with an intensity of 10,000 microvolts if a
given directional antenna were pointed directly at

it, the same antenna rotated 90 degrees off target
may well put in the station at 1,000 microvolts or
more, which would be more than adequate. Some
inner-city antennas (Channel Master makes one)
have little gain but are extremely directive, with
high front -to -back ratios-at once controlling multipath and minimizing the possibility of overload.
Speaking of signal strength, the Federal Communications Commission regards 1,000 microvolts
as an "adequate" signal and tells you in effect that
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you take your chances on anything less. Compare
this philosophy with the sensitivity claims (usually
around 2 microvolts for mono reception) made by
most tuner and receiver manufacturers and you begin to see how easily the antenna question can get
sidetracked. Remember, however, that the few microvolts needed for minimal mono reception tell
you nothing about the signal strength required for
full tuner quieting in mono-let alone stereo. Most
component -quality equipment will reach optimum
performance with signal strengths of at least 100
microvolts; but if this signal strength represents the
weakest station you want to receive well, then the

average signal strengths your equipment has to
deal with will be considerably higher. In these
terms the FCC's 1,000 -microvolt figure, though it is

ten times higher than the actual requirements of
most component systems, suggests the general
range of signal strengths with which they should be
dealing.

If it is true that suburban dwellers are fast becoming the majority of our population, then the
FM listeners among them are indeed fortunate;
close -in suburbia, generally speaking, offers the
closest available approach to an ideal FM reception area. Stations are usually off in one directionin the city to which the particular suburb is tied.

Distances from the stations are about optimum:
Locally reflected signals are relatively weak, while
the primary, desired signals are strong enough that

antennas of moderate gain and directivity (and
cost) are very effective.
Of course, problems may still arise in specific situations. If a suburban area is equidistant from two
metropolitan areas, a rotator may be required to do
equal justice to stations in each city. Two separate,
moderate -gain antennas on the same mast (but vertically separated by at least three feet to prevent in-

teraction) may turn out to be less expensive than
the antenna -plus -rotator combination.
Far-out suburban areas (and by that I mean over
thirty-five miles or so) are best serviced by a high gain, highly directive Yagi or Log -Periodic multi element antenna intended specifically for FM serv-

ice. The narrow beam pattern that characteristically is obtained with such antennas requires
careful orientation of the antenna during installation. If your tuner is equipped with a signal
strength meter (or some other form of signal

strength indicator such as an oscilloscope tube), orientation should be performed by one person while

the other observes the indicator, tuning to the desired stations. The one good thing that can be said
about such remote locations is that they are less
likely to be plagued by multipath problems; primary signal strength is so low that any reflections
are likely to be below the noise threshold of the re-

ceiver or tuner. On the other hand, such remote
areas are more likely to be serviced by stations from

various points on the compass, so that a rotator is
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almost a must. If a rotator is installed, the problem
of initial orientation is of course eliminated since
you will want to "tune" your antenna specifically
for each station received and you can do this in the
comfort of your listening room, observing the signal strength indicator as the antenna turns.
As you can see, the antenna suggestions made for

tant; you will want to make sure that the installation continues to function for more than one season. Still, it would be most helpful if more antenna
manufacturers would tell us what performance
level to expect as well.

these reception -area classifications have a good

Tips on Installations

deal of overlap; and you can find exceptions to the

general rules outlined. For example, with tuner
sensitivities at almost the theoretical limit less emphasis need be placed upon gain and more upon di-

rectivity, uniformity of response across the FM
band, proper impedance matching (in antenna,
transmission line, and receiver input), and front -to back gain ratio. Unfortunately, many antenna

manufacturers seem reluctant to publish these
technical specifications, preferring to stress structural features such as anodization and ruggedness

of the array when subjected to hurricane -force
winds. Certainly these characteristics are impor-

The professional services of a firm that specializes
in antenna installation are strongly recommended
for all but the simplest of rigs-say those having a
short mast mounted on a flat roof. You won't enjoy
your home FM set while confined to a hospital bed

after a serious fall. And professionals are best
equipped to insure permanent installation of the
supporting mast (which, in some instances, may
have to be quite a tall structure, supported by guy
wires and the like). An antenna that is sloppily affixed to its mast can rotate (even without a rotator)
under the influence of wind and can actually cause

The Missing Specifications
It took a very long time for all manufacturers to

quote specifications for their amplifiers and
tuners in a more or less standard fashion. Descriptive literature ranges all the way from the
tell -nothing example we cited at the beginning
of the accompanying article to very complete
specifications replete with polar -pattern drawings, gain figures, and data that seem almost
too complex for the consumer to understand

or use in comparing products. At the very

tio (abbreviated SWR or VSWR) can
prove helpful in evaluating the merits of a
given antenna. It is a measure of the imped-

ance mismatch between the antenna and
the transmission line. The ratio is 1 when
there is a perfect match; higher numbers indicate the relative severity of the mismatch.

A complete statement of this specification
would include SWR readings for various
frequencies across the FM band.

least, I would like to see the following specifi-

cations:
1. A statement (in dB) of the gain of the ar-

ray, and specified for at least three frequencies in the FM band-preferably the
same ones (90, 98, and 106 MHz) that are
used in other FM specifications.
2. A statement (also in dB) of front -to -back
ratio. The higher the figure, the better the
specification.
3. A statement of impedance, again given
at 90, 98, and 106 MHz.
4. A statement about the directional char-

Manufacturer

Finco

JFD

Model
Gain at mid -band
Front -to -back ratio

FM -4G

LPL -FM -10A

8.8 dB
22.5 dB
300 ohms
42°

9.9 dB
26.0 dB
300 ohms

Nominal Impedance
Half -power beam width

43° (±5°)

acteristics of the array. This spec is best

Note that the JFD model is a ten -element array

given as the half -power beam width, in degrees. Since half power is 3 dB below full
power, the half -power point would be the
off -axis .lirection at which antenna gain is 3

costing considerably more than the four -element Finco unit. The two are not, strictly
speaking, competitive models since they are
designed for different reception areas.

dB below the on -axis gain. Measure the

In addition to the electrical specs shown

angle between the axis and this off -axis direction and you have half the beam angle,

above, each manufacturer also supplies data
regarding turning radius and other installation
hints. Armed with this kind of information and
an awareness of your particular location and

since half -power points are symmetrical
about the axis. In this case, the lower the
number of degrees, the narrower the beam
and the more directional the array.
5. Finally, a statement of standing -wave ra-
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Using data for two of the models on which
tests were run for this issue, here are two examples to give you an idea of what meaningful
electrical antenna specs should look like:

its reception problems you should be in a
much better position to choose the correct antenna for your needs.
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induced noise in the reception-not to mention the
hazards should the array collapse.
The choice of transmission line (or lead-in cable)
should not be left up to the installation firm, how-

line was developed. It is similar to the regular flatcable format, but the two conductors (which run
side by side, separated by molded plastic) are entirely surrounded by a jacket of conductive mate-

ever, as they are most likely to sell you the least expensive 300 -ohm twinlead cable. Even if properly
molded to resist weather, this type of flat cable is

rial. This outer shield should be connected to a

particularly susceptible to ignition noise interference from passing vehicles and to other electrical interference.
The two types of cables that are recommended
for good antenna installations are 75 -ohm coaxial
cable and shielded 300 -ohm twinlead. The former
type consists of an inner insulated conductor surrounded by a flexible metallic jacket or shield and
has a nominal impedance of 75 ohms. If your tuner
or receiver is equipped with 75 -ohm antenna terminals, this cable is ideally suited for use in your FM
antenna installation. Many sets are equipped only
with 300 -ohm antenna terminals, however, and for
this reason shielded 300 -ohm twinlead transmission

proper ground at the tuner or receiver. You can use
75 -ohm lead-in with a 300 -ohm antenna and 300ohm input connections on your tuner or receiver,
but this setup would require matching transformers
at both ends of the 75 -ohm cable.

Antenna manufacturers often will supply a
matching transformer that is to be connected between the antenna structure itself and the transmission line. This is necessary because the array's
inherent output impedance usually is between 50

and 75 ohms, whereas the transmission line to
which it is connected commonly is of the 300 -ohm
type. The absence of such a transformer (called a
balun) is not very serious, however, unless you are
looking for every last microvolt of signal you can

get-as in extreme fringe areas.

nnas
Six Models Compared
RISKING SOME RAISED EYEBROWS among my neigh-

bors in Great Neck, New York, I amassed a total of

six FM antennas in various price categories and
made an arrangement with my local service shop
to come around Mondays and Fridays to take one
down and put up the next for testing purposes.
First, I wanted to know just how each antenna

compared in pulling power to that of an indoor
300 -ohm twinlead T dipole of the type often supplied with tuners or receivers. To be realistic, I decided to compare the outdoor antennas with this indoor dipole while it was mounted at ground -floor
level. The comparison between the dipole and outdoor models therefore defines the contrast in practical performance to be expected and not the dB gain of the antennas tested.
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I he outdoor units were mounted 30 feet above
ground level and were oriented due west (toward
New York City and most of the available FM stations) for the major part of the tests. The indoor dipole also was oriented in a westerly direction.
Since all but one of the outdoor antennas are delivered for 300 -ohm use only, we used shielded 300 -

ohm downlead in hooking them up. In order to
measure actual signal strengths (microvolts) appearing at the antenna terminals of my receiver, I
calibrated the FM tuner by means of an FM generator. This particular tuner develops automatic gain
control voltages that are proportional to incoming
signal strength. For example, 3.0 volts of AGC corresponds to a signal input of about 400 microvolts.
Readings are not entirely consistent across the dial,
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Channel Master Stereo Probe, Model 4408
This nine -element Yagi antenna consists of four driven elements and five director elements. (The
director elements are at the front end of the array.) Note in the bar graph that every station of the
nineteen measured delivered a signal strength in excess of 1,000 microvolts, the highest was
15,000 microvolts. The reading for 92.3 MHz was highest in testing both the reference dipole and
the Stereo Probe, giving a fair confirmation of the test procedure and also a quick indication that
there was an improvement -for this station -of 15:1, or about 24 dB. This model displayed the
greatest directionality of any tested. It costs about $37.
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Lafayette 10 -element FM Yagi (Cat. 18-01281WX)
The results of the measurements, as shown in the bar graph, represent somewhat less gain than
that obtained with the Channel Master unit, and there is an obvious falling off of response at the
high end of the band: signal strength readings are seen to vary from a low of 400 microvolts to a
high of 7,000. Although the element count is high, the $12 price is the lowest in the group.
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Winegard Model SC -650 FM Yagi Antenna
This eleven -element unit includes a weatherproofed, sealed circuit board and balun arrangement for connecting either 75 -ohm or 300 -ohm transmission lines, the only antenna in the group
so equipped. There are four driven elements, one reflector element and six director elements.
Gain measurements vary from a low of 1,800 to a high of 30,000 microvolts. From a gain standpoint, this turned out to be the hottest antenna we measured and it is a close second to the Channel Master in directionality. It would certainly be the one to use in extreme fringe areas. Such a
unit may be too hot for metropolitan or suburban use. The Winegard lists at $45.95.
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JFD Log Periodic Antenna Model LPL-FM10A
This ruggedly constructed ten -element antenna was the only Log -Periodic design in the group.
Output figures for the nineteen stations range from a low of 1,000 microvolts to a high of about
5,500. Though these figures are not very high, the gain seems a bit more consistent across the
entire FM band than it did with the models previously measured. Of the antennas measured, this
is the last of those intended primarily for long-distance recepton. It lists at $52.15.
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Jerrold FM -5 Yagi Antenna
The output readings for this moderately priced unit are just about as high as (and in one instance
higher than) those obtained for the earlier units containing a greater number of elements. This is

an index of greater beam width -rather than comparable gain -as explained in the accompanying text. Readings for the FM -5 ranged from 1,000 to 10,000 microvolts. It lists at $16.50.
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Finco FM -4G
I saved this popular antenna made by the Finney Company for last only because it happens to
be the newest version of an antenna (the FM -4) that I have used for several years. The "G" suffix
merely indicates that the elements have a gold protective treatment. In general, readings were
somewhat higher than those obtained with the Jerrold unit although they are in the same class,
ranging from a low of 1,200 microvolts to a high of 12,000. The Finco displays a little more directionality than the Jerrold, but much less than the more elaborate designs of course. The FM 4G lists at $27.25.

however, so in the interest of accuracy I calibrated
the tuner at 88, 95, 100 and 108 MHz and used that

istics of the six antennas tested, I arbitrarily selected four station frequencies, 93.1, 96.3, 101.9,

calibration closest to the received station's fre-

and 105.9 MHz, and, using the rotator, plotted microvolt readings for the three other cardinal com-

quency to determine signal strength.
Since this portion of the test was concerned only
with the gain of various antennas, I concentrated
on stations that are strictly local to my area-stations located 800 kHz apart on the dial, from 90.7 to
105.9 MHz. (Stations below 90.7 were received, but

being educational stations their broadcast schedules were too erratic to be used for test purposes.)
To maintain fairly uniform atmospheric conditions

I ran all the tests between 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.,
though humidity and temperature, which can affect reception, did vary from day to day, of course.

The Measurements
The accompanying test graphs show the basic frequencies to which I tuned, the station call letters,
and the signal strengths received using the indoor
dipole. As you can see from the black bars in the
graphs, the weakest signal measured with the indoor dipole was 50 microvolts, while the strongest
was 1,000 microvolts-and there was only one such

strong signal among the nineteen local stations
measured.
The tested antennas are not all of the same type,

pass points: north, south, and east. The eastern
readings are intended to show front -to -back ratio,

since primary signals for these four stations basically originate from the west, while the north and
south readings were made to give some indication
of beam width of the various antennas.
In dealing with strong signals the directionality
measurements are especially pertinent to possible
multipath problems; in deep fringe areas they help
to show how effectively the antennas will handle

adjacent -channel or alternate -channel interference, since in such locations the stations are
likely to lie in different directions of the compass.
The four points of the compass (together with the
respective signal strength readings at the four frequencies selected) are plotted in the graphs of the
individual antennas. The plots will show how much
more effective the more elaborate antennas are in

comparison with the simpler Jerrold and Finco
models. Since the four stations (in order of frequency, WPAT, WQXR, WPIX, and WHBI) all are
located in midtown Manhattan, none was truly on axis with respect to the basic westward orientation.
This fact, plus multipath effects, explain why north
and south readings are not identical, though the an-

and the results demonstrate the differences. The
first four models are multi -element designs in-

tennas' polar response patterns normally are sym-

tended for fringe -area or deep -fringe use. The last
two are simpler in design and more appropriate for

While the bulk of these antenna measurements

metrical.

the location I live in-a suburban area where FM
signals are fairly strong and arrive more or less
from one direction. Most of the stations used in the

test lie a little south of due west from the house;
WFME, with its transmitter in West Orange, New
Jersey and WFUV in the Bronx are closest to due
west.

The simpler antennas, having a wider half -power

beam than the multi -element designs, tend to be
(relatively speaking) more sensitive to off -axis stations; therefore you will find in comparing results
what appear at first glance to be anomalies in the
signal -strength data: for example the readings for

WPAT (93.1 MHz, with a transmitter atop New
York's Chrysler Building) obtained using Winegard's SC -650 (8,000 microvolts) and Jerrold's FM 5 (10,000 microvolts). Conversely, for WFUV (90.7

MHz) the Jerrold reading was 2,200 microvolts
whereas the Winegard clocked 3,000.

It is the directivity of the two designs that explains the differences in gain. I confirmed this with

a rotator, increasing the signal strength for Manhattan stations by zeroing in on them-requiring an
orientation shift of some 15 degrees toward the
south.
To achieve insight into the directional character-
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What some people will do for a living-and perhaps a little
free publicity. Installer from Delux TV in Little Neck, N.Y.
came to author's house twice a week to take down one antenna and put up another until the tests were completed.
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involve a comparison with an indoor twinlead T
antenna, I also wanted to measure a broadband TV
antenna in terms of signal -pulling power. In one respect the TV job did quite well. There was absolutely no difference in gain across the FM band between 88 MHz and 108 MHz. This is not altogether
surprising since the broadband TV antenna has to
cover a much greater range of frequencies than the
20 MHz of FM. Actually the entire FM band utilizes only a bit more broadcast "space" than three
TV channels, each TV channel being 6 MHz wide.
On the other hand, the TV antenna did not do so

well in terms of signal strength, averaging only
about half the gain of even the least expensive (and
least complex) of our FM -only samples. In terms of

signal-to-noise ratio this represents 6 dB of degradation-not too significant in my listening area,
where signal strengths with a good antenna meas-

ure in the thousands of microvolts, but highly
significant if you're in a location where every microvolt counts (or if you're trying to do a bit of longdistance FM station -seeking). For these tests I con-

nected the TV antenna directly to the receiver; in
most TV -antenna installations, however, the FM
tuner or receiver is in parallel with a TV set. With a

typical two -set coupler installed, or with a direct

connection-that is, omitting the coupler and
breaking into the TV line with another piece of
twinlead attached to your FM tuner-the resulting
mismatch could cause losses from 3 dB on up, depending upon variables such as cable lengths, input
impedance of the two sets in question, and so on. In

short, although the TV antenna was given every
possible break it still could not compare with antennas designed solely for FM.
Some readers may question the validity of these

tests in some respects. I'm entirely aware that a
proper set of laboratory measurements designed to
study the characteristics of these antennas would
have involved much more complex equipment and
measurement techniques. The purpose, however,

was not to fill in the gaps in the manufacturers'
specifications or to double-check those that are
available. I have tried to indicate just how important an outdoor FM antenna can be in terms of signal strength, multipath problems, and the like compared to the twinlead indoor antennas many FM
listeners use today, and to document the relative
performance characteristics of the six models under
test.
I haven't discussed station logging at all. But dur-

ing the time when the Winegard antenna was on
my roof I switched to a modern, high -sensitivity
tuner and was able to log a station at every 400 kHz
(that is, alternate channel) on the dial pointer. That
number of stations (47 in all; a couple of low -end

stations were off the air at the time) was received
with the antenna oriented just toward New York
City! In trying to correlate results by using the rota-
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tor I frankly lost count at about 75 stations. There
were at least ten instances of stations only 200 kHz
away from local stations, and at least four stations

received from the northeast were different from
stations received on the same frequencies when the
antenna was oriented to the west.
With the antenna turned toward the west, 28 of
the 47 stations logged were transmitting stereo. Of
these, 25 required no reorientation of the antenna
to avoid multipath distortion problems, while the
other three were corrected by rotating the antenna
some 15 to 30 degrees away from due west.

The tests cover products of six companies and
represent two basic groups of antennas, arbitrarily
arranged in the order of testing rather than by price

or element count. These same companies often
make other models as well. Jerrold, for example,
has the ten -element FM -10 in addition to the five element model we tested. The first choice you must
make in selecting an FM antenna involves the basic
type, rather than a specific model. The preceding
article discusses the factors that will influence the
choice depending on your location and the reception problems you need to prevent or overcome.
Let's recap two of those considerations. You will

not need a particularly hot antenna (in terms of
pure gain) unless you live far from the stations you
want to receive; how far is far will depend partly on
mitter power of the stations in question. Directionality will help in deep -fringe areas (where stations
may come in on the same or adjacent channels) or
in center -city locations (where multipath tends to
be a severe problem), but is somewhat less important-generally speaking-in intermediate areas. In
many suburban locations an excessively directional
antenna may require a rotator, whereas one with a
wider angle would not.

The tests have shown that all six antennas

should, in terms of gain, do a better job than you
can expect from a comparable broadband TV/FM
antenna and a much better job than a simple dipole. Balancing price, gain, and directionality
against each other, the moderate -gain Yagis are an
excellent choice for the suburban areas where most

of our readers live today; and of the two models
tested the Finco FM -4G would appear to have a
slight edge. Of the more elaborate units, the Channel Master and Winegard are particularly attractive, while the Lafayette comes at a bargain price. It

should be emphasized, however, that the differences between antennas in a given class tend to be
less then those between classes.
If a specially designed antenna costing perhaps
$20 or $30 can double the pleasure you get from a
$300 investment in an FM receiver or its equivalent, it's obvious why you (and the receiver manufacturers) should cover your ears against the siren
L F.
call of make -do alternatives.
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That's why we can offer you the
widest choice of 4 -channel equipment today.
When 4 -channel was only a gleam in the audiophile's eye,
we were starting production on the world's first 4 -channel receiver.
Now that 4 -channel is obviously here to stay and others are just
coming out with their initial products, we have five highly refined
second -generation components on the market.
How else could we remain the leader?

Fishes TX -42/3

Fisher 601

Fisher 801

Fisher 801
4 -channel AM/FM

stereo receiver
Four separate

control and powe amp channels

250 watts.

Handles all
exiting and prop )sed
systems of 4 -chain el

reproduction.
Electronic FM tuning
w.th no moving
parts.

Separate wireless
remote control
tuning unit included.
Toroidal filters

Fisher 601
4-chanr.el AM/FN':
stereo receiver
Foil, separate control
and power arip
charnels.
200 watts
Handles all
existing and proposed
systems of 4 -channel
rept 3duction.

Dual
slide volume controls.

Drives 8 speaker
systems (4 main
plus 4 -emote).

Pnce, $599.95.

Fidler TX -420
4-chan -lel converter
and cartridge player

Fisher 40
4 -channel music center

Converts existir g

stereo receiver,
4 -speed automatic

stereo systems to
4-cnanitel

Adds

two separate control
and power amp
charnels.

5) additional
watn.
C iscrete and
n-anix 4 -channel
capabili:ies.

Also

incorporates complete
4 -channel 8 -track

tape car:ridge player

on FM.

Dual slide

sin-i" ar t.D CP-100.
Price, $299.95.

volume controls.

Drives 8 speaker
systems (4 main
plus 4 remote).
Price, $74995.

Fisher CP-100

4 -channel AM/FM

turntable and
4-:hannel 8 -track
tape player, al on
tine compact zhassis.

Choose any 4
speakers you wish.

Four separate control
ar.d power at -1p

channels.

100 watts.
Handles all existing
and proposed systems
of 4 -channel reproductim.
Jual slide volume

Fisher CP-100
4 -channel 8 -track
tape cartridge player
Four separate
channels from
tape head to output.
Plays both 4 -chancel
and standard
2 -channel 8 -track

tape cartridges.

Utilizes 3-3/4 ips
tape speed for
superior fidelity.

Push-button program
controls.
Price, $169.95.

ccntrols.

4 -speed automatic
turntable has magnetic
cartridge, diamond stylus,
cueing control,
automatic shutoff.
Tape cartridge
player is simi ar
to CP-100.

Price, $499 95

Fisher Radio, 11-44 45th Road
Long Island City, New York 11101
Please send me a free copy of your detailed
factual guide to 4 -channel sound.

Name
We invented high fidekry

Address
City

State

Zip

0104727

"FOR THE FIRST TIME in the history of the world, the

kids are creating music, and for once it's the adults

like me who are peeping enviously into their

by Joan Peyser

world!' Thus spoke Leonard Bernstein on the revo-

lution in rock. And a revolution it was! In 1964
manufacturers turned out fifteen thousand Beatle
wigs a day. Soon the Establishment outdistanced
the fans. Composer Ned Rorem compared the
Beatles to Schubert. Richard Poirier, English professor and editor of Partisan Review, painstakingly
analyzed their lyrics. And I called Sgt. Pepper's a

Has the "rock revolution"
of the '60s influenced the
direction of music students?

"work of art" that had sprung from "unexpected,
nonart sources!'
Now the Beatles have broken up. Skirts have
fallen to below the knee. Instructors talk quietly in
front of their classes, and it's hard to believe the
'60s happened at all. In the calm that has followed
the storm, HIGH FIDELITY asked me to assess the

role rock played for this generation of music students. The one generalization I can make is this: It
hardly touched the most specialized students at all,
those who made an early commitment to music and
appear almost driven in the pursuit of their metier.
Avant-garde singer Cathy Berberian may have recorded twelve Beatle hits, but the barrier between
the genres never disappeared. I recall a composer's

wife gyrating-ever so slightly-to a Jimi Hendrix
song. "He really has something there!' she said.
"Yes!' her husband replied, "lots of major and minor chords!'
Rock never became the great or important music
some thought it would. If it had moved into more
artistically interesting areas, perhaps more students

would be involved in it today. Or it could be the
other way around: If more students had involved
themselves with rock, it might have been more interesting today. In any event-as it stands-it never
moved beyond the initial forecasts of the engulfed
adult critics.
The geography of this article may at first appear
to be excessively restricted (New York, we are always told, is not America). However, I have delib-

erately focused on musical institutions in New

The
coming

Geperation
of lusicians

York City rather than on something called a cross
section of the national scene because for the serious
student of music New York is still the most powerful magnet in the world? The conservatories of
other cities train many musicians, as do the music
faculties of many colleges and universities around
the country. But nowhere is there a greater concentration of training facilities or jobs than in New
York. What is more, nowhere are there more facilities available-even including the public school
system-to the devoted though noncareer-oriented
student than in New York.
*The National Orchestral Association, a student orchestra that gives
concerts in Carnegie Hall, shows the following distribution for 1971/2:
Of 74 members, 19 come from New York state; 7 from Ohio; 6 from
Michigan; 5 each from Massachusetts and Pennsylvania; 3 from New
Jersey; 2 each from Japan, Iowa, Kentucky, and South Dakota; and I
apiece from Australia, Barbados, Brazil, France, Germany, Holland,
Israel, Philippines, Ukraine, Alabama, California, Delaware. Illinois,
Indiana, Missouri, Wisconsin, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon,
Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia.

To say that rock fell short of some critics' predic-

tions is not to deny its role in the culture of our
time. Many art students at Music and Art, a specialized public high school in New York, and many
dance and drama students at the Juilliard School,
the prestigious conservatory, are active in rockand-roll groups. The point seems to be this: If you
choose a field outside of music, then you can afford
to play with rock. But if you choose music as your
career, the competition and demands are so formidable and the devotion so singleminded that total
specialization seems to be the only course.
Thus it follows that the younger and less focused

the musician, the more open and uncritical he is.
From the Henry Street Music School, through the
High School of Music and Art, up to the Columbia
undergraduates, one finds many students playing
rock-and-roll. But rarely do any of these students
move on to more advanced levels of musical training. In Columbia's graduate school of music, in
conservatories such as Juilliard, Mannes, or Manhattan, in the training orchestras of New York, rock

made virtually no dent at all.
The Henry Street Music School, a famous and
old school on the lower East Side of New York,
services about six hundred kids-black, Spanish,
Chinese, and Jewish. A nonaccredited community
school requiring no entrance exam, Henry Street is
not a conservatory where people go who want to re-

ceive professional training. Rather is it a relaxed
place for neighborhood children who have more
than a passing interest in music. I spoke to director
Henry Frierson. a large, expansive black man who

complained that the older generation resists
change. "We must not fight it;' he says. "We must
use rock to turn the kids on:' Instead of performing
Messiah last Christmas, the kids produced Frier son's Gospel/Cantata, a work the composer says
combines arias and recitatives with blues and jazz.
"Everyone wanted to be a part of it;' he says. "This
is what they really love. I hear the kids saying all
the time: 'I don't like Bach. I don't like Mozart. I do
like Brubeck, Ellington, and Bernstein:" Frierson
says that his students rarely attend concerts at the
large halls: "The music represents a life style too
different from their own:'
Even in a more sophisticated school, like the
High School of Music and Art, traditional concert
mores put the kids off. William Fischer, a thirtynine -year -old black musician who teaches there
seconds Frierson's experience: "Once I had to take
a class to Philharmonic Hall. I'd been given sixty
free tickets to a concert conducted by Lorin Maazel-Mahler, Webern, and Richard Strauss. I had to
threaten the kids that if they didn't go I'd give them
a test that would bring down their grades. They
went but didn't like it at all. They didn't care for the
whole scene. The children want to integrate society
socially, culturally, and politically. Traditional music has nothing they seek'.' I asked about the avantgarde concerts that the New York Philharmonic is
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sponsoring in Greenwich Village this year. "This
music calls for a discipline the student rejects. In
addition to that he doesn't like what he hears.
"Boulez represents the Establishment. No matter
what he does downtown, he is still conductor of a

large orchestra. Conducting a large orchestra

means something to them that they think should
not exist anymore. The string players at school are
not any good because it takes so long to be a good
string player. These kids prefer to do other things
with their time:'
Fischer pointed out that European Romanticism
exerts no pull at all but that medieval and renaissance music is very big. His students have played
pieces by Ockeghem and Obrecht over WBAI, a
noncommercial radio station in New York connected with the Pacifica Foundation. "But with
music of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries;'
he said, "they are always striving, always learning,
and when they finally do arrive, they find they have
no audience. If a string quartet plays Haydn and

Mozart after school, they will play to an empty
house. If a group plays early music, or blues and
jazz, then the house will certainly be full:'
At Music and Art, I spoke to Chris DeCormier, a
student in Fischer's American music class. Chris
comes from a gifted musical family. His father, a
choral conductor. graduated from Juilliard and his
mother sings with her husband's group. Now a sen-

ior, Chris entered Music and Art on the violin,

which he began to study at nine. He described the
entrance exam to me; it sounded exactly like the
one I took to enter the same school a generation
ago. Not very much has changed: Guitar is still not
formally taught, blues and jazz packed the house
then, and good string players were always hard to
find. (We had not, however, heard of Ockeghem.)
Chris, a perceptive and talented boy, deprecates
rock and likes to play jazz. I asked him about rock
opera, one of those movements which some critics
have predicted would result in serious and important works. He put it down: "It's a clear-cut attempt
to capitalize on a sick trend-that whole Revivalist
thing. You see it in Bernstein's Mass and in Jesus
Christ Superstar. Tommy [the first rock opera, written and performed by The Who and presented in
the Metropolitan Opera House] was a genuine attempt to be creative. But the others that followed
are just genuine attempts to make lots of money.
And at that they will succeed:'
Chris started to play trumpet a year ago and
works at emulating Freddy Hubbard among others. He does not want to be a professional musician
but plans to go into medicine. With medicine as his
career he can move where his spirit and ears lead
him without worrying if he will win that rare prize:
a good job in music.
Moving up the ladder a bit to the undergraduate
college level, when the student has not yet settled
Joan Peysor writes often for the Sunday New York Times and is

the author of The New Music: The Sense Behind the Sound.
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on a career, there is still some crossbreeding. I gave
questionnaires to students in Columbia's Theory I,
a course that suggests more than a casual interest in
the field but one that demands no expertise. Of the
forty-eight who replied, only five had ever played
any rock. Thirty-eight had played conventional instruments and attended concerts downtown. Only
one of the five who played rock planned to become

a music major; most of the remaining forty-three
do.

In searching for a music major who had come
from the "pop" side of the fence, I found Marty
Laskin from North Bellmore on Long Island, a sen-

ior at Columbia and a friendly and articulate

young man. Marty, who is studying composition,
theory, and music history, has a jazz ensemble and
played until after two the night before we met.
Marty's musical schizophrenia is a long-standing
disease: His grandfather was a cantor, his father
the leader of a society orchestra, and he himself be-

gan to play sax at four. I told Marty that in my
weeks of interviews I had not found a single student
who had come to "serious" music from rock. He of-

fered this explanation:
"The problem with rock is that its defining limits
are visceral rather than cerebral. It's a visceral form
of self-expression, and volume is often used to
cover up a lack of technique. There are, of course,
some good rock musicians: the Procul Harem and
Blood, Sweat and Tears. But even they aren't doing
what they should. And then there are so many very
bad ones. Sly and the Family Stone-that's packaging blackness and selling it. It's what I call Acid/
Rock / Muzak.

"I have a lasting love for Ockeghem. The way he

structures time! Sound structures time as, in the
plastic arts, pigment structures space. Renaissance
music is so appealing. It is written for any instru-

ment and the amateur can play it easily. By the
time you get to Gesualdo, that's something else.
Gesualdo isn't easy to listen to!'
When I asked about his future, Marty answered
that he wants to lock himself in a cave and write
and play for about six years. The chances are that
he won't do that, but it's hard to predict just what
he will do. Such eclectic musicians are not the rule
in the more specialized echelons of our musical institutions. Those students who have committed
themselves to the serious pursuit of a musical career seem to have started when they were young,
followed a straight and narrow path, and paid practically no attention to rock.
One Thursday afternoon, ten minutes before a
rehearsal, I stopped in at the City Center to case the
situation regarding the National Orchestral Associ-

ation. This training orchestra, directed by Leon
Barzin, consists of eighty-five people between
twenty and twenty-three years old. Their adolescence coincided with the golden age of rock. By
asking for a show of hands, I learned that most
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study at conservatories, want careers in solo, cham-

ber, or orchestral work, and spend many hours
practicing each day. I asked how many had ever
played rock. One timpanist raised his hand. Several

others called out that they would like to play but
they had never learned how, that they never had
any time.
I spoke to Steven Koeppel, from Miami, who
plays trumpet with the NOA. Also a member of the

Brass Quintet and the Juilliard Orchestra, this
twenty -year -old student rehearses every night and
complains about the scarcity of practice rooms at

school. He says that rock is much too loud. "I've
never been to the Fillmore East. Once I went to a
rock concert at Tanglewood-the Jefferson Airplane in 1969-but I had to sit on the back of the
lawn because the noise was deafening." As for his
future: "What I want most is an orchestral job, but
there's not enough work to go around. In Minneapolis this year there was one opening for a
trumpet player and 160 applied for the job. If I look
at it realistically, I'll probably land in the pit of a
Broadway house."
On entering Juilliard one expects to find a different musical world. Boys wear beards and pony tails.
Girls wear dungarees and long cotton skirts. Surely
rock must prevail. Nothing could be further from
the truth. In eavesdropping this is what I heard in

the halls: "I have trouble identifying the minor
sixth interval. Sometimes it sounds almost major.
After all, turned around, it is a major third!' And:
"About the example you gave in class, you had too
many consecutive downward leaps in your melody.
You should avoid big leaps in general!" From the

practice rooms-Chopin, Debussy, Haydn, and
Liszt.

I walked into an L & M class (literature and materials) usually taught by Hall Overton. Mr. Overton is also a jazz musician, and I thought he might

attract students interested in the "third stream"
idea, an attempt to create serious "art" from jazz.
He was away for the day and Rumanian composer
Gheorghe Costinescu had taken over the class for
him, analyzing Handel and Debussy at the piano.
There were ten students in the class. After Costinescu finished, I asked them for a moment of their
time. How many had come from rock or jazz?
None. How many had ever played rock or jazz?
None. How many planned to play rock or jazz?
None. What would they like to do? Be great performers. Class dismissed. On the way out a Cuban
boy stopped: "We all want to be great performers,"

he said. "But that is not realistic at all. Each of us
will probably teach at a respectable school."
Later Costinescu told me of a student interested
in rock. I spoke to Paul Amrod of Red Hook in upstate New York:
"I relate to rock most, but I want to learn about

other compositional procedures. That is why I
came to Juilliard.
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"I relate to rock most," says Paul Amrod, from
Red Hook in upstate New York. This opinion makes him
unique among students at the Juilliard School.

Volume in rock, says Columbia University
student Marty Laskin, of North Bellmore, L. I.,
often covers a lack of technique.

The Bronx's Bruce Taub,
a Ph.D. candidate at
Columbia, believes Varese
and Stravinsky made most of
rock's "discoveries" first.

Manhattanite Zizi Mueller, a sometime
student at the Manhattan School and music
director of tl-e La Mama theater group, rejects
rock music but identifies with rock culture.

Photos by Sheila Schultz
National Orchestral Association
member Stevan Koeppel (left), from
Miami, and Columbia student Tom Baker,
from Milwaukee, agree that jobs
in music may be scarce, but neither is
deterred from pursuing such a career.
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"I began to play organ in rock groups at fifteen.
That was the time of Revolver and Rubber Soul. The

should.

Beatles were very important to me. But if you ask
me if there are other students at Juilliard like me,
the answer is simple: zero; not one! There are
about one hundred and fifty pianists here and there
may be three who can play some rock. The same
thing is true of composers. Most of them are into
early serial work. The Zeitmasse of Stockhausen is

They are probably turning out too many composers as well. Bruce Taub of the Bronx-a bassoonist and a composer with a master's degree-is
working for his Doctor of Musical Arts degree at

what they like. Webernism is the keynote here.

Stravinsky and Varese made them first:' Taub's attitude is upbeat: "I'm a hard-working student, and
I was lucky. I got into music when I was young.
Now I teach a humanities course that meets three
times a week. Apart from receiving my tuition free,
I earn $2,000 a year. I'd love to find my life's work

These people are still turning out sonatalike
pieces-with several movements-with everything
written in.
"I am frustrated here. Last year they would not
let me perform a work of my own at a small, unadvertised compositional concert unless I would notate it. That made me sick-that these people are so
formalized. Dean Waldrop sent me a note asking

me not to play rock in the practice rooms when
there is a class going on next door. The piano tuners

complain to me too."
Dean Gideon Waldrop has not embraced rock.
He says that some Juilliard composers may have
been somewhat influenced by rock but that it has
not affected school policy. "Performers cannot play
rock for their entrance exams. They play from materials set up for them-a Beethoven sonata, a Bach
prelude and fugue, a contemporary work. If we
ever learned that rock was developing a tradition
and becoming a more sophisticated part of musical
life, then we might make some changes in that direction. But at the moment it appears as a passing
phase. What will supersede it? There will be something else."
Later, at a party, I met Hubert Doris, president
of the Mannes School of Music. I told him that I
had planned to call him to find out what role rock
played in his school. "Rock-and-roll?" he asked incredulously. "I can answer that question in one
word: none!"
Specialization that excludes everything but the
issue at hand prevails on all the highest levels of
training. In the graduate departments at Columbia
there are no Marty Laskins around. I spoke to Tom
Baker, a twenty -five -year -old musicology student
from Milwaukee who is writing his thesis on proportional notation of the sixteenth century:
"I've never had anything to do with rock. I know

nothing at all about it. If I had to teach a humanities course and the students wanted me to do some-

thing with rock, I'd be completely helpless and
have to turn the class over to one of them."

Baker joins Fischer and Laskin in his enthusiasm
for early music. "The young people respond to it. It

Columbia, A graduate of Music and Art, he never
played any rock-and-roll. "I know rock musicians

talk about all the discoveries they've made. But

right here, but everyone at Columbia wants that

toe'

"The universe is divided into two worlds: the
classical/contemporary world and the rock/underground world:' So says Manhattanite Zizi Mueller,
a first-rate flutist and Brearley graduate. Although
she rejects rock-and-roll because it is "too repetitive; she identifies with the rock culture and feels
hostile to the more circumscribed approach to her
art. Zizi began to play flute at ten and has studied
flute seriously ever since then. Last June, after a
year and a half at the Manhattan School, she quit.
Now she earns $75 a week as music director of La
Mama, a "total theater" group in Greenwich Village, and says that she's in the position of hiring
Juilliard graduates. Most of them, she claims, work
as clerks somewhere.
"I know that I need much more knowledge:' Zizi
told me in early November, "but I can't compromise my whole existence. At school they negated
everything in which I believe. They have thirty flutists and one orchestra. You have to pull strings just
to play your instrument. The ear training courses
are farcical. You sit in huge classes waiting for your

turn to sing a tune. Everyone just sits there and
laughs; it's all very superficial.
"Even if you could bear the training, it's pointless because there are so few jobs ahead. Auditions
are rigged and based on connections. An audition is
like a cattle call, and people go through all of this to

be tenth violinist in an orchestra that plays for
people who don't listen at all, who just snore or talk
all the way through.
"Of course there are plenty of kids who stay with

it. They came into music in an antique way-thoroughly computerized. They are molded and all

come out in the same shape. How many really

doesn't require years of specialized training or a

thought of what they wanted to do? They come into
this competitive jungle and automatically go
through all of the paces. ."

particularly beautiful voice. It's music you can take

The last I heard, Zizi had applied for re-entry

easily-without wondering what on earth is going
on, as you wonder with Wagner and Beethoven."
"To keep body and soul together," Baker may go
on for a library degree. He thinks universities are
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turning out far more musicologists than they

.

.

into school. Musicians are driven; there's no doubt
about that. If you could get out, of course, you
would. That is the condition of art. It doesn't seem
to be any different today than it has ever been.
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We doubt that anyone will be overly surprised to learn that our newest loudspeaker sounds

terrific. Most people really expect KLH to make
terrific sounding things. But at $62.50' a piece,
our new Model Thirty -Eight delivers an amount and
quality of sound that we thinl' will astonish even
our most avid fans. The bass response is absolutely
staggering; the transient resperse is flawless; and
the Thirty -Eight's overall smoo'hness matches any-

thing we've ever heard. Most mportant, you can
use a pair of Thirty -Eights w th virtually any mod-

estly priced receiver. (What good is an inexpensive
pair of loudspeakers that need a $400 receiver to
effectively dive them?!
The Thirty -Eights are at your KLH dealer now.

After hearing them, we think you'd pay $125 for
just one. But $125 buys you two. Which has got to
make the Thirty -Eights the biggest stereo bargain
since ears.

For more information, visit your KLH dealer or
write tc KLH Research and Development, 30 Cross
Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02139.

The New KLH Model Thirty -Eight.
Two for $125.

111111,1111*
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fSuggested east coese retail price. Slightly higher in the south and west. 'A traoemorf of The Singer Company.
CIRCLE 41 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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To appreciate this album,

all you need

are the facts:

BOULEZ

sTRAVIAKY

E 1:1011KA
NEW

YoRK

Pierre Boulez.
His new orchestra:
The NewYork Philharmonic.
His specialty:
Stravinsky (remember the
Grammy award winning
"Le Sacre du Printemps"?)
His new album:
"Petrushkai." The original,
uncut 1911 version.

On Columbia Records
and Tapes
"COLUMBIA."® AURCAS KG PAINTED IN U 511
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Four -Channel Discs and Tapes
by Robert Long
This month's first three feature reviews deal with a subject

that everyone is talking about nowadays: quadraphonic
recordings. Supplies of these four -channel recordings are
not easy to come by (even review copies of some items are
scarce), though the total list of discs and tapes presently
"available" is impressive in both length and variety for a
recorded medium that has come into being so recently.
The first review deals with a portion of the SQ offerings
from Columbia, Epic, and Ampex. Discs matrixed by the
Columbia SQ process also have been announced by Vanguard, and EMI/Angel is expected to release some before
long. The second review takes a sampling of discs using the
competing, though similar, Electro-Voice and Sansui matrix systems. Relatively few recordings have been made
available in either; and while there are other quadraphonic

disc systems, their products are not commercially available. The final review takes a small sampling of the long
Q-8 (for quadraphonic 8 -track) cartridge list-almost all
of them from RCA and available for some months now.
Some readers may still be unfamiliar with the termi-

nology of the new medium. "Discrete" four -channel
sound (that on the Q-8 cartridges or on open -reel tapes is-

sued some time ago by Vanguard and Project 3) means
that the quadraphonic effect is achieved by a recording
technique in which all four channels maintain their independence throughout the process. "Matrixing" (or "encoding") is a technique by which four channels are combined into two so that they can be placed in the groove of a
stereo record and played either as stereo or substantially in

their original quadraphonic form via a special decoder.

The SQ discs a remarkable debut
FOR A SERIES of quadraphonic premieres this is an impressive collection-both musically and technically. The
listening setup included a Sony SQ-1000 decoder driving
a Marantz 2270 receiver in the front channels and a Galactron IC Mk 10 integrated amplifier for the back. In
terms of pure sound the results are remarkable. But the
credit belongs primarily to Columbia's a & r department
for providing such attractive raw material to its engineers.
Subotnick's Touch is particularly important in this re-

materials of music-melody and the rest-are almost entirely absent (save in a liltingly rhythmic passage toward

the end) the effect is unremittingly musical, even by
fairly conventional standards. That is, the score manages
to convey its sense of an ineluctable purpose beyond the
mere mustering of electronic sounds; it is responsive to
its own inner life.

Once having heard it quadraphonically you won't
want to revert to stereo. About two thirds of the way
through occurs a passage in which wee tim'rous sounds

spect since it not only was recorded originally as four channel sound but was written that way. It's also a composition to which all preconceptions of acoustic space
are irrelevant. That is, there can be no complaint about
the "naturalness" of the relationships between musical
loci and listener; nor can there be complaints about the

scurry back and forth across the room in their purposeful
but mysterious rounds. The space of the room is made so

naturalness of the sound, which is entirely synthetic.
Both are as they were devised by Subotnick.
Much electronic music strikes me as a series of more

too hollow when you move into it by switching from
stereo to SQ. Not that the sound itself is hollow; on the
contrary it takes on an extraordinary body and richness
heard quadraphonically. It is the music that suffers. Unlike Ozawa's Stravinsky (reviewed below), with its

or less impressive sonic effects caught up in a vain search
for some sort of musical cogency. Not so Touch. It has
form, color, development, wit, and even manages to be

quite moving. The best example of this last property is
the slow section toward the middle of Side 1: a beautifully sustained piece of work. Though the conventional

much a part of the music that the act of switching to
stereo becomes one of wanton defacement.

Almost the reverse can be said of Bernstein's Also
sprach Zarathustra. The grand façade of sound seems all

delight in inner workings, Bernstein's Strauss is most imposing when viewed from a distance. This is particularly
so because of a certain instability of instrumental placement. most noticeable in violin passages, in SQ. I hesi-

tate to stress this point, however, because the precise
sound orientation depends to a certain degree on the listener's position in the room and presumably on the room
itself. Perhaps instrumental placement would establish

itself more firmly in another room or with different
speakers.
Most of the time the SQ effect is largely one of opening up the sound. While this results in a want of integration in Also sprach, the openness can be used simply to

impose a sense of space-as it is in the Barbra Streisand
recording. As an album "Stoney End" falls somewhere
between the thoroughly contemporary (and uncharacteristic) "Barbra Joan Streisand" and her earlier discs as
stylist extraordinaire. In addition to Stoney End itself
there are two other Laura Nyro numbers; but it is Barbra, sola, who dominates, backed by some pretty lush

string arrangements that at times move dangerously
close to Mantovani for such tunes. The Streisand magic
conquers all, however, and seems even more imperious
in four channels than in two.
Chase is a nine -man brass group that also profits from
quadraphonics. Billed as a rock jazz ensemble, it almost

manages to suggest Gabrieli heard this way, but the
eclectic elements in its style are well integrated and its
music -making solid. The sense of space is both convincing and relevant to the music-as it is in the Streisand album. Both seem so natural in four channels that I can
only suppose the quadraphonics to date right back to the
original studio sessions.
There's some gimmickry on the Chase album. however. The canonic tape -echo effects get a little tiring, and
the percussion is made to gallop around the room in the
second cut (Livin' in Heat). But the group settles down

on Side 2, and the five -cut Invitation to a River sequence
with which it ends contains some impressive work.
So does Purlie of course-but that's almost ancient history. The recording seems to be a product of a simple re -

mix from multitrack tapes intended for stereo. The
voices remain largely at front -center, with the orchestra
opened up-rather than spread out-by SQ. While the ef-

fect is pleasant, it contributes little toward creating a
vivid impression of the stage presence. Cleavon Little
and Melba Moore did that in stereo; in the face of their
talents the SQ touchup is insignificant.
It's not so insignificant in another established musical

best seller: "Switched -On Bach." Walter Carlos'
amiable and ingenious tootlines are a natural for SQ. If
you heard things in the stereo version that you never no-

ticed in the Bach originals, you'll hear more in four
channels. In the F major two-part invention the sound
"sources" are made to dance about the room; apart from

that there is little SQ gimmickry. The arrangements
themselves may be another matter, but enough has been
said about them already.
BACH-CARLOS: "Switched -On Bach." Walter Carlos, Moog Synthesizer. Columbia MO 31018, $6.98.
CHASE. Epic EO 30472. $6.98.
PURL1E. Cleavon Little, Melba Moore, and the original Broadway
cast. Ampex 0 40101, $7.98.
BARBRA STREISAND: Stoney End. Barbra Streisand, vocals, with

supporting instrumentalists and singers. Columbia CQ 30378,
$6.98.

Simnel= Touch. Morton Subotnick, Buchla Electronic Music
System. Columbia MO 31019, $6.98.
R. STeeuss: Also sprach Zarathustra. New York Philharmonic,
Leonard Bernstein. cond. Columbia MQ 30443, $6.98.

Barbra Streisand-conquering all.

Morton Subotnick-writing for four -channel
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Other encoded discs more big guns needed
OF THE FIVE matrixing systems that have received the
most publicity-Dynaco, Scheiber, Electro-Voice, San-

sui, and CBS SQ-the first four share a good many ba-

sics and are often considered to be largely interchangeable. Of these, only the E -V and Sansui have
been used for commercially available discs. I used two
listening setups. The first was built around the EVX-4
decoder, playing through a Fisher 701 four -channel receiver and four identical speakers. It was set up with a
Dyna Quadaptor in the front -channel outputs so that the
effect with the Quadaptor could be compared with that
using the EVX-4. The second, with a Sansui SQ-1 decoder, had two dissimilar pairs of speakers at front and
back, fed by several different combinations of receivers
and power amplifiers.
In playing the E -V encoded discs through the Sansui
decoder (or through Dynaquad circuitry, for that matter)
I've never been aware of any particular losses in four channel effect; on the few occasions when I've played
Sansui discs through the E -V decoder the experience
also was comparable. This test is far from rigorous, however-particularly since most of the matrixed discs in either system rely on ersatz studio acoustics and arbitrary
four -channel placements.
The four recordings chosen here represent only a fraction of the list that has been encoded using E -V or Sansui
equipment. While the relative interchangeability of the
two techniques is attractive, the release lists are disap-

pointing when compared to those for SQ or Q-8. The

musical big guns simply are not there, with two exceptions.
The first is Beverly Sills's "Welcome to Vienna," not a

very flattering frame for her talents. The acoustic is excessively echoey. In stereo it sounds muddy and overblown; heard quadraphonically it resembles a bowling

alley-particularly in the orchestra -only Thunder and
Lightning Polka.
Sills sings Voices of Spring and individual numbers of

stage works by Lehar, Korngold, Heubeuger, and
Sieczynski. Most of the music is little known and will be
sought out eagerly by fans of Viennese music as well as

those of Miss Sills. But I'm afraid the recording adds
little luster to either reputation and nothing of note to
the cause of quadraphonics.
Doc Severinsen is the other exception. His virtuoso
trumpet is by now a fixture of the pops scene and it is
well represented in "Fever!" The arrangements, though
glib, are effective, and the quadraphonics make the
sound truly room-filling-as it should be. It's very much a
studio job; there's no attempt to catch the ambience of a
Severinsen concert. That too is as it should be, I think.
The moody numbers (On a Clear Day, for example) are

the sort of music you want to be alone with over your
second highball. But most are more hard -driving. The
band makes heavy use of percussion as a foil to the Sev-

erinsen solos, all captured in good, clean sound.
The sound also is big and clean (except for the inner
cuts on each side) on the World's Greatest Jazzband al -

Beverly Sills-talent unflatteringly framed.

Enoch Light-undeniably ingenious tricks.
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bum. It's sort of Dixieland-revisited-which is not my
cup of cocoa-so I leave it to aficionados whether it represents good jazz or not. The effect is very much that of

being down front in a small jazz club with a wraparound stage. Placements are not as precise as they
would be in the live situation (and there are no audience
noises of course), but otherwise the effect is entirely convincing.

"Permissive Polyphonics" is the only record of the
four that was made with E -V encoding equipment (the
rest used Sansui), and it is the only one of the group that
is available in Q-8 cartridge form as well. The two versions are virtually indistinguishable in effect.
That's not to say that the effect of a matrixed disc and
that of a discrete tape are basically the same, of course.

In a live recording that seeks to preserve the subtleties of
room acoustics there might be far more audible difference than there is in a studio recording of this sort where

the "space"-such as it is-is created in the mixdown.
There is no delicate acoustic bloom to be bruised by matrixing. Nor is there much subtlety of any sort.
ENOCH Worn "Permissive Polyphonics." Enoch Light and the
Brigade. Project 3 PR4C 5048, $5.98.
Doc SEVERINSEN: "Fever!" Doc Severinsen, his trumpet and his
orchestra. Command COD 40003, $6.98.
BEVERLY SILLS: "Welcome to Vienna." Beverly Sills, soprano:
London Philharmonic, Julius Rudel, cond. ABC/Audio Treasury
ATQD 24002, $6.98.
THE WORLD'S GREATEST JAZZBAND OF YANK LAWSON & BOB HAG -

%um Project 3 PR4C 5039, $5.98.

The Q-8 Tapes Inept Execution
Undermines the Discrete System's Advantages
THIS SAMPLING from the initial Q-8 release lists of RCA

and Project 3 hardly gives matrixed discs the competition that they deserve. The Q-8 listening was done in two
quite dissimilar rooms, using two different Toyo players

(the CH -702 and CRH-730) driving three different
bookshelf -speaker models, all told. But the four -channel

processing is, generally speaking, rather inept; and the

vaunted advantages of discrete-as opposed to matrixed-quadraphonic sound are all but thrown away in
either room.
The titles themselves may hold the clue to the problem. Many of them have been with us for some time in
standard stereo guise, and RCA evidently has paid more
attention to producing a Q-8 list that is attractive from
the a & r point of view than it has to turning out cogent
quadraphonic sound. The most obviously slapdash of reprocessi nes is that in the Boheme excerpts. which are ser-

iously distorted on Side 2 in both of the copies I've
heard. And here-as in the Fiddler excerpts-the four
channel effects seem arbitrary and unconvincing. More's

the pity, since stage works can benefit demonstrably
from the intelligent use of four channels.
In Fiddler, for example, there are five quite distinct
sound sources: front -and -center, and at each of the four

speakers. When he is on stage alone, Zero Mostel is
given the center -stage spotlight, while the orchestra is di-

vided up among the four speakers. In numbers like
Matchmaker, however, voices are placed at one or both
of the back speakers, suggesting that the action is being
carried into the side aisles of the theater.
Now I hold no brief against carrying the action into
the aisles. Hair (also available in Q-8) made brilliant use
of the technique; the muezzins in the balcony at the be-

ginning of Kismet produced a galvanizing effect that
only quadraphonics could recapture. It is the arbitrariness of RCA's placements that displeases. They're
without real musical or dramatic point. Admirers of
Mostel's sensitive and touching Fiddler or the less sensi-
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tive (and more distorted) Moffo/Tucker Boheme may
not mind interpolated sonic effects. but that's all they are.

The Harry Belafonte concert in Carnegie Hall makes
even less valid use of quadraphonic acoustics. This is a
live event in which four -channel sound might reasonably be expected to convey the sensation of actual participation. In one sing -along number Belafonte performs
prodigies of showmanship, drawing the audience into
the act, and playing upon it as on an instrument-even
tricking it. If only the sound could convince you that you
were there, being tricked with everyone else! But so arbitrary is RCA's quadraphonic mixdown that the audience
sounds are scattered in all four channels beyond the music. The effect is not that of sitting in Carnegie Hall, but
of being on stage with Belafonte in the center of Madison Square Garden. His close-miked tonsils dominate
the foreground. In the surrounding circle are the band
and the chorus. The audience lies in the murk beyond;
there is no hope of identifying with it.

Fiedler's reading of the Shchedrin Carmen Ballet
somehow manages to smooth over the quirky angularity

of the score so that it comes out a bit overstuffed and
characterless-like a Grand Rapids copy of Danish modern. Had his approach been more stylish, the laxity of
RCA's mixdown would have been a shame; as it is the
recording is fun but essentially undistinguished, both
musically and sonically.

Subjectively the most successful recording in the
group is the Ozawa Stravinsky cartridge, but I don't
really understand why. An assumed truism of quadraphonics is that the listener will find it unnatural to be
plunked down in the middle of a symphony orchestra. It

seems hard to argue with the proposition, and I have
found some four -channel recordings unpleasant for
that very reason. Yet here that perspective seems altogether natural.
The effect is easiest to explain in terms of Petrushka.
To be in the middle of the vivid fair scene-and Ozawa is
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nothing if not vivid-is to be part of it. The crowds, the
banners, the hawkers-all are there at once. If they happen to be trumpets and flutes and violins rather than
their visual counterparts, well, so be it. But this sense of
being surrounded by orchestral color and movement
works equally well throughout both scores. Or almost so;
only the pathos of the Petrushka finale seems a bit dulled
by its immediacy.

Ozawa's performances contribute materially to both
the success and the weakness of the experience. His read-

ings are impulsive-even headlong at times-but without
any real nobility. He is rather like the child who pulls
apart a toy to see what it's made of. Some of his discoveries make for thrilling listening, and the quadraphonic
process helps you to perceive the guts he lays bare. Were

he more inclined to respectful admiration, the process
might seem like vivisection and the normal separation
between podium and easy chair more desirable.
"Concert -hall realism" certainly has nothing to do
with RCA's treatment of the recording. Not only are the
instruments everywhere, they are so closely miked that
one is unaware of the hall as such. Surely this will change
as more experience is gained in four -channel recording.

At times the placement of some instruments-flutes and
brasses particularly-seems a little unstable, something

one would expect of matrixed, rather than discrete,
quadraphonics. The sound is rich and attractive-easily

the best in the Q-8 group-but not quite as crisp as I
would have hoped. Again the over-all impression suggests that mixdown from multichannel tapes originally
intended for stereo, rather than quadraphonic, release
may be the cause of some shortcomings. Perhaps when
recordings are made expressly for the new medium RCA
may adopt quite different techniques.

That said, what can be added in discussing Enoch
Light's essay in quadraphonics? Several professionals in
the quadraphonic -sound business have told me that he is

the unchallenged master in the field when it comes to
mating musical intention with technical means. Yet the
product is so laden with musical and sonic gimmickry
that it's hard to take seriously either way. It's slick and
thoroughly professional; but for all that's happening in
every cut I find it dull. Those with a stomach for background music (something I obviously don't have) should
find Light's recordings a natural for quadraphonics however. And in view of his pioneering work in the field he
presumably deserves success.
Light applies his bag of undeniably ingenious tricks to
such tunes as Marrakesh Express, Let it Be, Sittin' on the
Dock of the Bay, and Scarborough Fair. One number,

based on the Bach C minor passacaglia for organ, is
called Pass and I Call You (get it?) and features drums

and other instruments that jump from speaker to

speaker, or whirl around the room. Clichés aborning.
Which brings us to the worst and the best of the cartridges: "The Moog Strikes Bach ... To Say Nothing of
Chopin. Mozart. Rachmaninoff. Paganini and
Prokofieff." That's the full title, and it says more about
the content than I'd want to if I were RCA's promotion

manager. It seems obvious that it was produced to
"cover" Columbia's phenomenally successful
"Switched -On Bach." It contains Moog recordings by
Hans Wurman of the Bach D minor Toccata and Fugue,
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the entire Eine kleine Nachtmusick, and Rondo alla
Turco, the Chopin "black key" etude, a Prokofiev piano
prelude, a Rachmaninoff vocalise, and Wurman's own
(and dreary) Thirteen Variations on a Theme of Paganini.
The three piano pieces don't stand up to the arrangements; the indestructible Bach does. One reason may lie
in musical preconceptions: The piano's sound comes
from a relatively small source, while that of a church organ may come from almost any direction-even above
the listener. So while many of Wurman's Moog effects
seem idiomatic in the Toccata and Fugue, they sound
like gimmickry when applied to Chopin or Rachmaninoff. Beyond that consideration, however, lies the nature
of the music itself. The piano pieces represent an indissoluble fusion of musical elements, while the Bach
contains an inherent stratification of elements that lend
themselves equally to organ stops or to Moog effects.

In spite of its lineage-from the pipe organ via the
products of Messrs. Hammond-the Moog has no strong
image as a concert instrument, and we feel no particular
preconceptions about the sort of space that should surround it or the physical relationship that we expect be-

tween it and ourselves. Consequently nothing seems
"wrong" no matter how its sounds are distributed among
the four channels. From this point of view, it is an ideal
subject for quadraphonics. If a chamber orchestra were
to bombard us with Wurman's effects in playing the Eine
kleine Nachtmusik we might be offended; as presented

in the recording it's actually rather charming in

its

hurdy-gurdy way. But at times Wurman's imagination
seems to outstrip his musicianship. He is less than secure

rhythmically, for example, and some of his extraneous
effects are simply distracting.
In the Rondo al/a Turca, however, the elements of the
recording do coalesce into an integrated musical experience, demonstrating brilliantly the delights of quadraphonics. The twitterings that I find distracting in the finale of the Nachtmusik here fall perfectly into place; the
delicate rhythmic thrust is unbroken; the interplay of
musical elements within the room is poised and balanced, constantly changing but always in equilibrium.
It's a little gem. The very elements that sound childish
and banal in the rest of the album are turned into a carefree confection.
HARRY Bewroirre: "Belafonte at Carnegie Hall." (Highlights
from the live concert.) Harry Belafonte, vocals; chorus and orchestra, Robert Corman, cond. RCA Victor 008 5002, $7.95.
Baer-Soictitonne The Carmen Ballet. The Boston Pops Orchestra, Arthur Fiedler, cond. RCA Red Seal R08 1141, $7.95.
Rome. ow me Rom Zero Mostel and the original Broadway
cast. RCA Victor 0Q8 1005, $7.95.
ENOCH LIGHT: "Permissive Polyphonics." Enoch Light and the
Light Brigade. Project 3 PRQ8 5048, $7.95.

Pucciel: La Boheme (highlights). Anna Motto (s), Mimi; Mary
Costa (s), Musetta; Richard Tucker (t), Rodolfo; Robert Merrill (b),
Marcello; etc.; Rome Opera House Orchestra and Chorus, Erich
Leinsdorf, cond. RCA Red Seal RO8 1077, $7.95.
STRAVINSKY: Suite from The Firebird; Petrushka. Boston Symphony Orchestra, Seiji Ozawa, cond. RCA Red Seal RQ8 1164,
$7.95.

Monism "The Moog Strikes Bach" (works of Bach, Mozart, Chopin, Prokofiev, Rachmaninoff, and Wurman, arranged
HANS

and transcribed by Wurman). Hans Wurman, Moog synthesizer. RCA Red Seal ROB 1137, $7.95.
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Allen, Julia, Davila, and Davis-personifying the spirit of Two Gentlemen of Verona.

A New Golden Age for Musical Comedy
Two Gentlemen of Verona-a vital reflection of contemporary styles
by John S. Wilson
IN THAT "golden age" of musical comedy-broadly centered in the Twenties and Thirties but more specifically
beginning with Jerome Kern's "Princess Theater Shows"
scores in 1915 and ending with the arrival of Oklahoma!
in 1943-the great names were Kern, George Gershwin,
Rodgers and Hart, and Cole Porter. Of that top group, it
was generally held that Gershwin, with his jazzy inflec-

tions and his recognition of black musical influences,
was the most vital representative of the new musical theater during those years.

Now that the theater has passed through another
phase of almost equal length-the neo-operetta style
brought on by Oklahoma! -those Gershwin-dominated
years have fallen into perspective, and considering what
has happened since then, the era still remains, musically.
a golden age. But there has been a slight and subtle shift
in values. While Gershwin retains his title as the most
representative theater composer of the period, his theater songs, popular as they are even today, have taken on
somewhat of a period quality; it is the songs of Cole Porter, although dated in their lyrics, that have grown musically more and more contemporary over the years. In effect, popular taste is just catching up with Porter, who in
his day managed to be both successful and exotic. And it
is his influence that is most strongly felt in Galt MacDermot's score for Two Gentlemen of Verona.
The exotic element in Porter's music was his fondness

for the rhythms he picked up all around the world-in
the Caribbean, in the Pacific, in Asia, and possibly by
second or third hand from Africa. These are the qualities

in Porter's music that have kept it contemporary as
American popular music discovered variants of those
rhythmic lines that Porter was using thirty and forty
years ago in Begin the Beguine, Night and Day, and Just
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One of Those Things. The fact that there are echoes or

traces of Porter (or, more exactly, of Porter's sources) all
through MacDermot's score is a fitting complement to
the coincidence that Porter's greatest score was also writ-

ten for an adaptation of a play by Shakespeare,

The

Taming of the Shrew (the musical that signified the ulti-

mate end of the golden age-it was 1948 and Kern,
Gershwin, and Hart were dead while Rodgers had
shifted directions in his collaborations with Oscar Hammerstein II).
Porter, it turns out, has served as a bridge between the

golden age and the new musical theater of MacDermot's Two Gentlemen, the first evidence that the musical
theater is really capable of a score that reflects contemporary popular music. All during the latter Sixties, the
focus of supposedly contemporary scores was on "rock,"
a word that was tossed around loosely and extravagantly
and largely meaninglessly. MacDermot's songs for Hair
are rock-if they are played in a rock style; but like the
Beatles' songs, they can just as well be "easy listening" or
jazz if you choose to approach them in that manner.
The music for Two Gentlemen of Verona is not based

on any current catchwords. It has its own inescapable
identity which cannot be lost no matter how it is approached. It is based on two very vital streams of what
can only be described as legitimate folk music-an AfroLatin strain and a black strain. These happen to be the
two most influential lines in contemporary popular music. But MacDermot's rationale for using them was not
just to mine contemporary pop-his direction was established by the decision of John Guare and Mel Shapiro,
who made the adaptation, to make one pair of Shakespeare's lovers Puerto Rican and the other black. Given
this concept, the musical style follows logically.
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But there is a lot more than logic in this recorded version of the New York Shakespeare Festival production
which originated in Central Park and then moved to the
St. James Theater. There is a constant sense of life, of
joy, of passion in this music whether it is calypso, soul,
samba, or gospel. And there are singers who personify

the spirit of the music. Several are splendid individualists-Raul Julia, a man with a marvelous voice which

ranges from authoritative declamation to sly irony;
Frank O'Brien rising to devastating heights of falsetto
vacuity; John Bottoms with a brilliant gift for finding the

song. But otherwise the company projects the spirit and
the sensuousness of MacDermot's music brilliantly.
And they are supported and possibly even led toward

insights of the music by an orchestra that is very untheatrical (in the normal pit -band sense) and also very
right for this situation-a situation one can understand
when one discovers that it includes such musicians as
Thad Jones, Ray Copeland, Everett Barksdale, and
Pretty Purdie, jazz and studio men who are completely at

home in the contemporary mixture Galt MacDermot
has cooked up for them.

flattest side of any note. They are balanced by the
straightforward vocal integrity of Clifton Davis and Jonelle Allen (who is not quite as vivid on the recording as
she is when seen onstage). The only letdown is Diana
Davila, one of the four principals, who has a mannered
style that calls attention to the manner rather than to the

Two GENTLEMEN of VERONA. Original Broadway cast recording.
Music by Galt MacDermot; lyrics by John Guare; adapted from
Shakespeare by John Guare and Mel Shapiro; Jonelle Allen, Diana
Davila, Clifton Davis, and Raul Julia, vocals; Harold Wheeler, cond.
ABC BCSY 1001, $13 96 (two discs).

by Robert C. Marsh and Andrea McMahon

Discoveries

for Haydn Seekers
Maerzendorfer's versions of all 106 symphonies from Musical Heritage
THE FIRST CONDUCTOR to record all the 106 performable

With Robbins Landon assisting with notes and texts,

symphonies of Joseph Haydn has automatically made
himself a place in the history of the phonograph, even if
a good deal of the time he is facing severe competition
from discs by other musicians. The man is Ernst Maerzendorfer, and his edition fills forty-nine records from
the Musical Heritage Society. Fortunately, the customer
is free to choose among these issues as he sees fit, an attractive proposition for both the beginning Haydn collector (who may want the lot) and the seasoned record
buyer who already has a fair representation of the composer on his shelves.
The idea of doing Haydn complete was a natural outgrowth of postwar Haydn scholarship. The old Haydn

Goberman started at the beginning and had taped fortyfive of the 106 before his death in December 1962. Most
of these performances were subsequently released on
LRM. Rights to the series were later acquired by Columbia which has, tb date, issued twenty-one symphonies on
Odyssey. Ironically, in the tenth year following Goberman's death, four of his performances (symphonies A,
27, 34. and 37) still await initial release.
The Dorati/Philharmonia Hungarica Haydn edition
on Stereo Treasury was first reviewed in these pages a
year ago [April 1971 ]. Again Robbins Landon is annotator of the series. Three volumes are presently available

Society got things going, but was unable to bring its projects to completion. Fresh stimulus came in 1955 with the
publication of H. C. Robbins Landon's study of the symphonies, which provided a secure musicological founda-

tion for such an enterprise. "Papa Haydn," the father of
the symphony, whom we had heard about in music appreciation classes, started to be replaced by a man of passion and genius. But it was difficult to see him as the fa-

ther of the symphony when the major orchestras
represented him by about two -dozen works, and the
claims of 134 fake Haydn symphonies (systematically
unmasked by Robbins Landon) added more confusion.
With the arrival of stereo there was another complete
Haydn project, that of Max Goberman for the Library of

Recorded Masterpieces. Like Maerzendorfer, he
worked in Vienna, drawing his personnel from the pool

of musicians that make up the State Opera orchestra.
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in the U.S., covering the symphonies 49-72, and the
project is scheduled for completion in 1973 with a total
of forty-six discs divided among nine albums. The performances to date have been excellent, but the format is
inconvenient for those who may not want to buy these
symphonies in such large groups.
In addition the recording industry has over the years

provided us with many Haydn issues of quality from
musicians who for one or another reason performed only
a small portion of this literature for discs. In this category
the recordings of the Esterhazy Orchestra under David
Blum for Vanguard, Raymond Leppard and the English

Chamber Orchestra for Philips, and George Szell and
the Cleveland Orchestra for Epic and (later) Columbia
are especially praiseworthy.
The "Papa Haydn" myth has long been exploded, but
the composer's role in the transition of the symphony
from its ancestral forms (the operatic overture and diver -
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timento) to a fully developed sonata for orchestra can be
traced easily (and more important, most enjoyably) in
this music. Haydn's first symphony is probably the work

we know as Symphony A. It was begun when he was
twenty-five and finished a couple of years later, at about
the time when the work we traditionally have regarded
as No. I was written. For the next thirty-eight years.
Haydn composed symphonies in a volume necessitated
by the musical interests of his noble employer, his own
increasing fame, and a musical fashion (long gone) that
had sophisticated audiences wanting to hear new things
rather than old. No composer is ever likely to challenge

Haydn's symphonies for their sheer volume of high -

score filled with zestful high spirits, and OR H 216
couples it with the harmonically adventurous No. 39.
No. 41 (OR H 212) and No. 42 (OR H 217) complete the

repertory Maerzendorfer currently has to himself. No.
42 is a weak work, but No. 41 is a truly festive score and
generates a good deal of excitement and gaiety.

quality music. Not every one is a masterpiece of course.
but the level is astonishingly high. One can easily understand when, at the age of sixty-three, the demand lessened and he turned to other musical forms for the final
fourteen years of his work.
One of the immediate attractions of the Maerzendorfer recordings is the invitation they provide to plug the
gaps in one's Haydn collection. An ideal place to start is
that very first Symphony A, in B flat, which has been out
of the domestic catalogue for years. Maerzendorfer gives
it a light, sensitive performance and the character of the

In the areas in which there is direct competition between Maerzendorfer and other conductors one must
take into consideration the interpretive approaches involved. Maerzendorfer follows the Robbins Landon

writing is such that the absence of a continuo is not

ten by the composer. Through the symphonies numbered in the forties a keyboard continuo is often desirable, especially in the earliest works, and although
Maerzendorfer occasionally makes a good case for its

grave. On the second side of OR H 249 (paradoxically
this is the last record of the series rather than the first) he
plays Symphony B, another work in B flat. Here a con-

tinuo can add to the effect, but Maerzendorfer's performance of this rarely recorded work still deserves a
place in any extensive Haydn collection.
You can continue profitably through the Maerzendorfer listings, picking out things which presently have no

alternative representation in the catalogue, and you'll
never get anything less than a good performance. These
lacunae can be found in both the early and late periods
of the composer's life. The Symphonies Nos. 74, 76, and
77 had never been recorded when a Haydn discography
was prepared for this magazine in 1961. Maerzendorfer
makes them available (OR H 233/4) and permits the discovery that No. 74 has a most attractive first movement.
that No. 76 is an experimental work much influenced by
Mozart, and that No. 77 gives us an unusual first movement based on the development of a single theme. The
recorded performances are effective and well worth having.

Even later in the chronology, with No. 89 just before
the final "Salomon" series, there is a lapse in the catalogue. No. 89 (OR H 240) is not a major work, but Maerzendorfer couples it with a good account of the popular

No. 88, and it adds up to an interesting disc.

The most attractive discoveries however are to be
made in an earlier period. There is presently a break in
the catalogue at No. 23, although both this work and No.
24 exist in Goberman recordings and would be the logical ninth volume of his Odyssey series. I'd start with No.
25, with its opening bars so filled with sweet sadness, and
go on to the ebullient No. 27. Both are on OR H 210.
You can have all kinds of fun and games with the early
trumpet -and -drum scores and the kindred Hornsignal
Symphony (No. 31). That work is done for fair on OR H
212-a really wild performance filled with Waldhorn humor. No. 32 is a trumpet -and -drum symphony stuffed
with bright and lively things, and No. 33 is a gallant work
with many attractive features. Together they make OR
H 213 a nice buy.
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No. 36 can be considered as Watteau set to music. OR

H 215 couples it with No. 38, one of those scores that
contain everything people seem to find appealing in the
baroque in terms of thoroughly red-blooded and imaginative composition. No. 37 is another striking example
of the trumpet -and -drum genre (OR H 211). No. 40 is
radically misplaced in numerical order. It is a youthful

texts, but in his own fashion. Apparently he feels that, on

the whole, he should not incorporate a harpsichord or
other continuo instrument unless a part for it is found in
Haydn's score. But it is the very nature of the early symphonies (and the period in which they were composed)
that a continuo would be implied by the musical textures
and the layout of the instrumental lines rather than writ-

possible omission, it is not a musicological exaggeration
to add occasional bass reinforcement from a bassoon or
a keyboard instrument to support rhythm and harmony.

Interesting contrasts and comparisons are therefore
possible in the symphonies Nos. 1-22 where Goberman's edition on Odessey contains elaborate continuo
parts. A good test case is the symphonies Nos. 6.7, and 8
where Maerzendorfer offers some fine, sensitive playing;
but turning to the Goberman one finds an even better orchestra, finer solo playing, and considerably more interesting effects because of the character of the keyboard
part. The fact that the continuo realization is left to the
individual player means that it will probably be different
in every performance that employs it. In the Goberman
albums the continuo often provides accents that take the
curse off the fairly unyielding rhythmic patterns in the

other instrumental lines, and it is hard to believe that
Haydn did not want some relief from this somewhat
square and mechanical bass.
The group of symphonies from the early twenties to
the early forties has only sketchy representation in the
catalogue. It certainly makes good sense to acquire the
ones which Maerzendorfer has to himself, but in fact his
edition is thoroughly competitive with such alternatives
as there are.
When we arrive at No. 49 we enter the repertory currently represented in the Dorati volumes, and from here

to No. 72 Maerzendorfer is up against a conductor of
reputation who offers a finer orchestra, superior recorded sound, elegant performances with sound musicological foundations. For example, No. 49 (La Pas-

sione) is one of the greatest of the early Haydn

symphonies, and the Maerzendorfer version makes that
clear. But how much more effective it is in the Dorati
version! And how much of that effect is due to the musicianship of Dorati's continuo player. Since both records
are in the same price bracket, the choice seems easy to
make.
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The advantage of the Maerzendorfer editions in this
area, of course, is that they can be purchased as individual discs, so that those who want to do some exploring
are free to do so within minimal financial outlay. A nice
place to start with is No. 52 in the unusual Haydn key of
C minor in a fine performance (with the attractive No.
53) on OR H 222. Another nice coupling is that of Nos.
60 and 61 on OR H 226. The sequence from Nos. 68-71
(OR H 230/1) also contains important material. One of
the most popular Haydn works of this period, the Hunt
Symphony (No. 73), gets a strong performance on OR H
232 with an equally effective statement of the admirable
No. 72.
The middle-aged Haydn was greatly influenced by his

younger colleague Mozart, and the symphonies Nos.
74-78 all show this to some degree. Long neglected both
in concert and on records, they make up three discs (OR
H 233/5) in this edition. Maerzendorfer's performances
are extremely sympathetic, making this one of the high
points of his series.

We now come to the most frequently heard Haydn
symphonies. The six scores written for Parisian audiences (Nos. 82-87) are intended for a larger orchestra
than Maerzendorfer seems to have employed, and comparisons with standard editions of the past, such as Ansermet's, are generally disadvantageous to the Maerzen-
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dorfer discs. (However, some of his tempos are

preferable.) On the other hand, in the twelve "London"
symphonies, Nos. 93-104, and the popular transitional
works that preface them in the chronology, Maerzendorfer has succeeded in turning out good low-priced recordings that many listeners will surely find extremely satisfying. Again, of course, he faces serious competition. In
No. 92 and the first six of the "London" scores he is up
against Szell and the Cleveland Orchestra, and they pro-

duce refinements in performance and interpretation
which he cannot match. It may seem odd, with 106
Haydn symphonies to choose from, to begin with the
Surprise or the Military, but once you have heard what

Maerzendorfer can do with the familiar Haydn you may
be more willing to follow him into terra incognita. Even
for the most blasé concertgoer, the Haydn symphonies
still can promise miraculous discoveries.

1,1

HAYDN:

Symphonies (complete). Vienna Chamber Orchestra, Ernst Maerzendorfer, cond. Musical Heritage
Society OR H 201/49, $2.99 each (forty-nine discs; available from the Musical Heritage Society, 1991 Broadway,
New York, N.Y. 10023).

Selected comparisons:
Dorati (Nos. 49-72)

Selected comparisons:

tional barriers. He is both composer and performer; he writes jazz and symphonic music;
and he is adept at such varied folk and popular
styles as those of the American West, Brazil,
the West Indies, and the Near East. His sym-

Newman
Kirkpatrick

phonic music, as exemplified here by his
Shakespearean
Variations, is

Concerto and his King Lear

scarcely more than skillful

movie stuff, however; and his composed short
pieces, like Autobiography for Strings and Pull
My Daisy, are simply trash. Am ram comes into

his own in improvisational pieces, like the

something (more of the Klavieriibung?) wasn't
included in addition.

is also a beauty, but the masterpiece of the set
is its grand finale, the Tompkins Square Park
Consciousness Expander, which is in the Near Eastern tradition. It is a fast -driving virtuoso
piece for a long series of improvising soloists,

But Richter's performance is so good that
the discs should be considered despite this

Amram is the foremost virtuoso here; he

Square Park Consciousness Expander. Vari-

plays piano, French horn, three different kinds
of flutes, a kazoo, and various oriental instruments as well as producing sound by slapping
his inflated cheeks and hitting himself on the
top of the head. You don't know what a horn
can do until you have heard Amram noodling
on it in the manner of jazz saxophonists. His
saxophonists, Jerry Dodgion and Pepper
Adams, are magnificent too; in fact, the entire
performance, as performance, is superb, and
the recording is equally fine.
A. I- .

ous instrumentalists and orchestra, David
Amram, cond. RCA Red Seal VCS 7089, $6.98
(two discs).

BACH: Goldberg Variations, S. 988. Karl Rich-

The idea behind the title is, obviously, that

ter, harpsichord. Deutsche Grammophon 2707
057, $13.96 (two discs).

Waltz; Going North; Wind from the Indies; Pull

My Daisy; Brazilian Memories; Tompkins
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the end). This brings the running time to
something over an hour and a quarter, which

and very exciting jazz indeed. His tribute to
the Caribbean, entitled Wind from the Indies,

drums egg the whole thing on at a terrific clip.

Concerto; Autobiography for Strings; King
Lear Variations; Sao Paulo; After the Fall

Arc 198020

Richter's recording of the Goldberg Variations
makes a welcome addition to the harpsichord
versions currently in the catalogue. Unfortunately, many buyers may be put off by the fact
that this is a two -record set, a result of the fact
that Richter takes all repeats (with the exception of those in the restatement of the aria at

may explain why it couldn't be put on one
disc, but still leaves open the question why

ROBERT P. MORGAN

AURAS: "No More Walls": Shakespearean

Col. M30538

Waltz from After the Fall, which is mostly jazz

each more daring than the last, while the

SUSAN THIEMANN SOMMER

Odys. 32 16 0006, etc.
Col. MS 7006 etc.

David Amram

ROBERT C. MARSH

R C. ROBBINS LANDON

St. Treas. 15127/38

Goberman (Nos. 1-22)
Sze!! (Nos. 93-98)

lack of economy. His Bach achieves a nice bal-

ance: It is exciting without being aggressive

and individual without being mannered.
There is a kind of naturalness to his approach
which affects everything he does: The tempos
are never extreme, the ornamentation is never
rigid, and the over-all line is never sacrificed to
an overemphasis of detail. It is neither as over -
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powering as Anthony Newman's version nor
as careful as that of Kirkpatrick. For many listeners it may well strike just the right balance.
R.P.M.

ni BEETHOVEN: Concerto for Piano and

n
I

I

Orchestra, No. 5, in E flat, Op. 73 (Ern -

peror). Vladimir Horowitz, piano; RCA
Victor Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Rei-

ner, cond. RCA Victrola VICS 1636,
$2.98 (rechanneled stereo; from RCA
Victor LM 1718, 1951).

This disc is perhaps the first casualty of

Schwann's recent deplorable decision to
transfer all monophonic discs to limbo (or
rather to their supplementary catalogue,
which most record dealers don't even seem to

know exists). Now that the record -buying
public seems to have stopped discriminating
against mono -only records, RCA has nevertheless vandalized this still serviceable, bestselling 1951 recording to retain a listing where
it counts. Admittedly, some pseudo -stereo
"enhancements" are less objectionable than
others, but when I started getting a bloated,
muffled, unclean sound from this record, I
went to my shelf and reached for the ungimmicked original on RCA Victor LM 1718. No,
there wasn't any fluff on my stylus; nor was my
amplifier losing high frequencies as I had
feared. The contrast between the two discs was

'60s one became aware of a new direction, a
smoothing -out of the conductor's conception
of orchestral sound, with markedly less variety

of attack; the search for continuity of sonic
surface was also manifest in a minimization of
phrase articulations and even of conventional
accenting. Unlike the "streamlining" of Toscanini's later years, which entailed an intensi-

fication of forward pressure to guarantee a
sense of inevitability to the music's progress,
Karajan's method seems to entail the removal
of all possible obstacles to its flow.
Generalizations and analogies are, with reason, to be regarded suspiciously, and I embark
on the present ones at this point after hearing
the new Fidelio, only because it constitutes a
unique recorded meeting -point for the most
influential Beethoven conductors of the prewar years (Toscanini and Furtwangler) and

their postwar counterparts (Klemperer and
Karajan). As a stab at defining these different
approaches, let me offer the following (imper-

fect) analogy: If Toscanini relied on motor
energy to overcome the inequalities of the
road, however varied its surface might be,
then Karajan insures his arrival at the destina-

tion by traveling only the smoothest Autobahn. By contrast, the other two conductors
are walkers (I am referring to type of motion,
not to tempo): Klemperer in long even strides,
Furtwangler at a more varied pace, governed
by a sense (at least partly intuitive, although

In other words, I feel that the kind of continuity achieved in this recording-"horizontal

euphony," one is tempted to call it-is altogether irrelevant, even specious; everything
moves with the smoothness of a ball bearing
(occasional vocal friction aside), and you
know that nothing will impede its inevitable
arrival at the final chord-but you also realize
quickly that nothing of any interest is going to
happen along the way. Every note is played,
just as marked in the score, the players and

singers are almost always in excellent ensemble, and the tempos are always reasonable

interpretations of Beethoven's markings.
(Tempo in the absolute sense has very little to
do with the kind of thing I am talking about, as
I was recently reminded when my Boston col-

league Michael Steinberg reported that the
timings of the two Karajan Meistersinger
recordings -1951 and 1970-differ by only a
few seconds! Yet the difference is as between
night and day.)
Of course Karajan is a marvelous orchestral
technician-he has to be to even consider playing music this way. The same was true for Toscanini, and in both cases the interesting question might be raised: Did they perhaps arrive
at their respective performance styles as a consequence of their technical abilities, their fas-

cination with kinds of continuity that could
only be achieved with supremely virtuosic ensembles? It should also be observed, however,
that men such as Furtwangler and Klemperer
were also completely in command of orches-

remarkable-the older pressing was so much
more vibrant and direct. Superficial though
this Horowitz/Reiner collaboration may be, it
has a refreshing brilliance and a sense of for-

based on experience) of how to make the

ward direction. It may not tell you any dark se-

crets about the music, but it most assuredly

listener as a traveling companion. With the
"walkers," the emphasis is very much on the

does tell the truth! It's a shame that I can't recommend it in this reissue: $2.98 is no bargain
when a disc verges on the unlistenable. H.G.

events of the voyage (i.e., the structure of the
music), as articulated by the steps of the guide,
firmly (Klemperer) or more freely (Furtwang-

wangler's most profound performances (e.g.,
the Brahms Third once issued by Electrola)

ler). With the "riders," one concentrates on

view, but still enormously revelatory and ex-

the experience of traveling itself (i.e., the flow
of the music), having less regard for the scenery encountered along the way.

citing.

BEETHOVEN: Fidelio.

Helga Dernesch (s)
Helen Donath (s)
Marzelline
Jon Vickers (t)
Florestan
Horst R. Laubenthal (t)
Jaquino
Zoltan Kelemen (b)
Don Pizarro
Jose van Dam (bs)
Don Fernando
Karl Ridderbusch (bs)
Rocco
Chorus of the German Opera, Berlin; Berlin PhilLeonore

harmonic Orchestra, Herbert von Karajan,
cond. Angel SCL 3773, $17.94 (three discs).
Selected comparisons:
Toscanini
Furtwangler
Klemperer

RCA LM 6025
Seraphim IC 6022
Angel SCL 3625

Some day, a perceptive and well-informed biographer may probe deeply enough to give us
a convincing explanation of the style change
that Herbert von Karajan's conducting underwent during the 1960s. Without any question
his recent work-as exemplified by the Meistersinger and Boris Godunov reviewed in past

months, and by the present Fidelio-is

markedly different from the Philharmonia
and Scala sets of the 1950s, such as the Cosi,
Falstaff, and Trovatore. To be sure, he always
was strong on euphony; the early Vienna Mozart sets almost smothered under an affetuoso

style of singing, but this tendency seemed
quite under control in Cosi, and the Verdi
recordings of this period lack nothing in vigor
and propulsion, although signs of a "stately"

approach begin to be evident in the Vienna
Aida.

However, with the Ring cycle of the later
APRIL 1972

events of the voyage more coherent.
With even greater trepidation, let me carry
the analogy one step further, to consider the

tral technique-but they often found that
other things were more important; Swiss watch perfection was not essential to the
points they wished to make. Some of Furtare fairly hairy from the ensemble point of

"Very well," you may say. "Hamilton
doesn't like traveling on Autobahns (he

Now all of this by no means implies an

doesn't)-but what about the singers?" Fair

open-and-shut case for or against any of these
approaches, nor would I want to suggest that
any of the four conductors relies exclusively

this kind of context the singers don't have

on any one of them-there are Furtwangler
performances (mostly in the concert hall or
opera house rather than in the studio) that

enough-although I warn you right off that in
much chance to project with the freedom and
individuality that their counterparts in nearly
every other recording enjoy (the exception, as
might be supposed, is the Toscanini version).

make great use of the sheer physical stimulus
resulting from headlong forward motion (al-

though I cannot think of any by Klemperer
that fall in this category!). Certainly there is
music in which "getting there" is more than
half the fun-e.g., the Rossini overtures that
were a Toscanini specialize de la maison, where

structure is obviously subordinate to timing
and motion.
However, I would submit that Beethoven
was basically very interested in musical struc-

ture, and a performance that does not articulate the phrases, periods, and larger motions
of his music misses some absolutely essential
points. Fidelio is of course a theatrical work,

and this circumstance suggests that there is
also room for the kind of theatrical excitement

that Toscanini could generate. The trouble
with Karajan's approach is that it rides
smoothshod over the structural aspect (there
are, indeed, times when even the simplest of
accents, that which indicates the downbeat of
the measure, is consistently suppressed) and
yet it never brings forth much excitement either, even in that sure-fire number, the rescue
quartet in Act II.

Helga Dernesch-an involved Leonore.
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Hoist: THE PLANETS
The Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra-Zubin Mehta
CS -6734

Rossini: STABAT MATER
Pilar Lorengar. Yvonne Minton, Luciano Pavarotti, Hans SotinThe London Symphony Chorus and Orchestra-Istvan Kertesz
0S-26250

Beethoven: EROICA VARIATIONS
Schubert: MOMENTS MUSICAUX
Clifford Curzon (piano)
CS -6727

HOMAGE TO PAVLOVA
Luigini: Ballet Egyptien; Saint -Satins: The Swan; Massenet:
Thais Meditation; Rubinstein: Feramors; Czibulka: Love's dream
after the ball; Kreisler: The Dragonfly (Schein Rosmarin);
Drigo: Le Reveil de Fiore; Tchaikovsky: Melody; Assafieff;
Papillons; Lincke: Gavotte Pavlova; Delibes: Naila-Pas des
Fleurs; Catalani: Danza delle ondine: Krupinski: Polish Wedding
The London Symphony Orchestra-Richard Bonynge
CSA-2232

Britten: PIANO CONCERTO
Sviatoslav Richter
Britten: VIOLIN CONCERTO
Mark Lubotsky
The English Chamber Orchestra --Benjamin Britten
CS -6723

Debussy: PRELUDES-Books 1 and 2
Jean-Rodolphe Kars (piano)
CSA-2230

There are all sorts of sotto and mezza voce effects that impede genuine vocal communi-

cation, and nobody is permitted to make
waves that might interrupt the passively met-

ronomic proceedings. On the other hand,
some of them can't help accenting words and
notes; whatever conviction emanates at various points is due to them.
Miss Dernesch is certainly one of the involved ones; hers is fundamentally a warm
and sympathetic sound, and she helps to put
some "oomph" into passages like the first -act

trio (in fact, the first section of this, where
Beethoven has written in a lot sforzandos, al-

most sounds like real music-but the faster
closing section, full of those dull, unaccented
Berlin staccatos, sounds pretty mindless). Unfortunately, she tends to shade the lower side
of the note a good deal of the time, her top Bs
sound distinctly perilous, and the octave leaps
in the last part of the big aria show up serious
inequalities in the voice. An instructive passage is the end of the "0 Gott, welch' ein A ugenblick" ensemble, where Leonore and Marzelline alternate in the same register; the timbres are not so different, but you can tell them
apart by the way they tune their notes. Donath
is a pleasant Marzelline, but a subdued one,
sounding a little tired at the top of her range.
Jon Vickers repeats, in most essentials, the
strong Florestan he sang for Klemperer, although sounding marginally less comfortable
in the duet with Leonore; by all odds, this is
the most committed and convincing perform-

ance in this recording, Kelemen is a rather
small-scale Pizarro, lacking the kind of vocal
artillery that Schoeffier commanded (in the
old Bohm version, now on Artia) or even the
more conventional nastiness -cum -volume that
Berry provided for Klemperer; it's hard to be
forceful when you sound strained. Although
Ridderbusch does not lack power, he offers a
most subdued Rocco, smooth and characterless until the final scene, when he manages a
nice pathetic accent in presenting the rescued

couple to the Governor (adequately voiced
here-but this part really calls for a voice of the
Ridderbusch caliber). Jaquino is a thankless
role at best, and young Laubenthal is at least
adequate.
Some technical details: The usual abridged

dialogue is included, spoken fairly expres-

Nielsen: SYMPHONY NO. 5
L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande-Paul Kletzki
CS -6699

Janacek: TARAS BULBA; LACHIAN DANCES
The London Philharmonic Orchestra- Francois Huyhrechts
cs-6718

Dvoiak: SYMPHONIC VARIATIONS; THE GOLDEN
SPINNING WHEEL
The London Symphony Orchestra-Istvan Kertesz
CS 6721

Gluck: ORFEO ED EURIDICE-Highlights
Marilyn Horne, Pilar Lorengar, Helen Donath-The Orchestra
of the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden --Georg Solti
OS 26214

Giordano: FEDORA-Highlights
Magda Olivero, Mario del Monaco, Tito Gobbi and other
soloists-The Monte Carlo Opera Orchestra-Lamberto Garden'
OS -26213

sively in that confidential radio -play style so
beloved of German producers. Leonore No. 3
is, wisely, not included. The recorded sound is
of EMI's echoey variety, with the equalization
of the Angel pressing tipped annoyingly further towards the bass register than was the case

in the German Electrola version. There are
some anomalies of balance, especially in the
first finale, where Pizarro is made to dominate
the closing ensemble to an absurd degree; it's

obvious that Kelemen isn't singing loud
enough to really do that, but Rocco's responses to his lines are quite inaudible (even
though we know that Ridderbusch could wipe

him out with a good deep breath), and the
ladies seem to be in the next courtyard. I
haven't seen the American packaging, but the

German edition had a good new English
translation by William Mann, which I presume will be reprinted for local consumption.
Because it is one of the purest applications

to date of the "new Karajan style" and because Fidelio has been recorded by so many
first -rank conductors, this recording makes an
interesting item for comparisons; if you want
to study in detail some of the things that con CIRCLE 45 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
'01
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ducting (and music, and Beethoven in particular) is all about, close comparison of selected

diametrically opposed interpretations are

passages can be quite fascinating-but don't
just think about tempo! Listen for accenting,

objective, particularly in counterpoint-may

the character of attacks and releases, the use of

unmistakably a valuable contribution. A few

air space between notes and phrases, chord
balances and clarity of voice -leading, variety
and individuality of instrumental colors. I
think you will end by agreeing that, as a performance of Fidelio, Karajan's is a pretty impoverished one, for all its surface "perfection."
D.H.

years ago, Epic issued a Rosen coupling of the
Hammerklavier and Op. 110 sonatas. I hasten

equally valid). Rosen's way-very severe, a bit
not be to everyone's taste, but his new album is

to point out that the ones presently under review are not reissues but completely new performances recorded in London on what I pre-

sume to be a Hamburg Steinway. Here is a
brief rundown of the individual sonatas.

Op. 90. A strong, slightly cerebral first

BEETHOVEN: Sonatas for Piano.
Charles Rosen, piano. Columbia M3X
30938, $9.98 (three discs).

I

No. 27, in E minor, Op. 90; No. 28, in A, Op. 101; No.
29, in B flat, Op. 106 (Hammerklavier); No. 30, in E,
Op. 109; No. 31, in A flat, Op. 110; No. 32, in C minor,
Op. 111.

Beethoven's late piano music, like that composer's late string quartets, affords a seemingly

limitless scope for legitimate interpretation.
Virtually every individual exponent will have
his own uniquely personal way of dealing with

this problem or that (and indeed some of
Beethoven's markings are so ambiguous that

movement. The motivic fragmentation leading to the recapitulation is very clear, and
Rosen mercifully keeps his grasp of the totality by minimizing the marked rallentandos at
the cadences. The second movement is, unexpectedly, a bit slower than I care for, but without the sunny lyricism of a Backhaus or Arrau

who each favor a similar deliberation.
Op. 101. I find Rosen's opening movement
the least convincing. It's slowish, but without
the warmth of feeling (e.g., Claude Frank or
Arrau) to make such a tempo convincing. The
Alla marcia, though, is excellent: clear, precise
in detail, full of rhythmic spring and tautness.
The Adagio goes well too, the restatement of

the first -movement theme and transition to the
finale gauged with interpretive acuity. A good

deal of bite, too, is found in the sonata -form
last movement. The central fugue goes especially well. Op. 101, so I have always felt, lends
itself to a caustic, reserved approach; save for
the first movement, this is what it gets here.
Op. 106. Rosen's new Hammerklavier offers
a slightly broader treatment of the music than

his older one. The heavier, less brittle piano
tone makes the differences seem greater than
they in fact are. The first movement, though
less knotted than before, is still quite headlong, and Rosen repeats his controversial long
fermata at measure 268. I prefer the Scherzo
on the older disc-it had more sardonic bite
and edge, particularly in the whimsical scale

leading back to the modified da capo. The
slow movement, however, sings much more
convincingly here, while the fugal finale has
altogether greater fluidity (again a question
largely of piano-the new instrument being far

more suitable for this music than the older
one). This may not be the warmest or grandest

Hammerklavier on disc, but it's a very fine,
convincing performance on its own terms.

Op. 109. Here I find Rosen a bit prosaic.
The opening movement is rather slow. Every-

thing is clear, but without that indefinable

Horowitz's Chopin-

magic. The Prestissimo is hardly that, though
it does have a certain objective strength. The

best variations are the central contrapuntal
ones which have clarity and point; the others

The Playing Is Sensational

are too prim and plain, the final one too deliberate for maximum power and movement (it
ought to gather impetus like a tidal wave).

by Harris Goldsmith

Op. 110. This is a much more muted performance than the one on the older record,

The Polonaise-Fantaisie comes from
the Carnegie Hall concert of April 17,
1966, and was-along with the Scriabin

Horowitz's superbrilliance and galvan-

Tenth Sonata-by far the high point of
a rather uneven recital. (It was, if you
recall, Horowitz's second live appearance after his twelve-year retirement,

also crackles with electricity. Both

and he had by no means recaptured his

type of sonority in the polonaise (Rubinstein always comes to mind when
one thinks of this piece), but the bigness and dash of Horowitz's reading
are very much to the point. The Black

full ease in front of an audience.) On
the whole, this performance is more expansive and relaxed than the one from
an earlier Horowitz concert which used
to be available on an RCA mono disc.

Horowitz, to quote from the liner

ic style turn into a thrilling tour de
force of virtuosity. The A flat Polonaise
pieces demonstrate a minimum of ped-

al and a maximum of digital clarity.
Some might prefer a warmer, less flinty

Key Etude glistens with clarity although the approach is scarcely differ-

notes, sees this late work as "much
more a fantasy than a polonaise . . .
fantastic music in the grand manner."

ent from several other interpreters-

This is how he plays it. Some parts are
very moody, with the typical Horowitz

shows that Horowitz accepts Chopin's
Lento marking to mean "slow dance"

affetuoso rubato. The miracle is that

rather than merely "slow tempo." He

such an approach, which could so eas-

begins a bit flippantly, but settles down
to a moderately broad, inflected statement of the glorious, long -lined coda.

ily splinter the work into aimless fragments, manages somehow to cohere. I

certainly don't recall the Horowitz of
the Forties and early Fifties having
anything like the coloristic range and
tonal suppleness preserved here.
The balance of the disc was recorded
at Columbia's Thirtieth Street studio in

the spring of 1971 during what threatens to be Horowitz's second retirement
(he has not appeared in public since
1969 when he played in Boston). The
playing is sensational. The most news-

worthy item is the early Introduction
and Rondo, a salonish piece which

possibly a bit more deliberate. The ma-

zurka is a bit "teased" and the waltz

The audience, apart from a few
coughs, is miraculously quiet in the
Polonaise-Fantaisie, and the sound
there varies little from the remaining

and as such more emotionally moving. Rosen

still draws out the opening statement of the
first movement (his trill, as before, seems to
last forever), but this time the result is one of
conviction rather than of contrivance. There is
some poignant atmosphere in the recitatives

and the two ariosos breathe in a ratified atmosphere. The final page is taken at a more
deliberate pace than before; I feel that pbi a
pbi di nuovo vivente implies a greater energy
and vibrance, but Rosen at least makes a good

case for his more rigorous view. I found this
Op. 110 quite touching, a decided improvement over the same pianist's earlier effort.
Op. Ill. The first -movement introduction
has real introspection and mood-some of the
finest playing in the set may be found in this
one page of music. The ensuing Allegro, while
scrupulous of detail and formally clear, is un-

fortunately rather small -scaled and methodical. The tone-clear, white, and bloodless
as opposed to the real substance and velvet of
the opening-suggests that the soft pedal was

being held down. The Variations, however,
improve as they progress. They begin a bit
cautiously but things open up with the 9/16
statement and the ending has true inwardness.

The sound is basically excellent despite a

items. All are excellently recorded.

few bothersome pre -echoes in the first movement of Op. 1 1 I.
H.G.

CHOPIN: Piano Works. Vladimir Horowitz, piano. Columbi'a M 30643, $5.98.

Barr: Symphony in C; La jolie fille de Perth:
Scenes Bohemiennes; Jeux d'enfants, Op.

Etude No. 5, in G flat, Op. 10, No. 5 (Black
Key); Introduction and Rondo, Op. 16; Mazurka in A minor, Op. 17, No. 4; Polonaise
No. 6, in A flat, Op. 53 (Heroic); PolonaiseFantaisie, Op. 61; Waltz in A minor, Op. 34,
No. 2.

22. Orchestre National de10.R.T.F., Jean Marti -

non cond. Deutsche Grammophon 2530 186,
$6.98.
Selected comparison (symphony):
Bernstein

Col. MS 7159

Jean Martinon's new recording of the Bizet
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"Verry Heavy." That's the recording artist's hip way of expressing

satisfaction after

a

recording session because
every single sound has been
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captured exactly as it was
created. Ultimate fidelity. Audio
perfection. And chances are it
was achieved on Ampex sound
equipment. Which is why
Ampex is in 90% of the world's
recording studios.
Now for the first time, you can

extremely clean reccrdings
throughout the audit spectrum. Provides extremely high
signal-to-noise ratio, virtually
eliminates i-itermodulation distortion and dropouts.
Externally adjustable bias and

VU meter calibration Automatic reverse and repeat play.

Pause/edi- control. Variable
noise reduction filter. Source/
tape monitoring. 6 sol d state
pre -amps. Au -o shut-off. 3 speed operation. Optional remote control. Plus many more
features we simply don't have

experience virtually this same
studio versatility and quality at
home. We created the AX -300
for the man who has a passion
for true, pure sound. The audio
perfectionist. And because the
AX -300 has more professional
innovations than others, we
dubbed it the 45 Lb. Studio.
You'll soon see . and heawhy it warrants this distinction.
The AX -300 is a six head bi-

room to list
AX -300 means studio innovations, studio capabilities for the

audio perfecticnist. One of the
most technically versatile

decks you car buy. Yet it's a
breeze to eperate We built in
everything vou need. Ard nothing you dor't.

For in-depth coverage of all
the features of the AX -300,
order the AX -300 ins -ruction
manual. Just send $1.00 to

directional stereo tape deck.
The Ampex Deep -Gap heads

are symmetrically located so
that tape is always pulled over
heads in either direction for
better tape -to -head interface.

cover postage and handling to
Ampex, Dept. 300 2201
Landmeier Rcad, Elk Grove
Village, Illinois 60007. 3r stop
by your audio dealer and ask
him about :he AX -300. And be

3 motor drive system. Heavy
hysteresis synchronous
capstan motor assures steady,
duty

even tape motion regardless

prepared tc do a lot of listening.
The 45 Lb. Studio
Very Heavy Indeed!

of voltage fluctuations.
Symmetrically arranged pushbuttons control all tape motion

functions thru positive ac:ion
solenoid operation.
Exclusive motion sensing con-

AMPEX

trolled solid-state logic circuit
prevents tape stretch, breaks
and spills, even when changing

from fast wind directly to play. channel 1 mono, channel 2

tion of controlled feedback in

independent sources for mono, crammed internally without excr 2 stereo sources for stereo ternal patching.
Stereo echo effect. A lcws addirecording.

Controlled bandw dth. Built-in
active filtering lim is the band-

Built-in studio 4 line mixer. 4 nono, sound -on -sound or
separate controls let you mix 4 sound -with -sound. All pro -

Function programmer. Operates independently of mixer
panel and allows total recording and playback convenience
with choice of stereo operation,

both channels without The use
of external patchcords.
width to allow full tias, p -ovides

symphony offers stiff competition to an earlier

Bernstein version that had impressed me as
the best recorded performance available. Interpretively the difference between Bernstein
and Martinon rests on sentiment and rhythm.
Bernstein relishes the "juicy" melodies with
which this symphony abounds, inflecting

zet selections has logic but not Bernstein's inspired choice of the Prokofiev Classical Symphony. However, both the excerpts from La
jolie fille de Perth and the orchestral version of
Jeux d'enfants receive performances up to the
high standard set in the symphony.
P.H.

Schumann seems to me more appropriately
styled than the Rachmaninoff, which though
cleanly and scrupulously played, sounds a
mite angular and analytical, hard -toned, and
lacking the nuanced flexibility this music
ideally needs. The sound is of the sec studio
variety, but very good of its type.

them with warm emphasis without interrupting the basic course of the music. Moreover, here and elsewhere Bernstein's rhythm
produces a continuity and excitement that I do
not hear from Martinon, even when, as in the
first movement, his tempo is much faster. In
the Scherzo Martinon breaks the flow of the
music at several important transitions, where
Bernstein makes these passages flow more
smoothly.
Orchestrally, the O.R.T.F. holds its own in

many respects with the New York Philharmonic. Its strings, especially as recorded here,
have a mercurial lightness unequalled by the
American orchestra and more appropriate to
this music. But the extraordinary solo playing

of oboist Harold Gomberg in many crucial
passages, notably in the second movement, is
definitely superior to his French counterpart;
the latter plays with a somewhat drier tone and
without the virtuoso breath control that makes
Gomberg's performance here one of the most
incredible exhibitions of oboe playing I know
on records.

The Deutsche Grammophon recording is
more pleasant than Columbia's rather brash
presentation of the New York Philharmonic.
All things considered, I still incline toward
Bernstein's more sharply pointed expression
and Gomberg's unforgettable playing, despite
misgivings about the sound. In the matter of
coupling, Martinon's inclusion of two other Bi-

BORODIN:

Prince Igor: Polovtsian Dances-

See Tchaikovsky: 1812 Overture.

Caavaimo: Te Deum. Louisa Bosabalian and
Else Saque,

BRAHMS:

H.G.

sopranos; Carmen Gonzales,

mezzo; John Mitchinson, tenor; Alvaro Malta,

Variations on a Theme of Schu-

bass; Chorus and Orchestra of Camara Gul-

mann, Op. 23. RACHMANINOFF: SIX Pieces for
Piano Duet, Op. 11. Sharon Gunderson and Jo
Ann Smith, piano. Orion ORS 7151, $5.98.

benkian, Pierre Salzmann, cond. Archive 2533
077, $13.96 (two discs).

If confronted with this music in a quiz all of

Brahms's excellent 1861 set of variations on
one of Schumann's last themes is among his
lesser -known essays for piano duet. Brahms.
it seems to me, was always particularly suc-

us would miserably flunk it-no one could
guess that the composer of the Te Deum was a
Portuguese musician and would take it for the

work of a minor Italian of the Neapolitan

cessful at building up a large -scaled edifice out
of many smaller bricks. This four -hand work

school. Sousa Carvalho (1745-1798), a contemporary of Mozart, was sent to Italy and ap-

is less monumental in scope than the Haydn
Variations (orchestrated but simultaneously
conceived for two pianos) and the Handel or
Paganini sets. Sometimes the style, or at least
one or two of the harmonic turns, reminds me
of Schubert's Grand Duo. Rachmaninon Op.
11 are his only known essays for piano duet
(though of course he wrote two suites and the
Symphonic Dances for two pianos). These are

prenticed to Porpora; one of his fellow students was Paisiello. He learned the craft of
Italian dramatic composition so thoroughly
that he became indistinguishable from his
hosts.

This is decent and well -made music, but
without a trace of individuality; Sousa Carvalho knows every trick and turn in the Neapolitan idiom, his music is a veritable storehouse of them, and he also knew his Mozart,

early pieces dating from 1894. Although
Rachmaninoff had only graduated from the
Moscow Conservatory two years previously,
he had yet to find himself stylistically; nonetheless, these pieces, for all their gaucheries,

but the end result is cliche upon cliche.
Though the orchestration is pretty good, the
work is short of breath and lacking in formal
sense, the melodic invention is limited to convolutions in the public domain, the harmony
is plain, the choruses of the standard oratorio

are quite attractive.
The performances are capable enough. The

Six sonic circles in the shape of a pince-n
Erik Satie. Confirmed eccentric.
A key figure in the turn -of -the -century Paris
avant-garde. Rebel. And prolific composer.

Hundreds of whimsical and quirky titled
short songs, dances and piano pieces were
born of his eccentricities and a lifelong
determination to render obsolete that bigger
and louder is truer and better.
Written at sidewalk cafés. In red ink.
On scrap paper. Crystalline and gentle, "his music
poses no problems. Fights no battles.
And neither cries nor complains" (N.Y. Times).
Satie's tender plea for simplicity and purity was
felt early in the career of pianist Aldo Ciccolini.
Today, a specialist in the repertoire,
the Naples -born pianist has recorded more
than 150 of the piano miniatures. All are contained
in Angel Records' Complete Piano Works of
Erik Satie, Vols. 1-6.
Angel In Ciccolini's expert hands, Erik Satie's infectious
music does, indeed, reveal that behind tie pince-nez
was a gift that came from very far. And very high.
PIANO MUSIC OF
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Ills BARS IS BIGGER THAN

Any two way
system worth its keep
has an 8" woofer.
So when
yours has a 10"
woofer and sells
for only $75, there's
really something to
bark about.
Meet Jensen's brand
new Model 3 Speaker
System.
The two way with the
big woof and the 31/2" direct radiating tweeter.
Model 3 makes :he most of its size, by
incorporating Jensen's new Total Energy
Response design concept in each speaker. Total
Energy Response brings out a fuller, richer sound.
And produces a unique musical balance throughout
a listening area.
It creates specificatiohs like these:
Power Rating -40 watts. Frequency

HIS BITE

Range -36-20,000 Hz. Crossover 800 Hz. Dispersion -150°

Model 3 also features a
four layer woofer coil. And a
Tuned Isolation Chamber on
the tweeter.
Every good system should
look as good as it sounds. Model
3 comes in a hand rubbed
walnut cabinet,
finished on four
sides. Ask your
hi-fi dealer for a
demonstration.
It's a lot of bark,
for only a little
scratch.
Model 3

Speaker System._

JENISE, SOUND LABORATORIES
A DIVISION OF PEMCOR, INC. SCHILLER PARK. ILLINOIS 60176
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The Kleen Machine.
variety, and the coloratura arias empty sallies

into the vocal blue. Well, I think they should
have left Maestro Sousa Carvalho in his wellearned retirement.

The performance is very good, but why
waste time and a competent crew on this insignificant relic when so many masterpieces are

still waiting to be exhumed? Archive/DGG,
with its large stable of experts, should have
toned down the ecstasy of the Portuguese annotator.
P.H.L.

HAYDN: Symphonies (complete). Vienna
Chamber Orchestra, Ernest Maerzendorfer,
cond. For a feature review of these recordings,
see page 75.

Records and dust.

If you enjoy one, must you suffer the
other?
Not with the new Bib Groov-Kleen.
Groov-Kleen is the most effective method yet devised for removing the dust and

Luszr: Christus. Eva Andor, soprano; Zsuzsa
Nemeth, mezzo; kizsef Reti, tenor; Sandor
Nagy, baritone; Jdozsef Gregor, bass; Lajos
Basti, narrator; Kodaly Girls' Choir; Budapest
Choir; Hungarian State Orchestra, MiklOs Forrai, cond. Hungaroton LPX 11506/8, $17.94

dirt that accumulate on record surfaces.
Simple to use and install, Groov-Kleen
reduces record and stylus wear and improves reproduction without the use of
any groove fouling liquids.
Handsomely crafted in chrome and
aluminum with black accents, GroovKleen has a built-in arm rest and an adjustable counterweight to reduce drag
and minimize speed variations.
Available directly or from your nearest

(three discs).

Most forgotten compositions richly deserve
their oblivion. They serve principally as sub-

jects for obscure monographs in obscurer
journals. Occasionally, however, one comes
upon a work that has been unjustly neglected.

The great popularity of Liszt's piano works
and certain of the symphonic poems has thrust
his sacred choral music into the background.

dealer. Only $7.50.

Hungaroton has recently begun issuing a
Revox Corporation

155 Michael Drive, Syosset, N.Y. 11791
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From its Sequential Cam System that antiquates
the conventional noisy cam gear and swinging
plate to its Synchronous Power Unit, the BSR
McDonald 810 is designed to match or
exceed the performance of any
automatic turntable currently

available Some other
highlights include aVariable

Pitch ControlA 12"
dynamically balanced

turntable platter
A viscous damped
cue and
pause
control with
exclusive

friction Cue
Clutch to keep
the tone arm cued
over the exact

grooveAn automatic
tone arm lock to
eliminate accidental
damage to the stylus or

record*A Concentric

Introducing the
BSR McDonald 010

Transcription Series
Automatic Turntable.

Gimbal Arm Mount and
featherweight push-button
operation featuring the widest

selection of operating modes
Your BSR McDonald dealer will be

happy to audition the 810 for you
The price for this unbelievable performer?

$149.50From BSRThe
world's largest manufacturer

B

BSR (USA) Ltd.
Blauvelt, N.Y. 10913

McDONALD

of automatic turntables

R

series of recordings of this literature, and their
most recent release is the Christus oratorio, a
lengthy and admittedly uneven retelling of the
life of Christ that still has enough beauty, orig-

inality, and color to make it well worth
knowing.

Liszt worked on the oratorio off and on
from 1855 to 1868. Its varied moods and
styles-from nineteenth-century symphonic
poem to medieval chant-add up to a highly
personal religious and musical utterance. It is
by no means suitable for church performance,
since it is far too long for any but the most devoted monk to sit through in the course of a
Sunday service and too elaborate and difficult
for the talents of the average church musician.
It cannot be fitted, for purposes of description,
into any liturgical form, and is a far cry from

the oratorio styles of Handel and Mendelssohn. Powerful though the oratorio is, it
can be faulted for its diffuseness. It consists of
three large sections, unrelated except for
thematic connections that often only amount
to vague resemblances. Even within the sections, one occasionally gets the impression
that Liszt was not always sure where he was
going.

He compiled the text himself, using passages from the Gospels and adding hymns
from the Latin liturgy. Gospel texts include
the announcement of Christ's birth to the
shepherds; the visit of the Magi; the Beatitudes and Lord's Prayer; the designation of
Peter as head of the Church combined with
Christ's final charge to Peter to care for the
disciples; Christ calming a storm at sea; the
triumphal entry into Jerusalem; and Christ's
agony before his crucifixion. Interspersed are
the hymns Stabat Mater speciosa and Szabo:
Mater dolorosa, plus two Easter hymns. In the

movements dealing with the Wise Men and
the storm, parts of the relevant texts are not
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Prices are going up.
Particularly in the popular
$400 category for stereo
receivers. Every time we turn
around, a competitor has moved
up another $30-$50 dollars.
But since the Sherwood
S-8900 is made in the USA, we
can stand pat on our $399.95
price.

Combine that with the fact
that the S-8900 was
recently top -rated

over all other
receivers by a leading consumer testing
publication, and you
have an outstanding

value. The S -89C0 gives 48 watts
RMS per chcnne the industry's
lowest FM distortion (0.15%),
solid state ceramic FM IF filter,

ing and a 3 year parts -1 year
labor warranty.
The choice is simple. Our
S-8900 for $399.95 or something
else for more. It just depends
on how high you want to go.
Sherwood Electronic
Laboratories, 4300
North California
Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois 60618.
Sherwood sounds
expensive

Sherwood's S-8900. Still $399.95
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FREE!

Edition
sung but are simply written as mottoes in the
purely instrumental score. The recording
takes the appropriate liberty of having these
texts recited during the movements.
The Christmas section-the first five move-

NEW Radio Shack
Electronic Accessories
and Parts Catalog

ments-shows the most cohesiveness and
imagination. It could easily function as an independent work; in fact, it would be an excel-

the vastness, and one could wish for a greater
sense of presence in the recorded sound.
Pierre Boulez briefly considered performing
this work as part of his current Liszt cycle with
the New York Philharmonic. Difficulty in ob-

taining score and parts, and the fact that he
had already scheduled two other large-scale
Liszt pieces, made him change his mind. Per-

lent choice for any organization that had a
good orchestra as well as a good chorus and

haps an upcoming season, in New York or
elsewhere, will see a truly first-rate perform-

soloists, and thought it could survive without
Messiah for one year. The section is mainly orchestral, with only the second and third movements for chorus. In the instrumental move-

ance of a work which, even allowing for its defects, is no mere historical curiosity.
A.M.

ments one sees the Liszt of the symphonic
poems painting vivid and touching pictures of
the events surrounding Christ's birth. A strong
modal flavor. a foretaste of the Gregorian influence pervading the whole work, characterizes the opening movement, an anticipation of
the Nativity. Some unabashed program music
is heard in the pastoral -symphony movement

and the movement dealing with the Magi,
which conclude the section. Despite the obvious tone -painting, they contain many outstanding passages. The real delight in this section is the Stabat Mater speciosa. Here Liszt
begins with a simple and utterly lovely hymnodical style that, even later when it becomes
more elaborate, never fails to evoke the child-
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like wonder of the first visitors to the manger.

Of the next five movements-collectively

menters. fix -it men, hobbyists. elec-

Post Epiphaniam, covering events through

tricians, .anyone in electronics in any

Palm Sunday-the strongest are those dealing
with Peter and with the storm. Liszt opens and
closes the first of these with a majestic male chorus declaration of "Thou art Peter," inserting a tender and lyrical statement of Christ's
charge to "Feed my sheep" in between. The
storm movement is a rousing and thoroughly
Romantic orchestral picture of tempest and
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equipment working, or make it work
even better, or do even more. Use
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way. It lists

then go to our store near you and
get it Or you may order by mail

sudden calm, with the voices playing a
subsidiary part.
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The rest is conventional-though goodchurch choral music, spiced with unusual harmonies and persistent modal flavor. The glaring weak spot, unfortunately, is the Palm Sun-

NEEDLES
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day movement; it is too long and lacks both
originality and sense of direction.
The final section, "Passion and Resurrection," begins well, with a mournful, highly
chromatic statement of Christ's anguished
prayer before the crucifixion. The Stabat Ma-
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ter dolorosa that follows, however, is much too

long and elaborate a setting of this lengthy text

to really sustain the listener's total interest.
The last two movements recoup whatever
damage may have been done by the Dolorosa,
and form a fine conclusion. Both are settings
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of Latin Easter hymns, the
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Although Qualiton is to be praised for reviving this work, some criticism is due for oc-
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casional weaknesses in performance and in
recording quality. While the performance is
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for girls'

ing in the other make a solid triumphant fi-

unir.,

Name

first

chorus and sparse orchestral accompaniment,
the other for full chorus, soloists, and ample
orchestra. The ethereal Gregorian melodies in
the one combined with the robust fugal writ-

J

tion of an unfamiliar piece, the solo voices are
undistinguished, and the chorus suffers from
poor diction and a slight tendency to drag. The
orchestra, however, is excellent. The recording
was made in Budapest's Mathias Church. Like
many churches, this one is evidently a species
of echo chamber; the music tends to get lost in

MAHLER:

Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen;

Kindertotenlieder. Hermann Prey, baritone;
Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam, Bernard Haitink, cond. Philips 6500 100, $5.98.
Selected comparison (Kindertotenlieder):
Fischer-Dieskau

DGG 138879

Perhaps this is something I should be discussing with an analyst, but I tend to assign genders to song cycles. In theory I know that a
great artist should be able to sing any cycle ef-

fectively, regardless of sex, but I can't avoid

the fact that the poetic viewpoint of some
cycles seems decidedly male while that of others is clearly female. As a result, I am happiest
when I hear this poetry in the appropriate vocal timbres.
In those terms, the Lieder eines fahrenden

strikes me as a male cycle, perhaps
the last gasp of the Werther-like attitudes so
characteristic of German romanticism in the
Gesellen

nineteenth century. The Kindertotenlieder,
moreover, is a cycle of a father's mourning for
his dead children. Mahler, in fact, wrote it before the actual death of his older daughter, but
no matter. It is drenched with empathy for the
poet and paternal grief, and even in the hands

of a great woman singer the references to
"your dear mother" as a third person produce
a disconcerting note.
For these reasons the Prey record is most

welcome. The only other disc of the
Kindertotenlieder by a male voice is a Fischer-

Dieskau set, and the new Schwann reveals an
overpowering majority of ladies among those
who have records of the Fahrenden Gesellen
cycle in print. I am delighted to see them getting some competition from a male singer of
this stature.
The sound of the album is that of the Concertgebouw Orchestra in its home, a spacious
concert room that is eminently hospitable to
great music. The sessions are of the same vintage as the recent Mahler Eighth from this orchestra (in which Prey is also a soloist)-which
is to say, the sound is quite natural and very

good in quality, although the engineering
gives the voice a presence vis-a-vis the orches-

tra that one would not hear in live performance. Haitink's accompaniments are excellent.
Prey is up against competition from a number of historical recordings of great interest.
He does nothing to diminish their glory, but

he gives us something they cannot rival-a
completely up-to-date stereo edition with a
major artist of today. For my taste, this is the
preferred version of the Fahrenden Gesellen

songs. Prey captures the moods of the text
beautifully. The vocal production is light and
easy, with a fine legato line underlying a forceful projection of the words. The Werther quality is really there.
In the Kindertotenlieder the FischerDieskau record is nothing anyone is going to
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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dismiss lightly, since, if nothing else, the very
color of his voice seems to fit the ambience of
the music. But I'll not sell Prey short. His is a

hide for the text, flowering into more dramatic
or lyrical musical forms when the occasion de-

warm and fatherly performance, and

Ulysses, recalling the fragmentary "Lasciatemi morire" from the lost Arianna, are justly
famous as is the comic take -off on the same
form sung by Irus, the fat and greedy beggar.
The cheerful Melanto sings charming Venetian ariettas, a style also adopted by Minerva
when she appears as a shepherdess. The ex-

touches the heart.

it

R.C.M.

MONTEVERDI: II Ritorno d'Ulisse in patria.
L'humana fragilit8, Ulisse Sven Olof Eliasson (t)
Tempo, Antinoo
Walker Wyatt (bs)
Fortuna, Giunone, Melanto
Margaret Baker-Genovesi (ms)
Amore, Minerva
Rotraud Hansmann (s)
Glove
Ladislaus Anderko (b)
Nettuno
Nikolaus Simkowsky (bs)
Penelope
Norma Lerer (ms)
Telemaco
Kai Hansen (t)
Pisandro
Kurt Equiluz (t)
Anfinomo
Paul Esswood (ct)
Eurimaco
Nigel Rogers (t)
Eumete
Max von Egmond (b)
Iro
Murray Dickie (t)
Ericlea
Anne -Marie MUhle(c)

Vienna Concentus Musicus, Nikolaus Harnoncourt, dir. Telefunken SKB-T 23/1-4,

era to its proper place, though that place is sev-

eral notches below either Orfeo or Poppea.
There are several dull stretches, but there are
also redeeming moments: Ulysses' meeting

2

15

with his son, for example, and the entire treatment of Penelope's three suitors which is nothing short of magnificent.
The plot from Homer's Odyssey is familiar.
Ulysses, better known to us by his Greek name

Odysseus, has had many adventures on his
way home from the Trojan war. He is finally
cast up on a beach in Ithaca, his native coun-

O

i)

try,'whence disguised as an old man he makes
his way home, meeting on the way an old and
faithful swineherd Eumeaus and his own son
Telemachus. Meanwhile back at the palace,
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steadfastly refusing the suit of several local
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princes who have been living in the palace and
eating her out of house and home for several
years. Ulysses arrives home still in disguise,
beats all the competition in a series of contests
and finally throws the rascals out. He reveals

himself to Penelope, who takes a bit of convincing, and everything ends happily. During
all this, the gods-who as in the Ring started all

the problems in the first place-discuss the
Bozak

Box 1166-H
Darien, Conn
06820
Please send me

your Catalog.

Address

an active part in the proceedings. Monteverdi's librettist. Badoaro, sticks pretty closely
to Homer, trimming a lot of incidents, beefing
up Penelope's part, and providing her with a

tuneful servant girl, Melanto, who with her
boyfriend Eurimaco tries to intercede for the

Expressive recitative is the predominant ve-

City
State

progress of the plot, with two of them, Neptune and Minerva (or Pallas Athena), taking

greedy suitors.
Monteverdi's music is a combination of all
the popular styles of his day and as such is naturally reminiscent of many of his other works.

Name

Zip

Ulysses himself does tend to break into song
when things are going well for him, while the
suitors express their thoughts in little set arias.
The great lyric moments of the opera are set
instead as chamber duets, an appropriate form
for such an ensemble opera. "Verdi spiagge"
for Ulysses and Eumaeus is a gem, and the
duets of reunion between father and son, husband and wife are surely among the great expressions of the genre. Echoes of Monteverdi's
most popular works in the genre, Chiome d'oro
and Zeffiro Lorna can also be heard in several
Unlike the mortals who sing in natural and
melodious tones, the gods' declarations are all

homecoming remains pretty obscure despite
the rather dull Vox set which has been in the
catalogue for several years. This handsomely
produced and beautifully sung performance
should go a long way toward restoring the op-

0

late date of the opera (1641?). although

Ii Ritorno d'Ulisse in patria is certainly Monte-

and performance, but the saga of Ulysses'

rn

isn't especially in evidence here despite the

scenes.

tempting titles. Orfeo and L'Incoronazione di
Poppea are now familiar from both recordings

ai rfl
c2 O

tended aria in triple meter so typical of Cavalli

$23.92 (four discs).

verdi's least -known opera, aside from the
many lost works for which we have only

O
O

mands. The solo laments of Penelope and

pomp and bravura. Their conversations are
closer to competitions in which, being gods,
they all come off extremely well. Monteverdi
uses the rondo form with ensemble refrains to
effective advantage in the somewhat superfluous allegorical prologue, but the device is
especially successful in presenting the three
suitors, who always appear as a group. One of
the most dramatically effective scenes is the

competition of the great bow where each
suitor steps up, sings an aria, tries unsuccessfully to string the great bow of Ulysses, and
then collapses into recitative. Finally an old
beggar, Ulysses in disguise, humbly begs a
chance. Success!-and now the exultant aria of
triumph. What a moment from the father of
opera himself.
The performers are uniformly excellent. In
a cast of lovely chamber voices Norma Lerer is
outstanding. Warm, round, quintessentially
feminine, her voice sounds a lot like Helen
Watts, and although she is billed as a mezzo,Lerer makes beautifully soft, velvety sounds
around middle C. Unfortunately Penelope is a
bit dull; she reminds me of Britten's Lucretia,
another virtuous bore, but perhaps that's the

penalty for chastity. Rotraud Hansmann is
also extraordinary. I am sure the Italian courts

of Monteverdi's time where agile brilliance

and sparkling coloratura were especially
prized would have paid immense sums to hear
her in the virtuoso repertoire of the day. Her
Minerva is also, happy to say. a well thoughtout character who makes a convincing inter-

mediary between gods and men. Sven Olof
Eliasson lists himself as a tenor, but Ulysses is

really a high baritone role. Like Orfeo he
needs good firm notes in his lower register
where most of the part lies. Perhaps Eliasson is

indeed a tenor, but fortunately he doesn't
show it except in the wonderful lack of strain
when he goes gradually up the scale.

Margaret Baker-Genovesi has an even.
clear, and most attractive mezzo, and she
phrases like an angel. In three roles she creates

adequate contrast without sacrificing vocal
quality. The roles of the suitor Antinoo and
Tempo in the prologue call for a black -toned
bass: one wonders if Monteverdi could have
had in mind the same singer who created the
CIRCLE 42 ON READER -SERVICE CARD -4,
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from swineherd to shepherd, but I simply can-

not believe that those patrician tones come
from an old servant. Surely he will throw off
his rags and reveal himself as Zeus or at least a
friendly neighboring king.
Nikolaus Harnoncourt's realization of the
sketchy score Monteverdi has left us is effec-

tive and well thought out. There is a great
body of continuo instruments-harpsichord,
virginals, organ, regal, lute, chitarrone, and
harp-and different sounds are associated with
different characters or classes of characters
much as Harnoncourt did so well in his earlier
Orfeo. The musical style of II Ritorno d'Ulisse

114
21
2

114
98
97
114
86

Cover III
27
34
105

originally on the full -priced Angel label to cel-

ebrate the bicentennial year). The recordings
naturally are mono only (thanks to the good
sense of the powers that be at EMI who honorably refrained from stereo simulation), but a

lot of people unfortunately prefer stereophony to a great performance. Furthermore,
Gieseking's Mozart style exemplified by this
set is highly controversial. Some find his cameolike, chiseled, beautifully proportioned
playing the ultimate in classical decorum; others disparage the style as wan, offhand, and superficial. As for Klien's much newer, admirably musical playing, his cycle is the occa-

sional victim of overmodulated sound and
careless production. Sometimes his usually
forthright style lapses-in the more lyrical

pieces-into a sort of Viennese routine:
amiable, a bit self-consciously easygoing, and
structurally soft -centered. These lapses, I
should add, do not occur often in the sonatas
though they turn up rather more frequently in

the later two albums containing the short
pieces and variations. The stereophony in
Klien's set is of course real.

in patria is much freer in form than Orfeo

Eschenbach's new panorama will, it

which is filled with set numbers. Harnoncourt's solution to the problem is to bring
in a discreet body of strings every time the vo-

hoped, soon be joined by Lili Kraus's similar
effort for CBS. That estimable Mozartean's
performances were promised by Epic, but that
subsidiary of Columbia ceased operating as a
classical label after only the first two of her
proposed five discs saw the light of day. (The

cal line slips into songlike arioso phrases, a
stylish and musical idea which is executed
with great taste and skill. Recorders, two piffari, and a dulcian appear in the sinfonias and
ritornels, and three trombones and a trumpet
herald the gods. Harnoncourt paces his singers
and orchestra well, and if things sag from time
to time I suspect the fault is as much Monteverdi's as his.
Ii Ritorno d'Ulisse is slated for performance
at Glyndebourne this coming summer in a no
doubt flossy version by Raymond Leppard. It
will be interesting to see if the critics find the
long stretches of recitative, which are admittedly expressive but which seem very long on
disc, more effective when there is stage action
to complement them. And maybe in a year or
so we at home can sample yet another record-

d'Ulisse-that is providing you already have a

Phase Linear
Pickering & Co.

U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.

sen, a convincing tenor, makes an attractive
Telemaco, and Murray Dickie, an amusing
Iro. Only the nobly expressive Max von Egmond is miscast as Eumeaus, Ulysses' companion. True, Badoaro had upped his station

14

29
48
96

Olson Electronics

62
48

depths of the parts. Nigel Rogers as Eurimaco
is ever reliable as are Kurt Equiluz and Paul
Esswood as the remaining suitors. Kai Han-

ing of this resuscitated work. Meanwhile I
heartily recommend Telefunken's II Ritorno

52
54

Revox

range, coloratura leaps, and subterranean

80

55

....

parts of Pluto or Charon in his earlier works.
Walker Wyatt copes heroically with the wide

recording of Poppea and Orfeo.

S.T.S.

MOZART: Piano Sonatas (complete). Christoph Eschenbach, piano. Deutsche Gramroophon 2720 031, $31.50 (seven discs).
In C. K. 46d: in F. K. 46e: in C. K 279: in F. K. 280: in B
flat. K. 281; in E flat, K. 282; in G. K. 283; in D, K. 284;
in C, K. 309; in A minor, K. 310; in D. K. 311; in C. K.
330; In A, K. 331; in F, K. 332; in B flat, K. 333; in C
minor, K. 457 (with Fantasy, K. 475); in F, K. 533: in
C. K. 545; in B flat. K. 570; In D, K. 576.

entire cycle has since appeared in Japan.)
With this background out of the way, I welcome the Eschenbach album with modified
rapture. This artist has, I feel, given us the
most favorable demonstration yet of his abilities as an interpreter. His recent recordings of
Beethoven (the Karajan-led First Concerto

and the Hammerklavier) were too painted
with rouge to be of more than superficial interest. I was quite agreeably surprised to find his
Mozart performances for the most part quite
free of such lily -gilding cosmetic touches. In

the main, this Mozart playing is admirably
clear and strong, with the intelligent forward
motion of the best modern style co -existing
with time -hallowed classical "refinement."
The playing is ordered, clear -fingered, and
(with but a few exceptions which I will get to
later) refreshingly unaffected. The attention to
detail so necessary for proper realization of
this difficult, transparently linear music is admirably present. On the whole, Eschenbach's
way, less relaxed than Klien's, more "traditional" than Kraus's, and decidedly more redblooded than Gieseking's can be taken as a
paradigm of middle -ground moderation. His

is not a particularly beautiful tone-indeed,
some may find the linear stress of his pianism a

bit flinty and picky-dare one say it. "neo-

Selected comoarisons
Gieseking
Klien

is

Sera. 6047/9
Vox 5428/9

The two generally available integral editions

of Mozart piano sonatas by Walter Klien

American." personally was buoyed up by
the insistent rhythmic lift, the heady allegros,
and the general vitality of it all, though once in
a while a bit of scruffy articulation or an unsteadily rushed passage struck a sour chord in
I

(Vox) and Walter Gieseking (Seraphim) are
both budget releases, but the field was wide
open for a new, expensively packaged alterna-

my responses. In general I like the playing

If, dear readers, you detect a hint of

Mme. Kraus's uniquely abandoned personal
authority.
Eschenbach is quite conscientious about repeats, but he is never a mere slave to them. Expositions are generally always reiterated. I say
"generally" because I forgot to take notes on
every one of the sonatas and may have failed

tive.

veiled sarcasm in my opening, it is only half
intended. But, you will logically ask, why pay
the full price when you can have this music
played by a fine artist at modest rates? My answer is twofold. Gieseking's eleven -disc cycle

of the entire Mozart piano works-sonatas,
variations, short pieces, et al.-dates from
1956, perhaps even earlier (it was released

very much, but ultimately find greater distinc-

tion in Gieseking's ultrachaste purity and

to record an isolated example of a bypassed
double bar. I did, however, notice that the
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2 NEW DYNACO A-10
LOUDSPEAKERS
---0011011000111111110own

Plus Dynaco's Quadaptor decoder
for superb 4 -Dimensional Sound
Converting your present stereo system to 4 -dimensional sound need not be expensive at all. The inexpensive Dynaco QuadaptorTM decoder ($19.95 kit,
$29.95 assembled) is inserted between your present

receiver or amplifier and the four speakers. Your
present two speakers remain in front. Add two new
Dynaco A-10 speakers in back. That's it. No second

stereo amplifier is needed. Now you can enjoy 4 dimensional stereo from today's FM stereo broadcasts and tapes as well as discs.
The most satisfying results are derived when high
quality, full -range speakers (either Dynaco's A -25's
or the new A -10's) are used in back as well as front,
since it is faithful reproduction of all audio frequen-

cies that provides the greatest sense of spatiality
and directionality.
The new Dynaco A-10 aperiodic speaker system
has been designed to provide this desired reproduction-yet they cost only $99.95 per matched
stereo pair. They use the same tweeter as the highly
rated A-25 and the A -10's 61/2" woofer incorporates
the same magnet structure as that of the 10" A-25
woofer. Their compactness (81/2 "x14 3/4 "x7 3/4 "
deep) and light weight (12 lbs.) make them ideal for
unobtrusive mounting on a back wall. And this
mounting is simplified by the hanging brackets built-

DigNaLD
APRII

into the rear surface of each A-10.
The sonic and efficiency similarities between the
A-10 and other Dynaco speakers permits them to be
intermixed in the same 4 dimensional system. Since
they also have about the same efficiency as conventional acoustic -suspension speaker systems, they can
be intermixed with them as well.

The new A-10 and QuadaptorTM permit you to
realize the full potential of your present equipment
and library-at minimal extra cost.
SPECIAL DIRECT OFFER ON
4 -DIMENSIONAL DEMO RECORD
17.71YNACO INC.

3060 Jefferson Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19121
Enclosed is my check or money order for $2.95. Please

send me the new Dynaco, Vanguard 4-D demo record postpaid. Limited to USA residents only. Offer expires
May 31, 1972.
Name

Address

city

State

Zip_

_

I

3060 JEFFERSON ST.. PHILA.. PA. 19121
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Variations in the first movement of K. 331

pansive accounts of K. 332 and K. 570. On the

were bereft of second -half repeats. Taking the
law into one's own hands regarding such de rigueur repeats has, it seems to me, the peril of
courting structural disaster. Eschenbach runs

other hand, I was sorely disappointed by the
heavy, sentimentalized K. 331 (contrast Lili

straight into the trap in the final variation
where the repeat is written out with different
figurations. Observing this one but none of its
predecessors makes a lopsided thing of the

whole movement. On the brighter side,

The new McIntosh 36 page catalog gives you all the details
on the new McIntosh solid state
equipment. In addition, you'll receive absolutly free a complete
up-to-date FM Station Directory.

Eschenbach respects the binary form in the final variation movement of another sonata, the
curious K. 284 (curious because Mozart juxtaposed a conventional first movement, a polonaise, and a very long set of twelve variations).

He also observes the double repeats in the
first movements of K. 310 and K. 457. as well

as in the shorter sonatas K. 282 (both first
and last movements). K. 545, and in the last
movement of K. 280.

The subject of repeats brings me to the
question of embellishment. It is generally
known that Mozart, ever the master improviser and disciple of the variation technique,

utilized the repeat to introduce a goodly
amount of added decoration. Landowska, for
one, followed this practice almost to excess;
Eschenbach, on the other hand, does not. Indeed, he is such a conservative on the matter
of embellishment that he even bypasses Mozart's own written -out alternative in the second -movement recapitulation of K. 332. He
is, in my experience, the only professional pianist to do so. Indeed, a slightly altered dynamic is about the only concession Eschenbach ever makes vis-a-vis decoration and variety. But better this omission than tasteless redundancy!
In matters of ornamentation, Eschenbach is
fairly astute. His appoggiaturas are generally
long or short as specified by the text, and usu-

ally begin on rather than before the beat.
Trills. too, except when they are passing tones.
begin with few exceptions on the upper auxiliary. This supplies the desired biting touch of

dissonance (which, after all, was the raison
d'etre of such adornments).
Since so much of the playing is of a consistent (high) quality, evaluating each sonata indi-

FREE

vidually might prove a bit repetitious. There
are, nonetheless, certain high and low spots
which oughtn't go unmentioned. First of all,

SEND TODA1
SEND

year. These are, if I am not mistaken, omitted
in both the Klien and Gieseking anthologies.
Eschenbach plays these sturdily and wisely refrains from investing them with too much subtlety and nuance. (Gieseking similarly veered
clear of preciosity in the juvenilia he did play).
One of the set's high points, I felt, was the
wonderful late F major Sonata, K. 533. The
brochure makes the usual error of listing this
work as K. 533 and K. 494. To be sure. Mozart
composed the first and second movements to

N
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K. 332 and K. 333 were taped earlier still (despite DGG's later disc number, 138949). Since
neither of these previously issued discs were
recoupled in the new set, why, I wonder, were

their bonus short pieces expunged? The answer, I suspect, is that Eschenbach intends to
record all the short pieces to supplement the
sonatas and that these, in due time, will also be
available. I hope that if such an album materializes, it will find a niche for the fine Sonata
K. 547a omitted from the present album and
also for the fine G minor Sonatasatz, K. 312
similarly bypassed.
H.G.
RACHMANINOFF: Six Pieces for Piano Duet,
Op. 11-See Brahms: Variations on a Theme of
Schumann. Op. 23.
STRAVINSKY: Pastorale (arr. Stokowski)-See
Tchaikovsky: 1812 Overture.
TCHIIKOVSKY: 1812 Overture, Op. 49. BORO-

DIN: Prince Igor: Polovtsian Dances. STRAPastorale (arr. Stokowski). Royal Philharmonic Chorus and Welsh National Opera
VINSKY:

Chorus (in the Borodin and Tchaikovsky); Band
of the Grenadier Guards (in the Tchaikovsky);

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Leopold Stokowski, cond. London Phase 4 SPC 21041,
$5.98.
Selected comparisons (Tchaikovsky):
Ormandy
RCA LSC 3204
Buketoff
RCA LSC 3051
Bernstein
Col. MS 6827
Selected comparison (Borodin):
Ansermet
Lon. CS 6212

In returning to a batch of his long-time Russian favorites, the eternal Stokowski reveals
no loss of vigor or panache-nor any readiness

to abandon his characteristic romantic mannerisms. About his only acknowledgment of

cadenza. Be that as it may, Eschenbach's

C.)

piece). If someone calls attention to the fact
that K. 331 and K. 330 (another mincing failure in Eschenbach's edition) were recorded at
an earlier stage in the young pianist's career
and have in fact been available for several
years on DGG 139318, I acknowledge that
fact and hasten to point out that the admirable

which date from 1768, Mozart's thirteenth

oughly revised the latter, adding an elaborate

>-

Monitor S 2105) and by the lack of poise in the
great K. 576 (so like a string quartet, this last

there are the two very early sonatas from K. 46

accompany the K. 494 Rondo as an afterthought, but when he did so he also thor-

z

Kraus's wonderfully bracing account on

broad, massive, thoughtfully graded performance-closer in style to Gieseking's than to Peter Serkin's more flowing, graceful, and
equally distinguished account for RCA-fills
the bill beautifully. I also liked very much the
clean, unaffected delivery of K. 333, the pensive, but not over pensive K. 282, and the ex-

changing fashions is his introduction of a
chorus in the Tchaikovsky Overture, but only
briefly in the few bars of the Czar's Hymn in

the finale, and there with a jolting shift of
acoustical perspective and environment. If a
chorus is to be used at all, there are good reasons for employing it not only more extensively in the finale but also in the work's open-

ing pages (as was done by Ormandy and
Buketoff); and I for one like it best of all in the

folk -dance passages on pp. 44 and 64 of the
Eulenberg miniature score (as in Buketoff's
version). Otherwise, Stokowski's 1812 is notable mainly as the slowest over-all reading
I've ever timed (nearly two minutes slower
than Bernstein's); for its currently rare omission of "real" cannon; and for its some fifteen second augmentation of the score to provide
for diminuendo bell -tintinnabulation (actually
not an inappropriate effect).
Continued on page 100
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After the monthly
breakthroughs and
revolutions in speaker
design, how come
the Rectilinear III

still sounds better?
Figure it out for yourself.

viewer went on record to the

new lowboy is wider, lower

More than five years ago,

effect that the Rectilinear Ill was

and more sumptuous, with a very

without much fanfare, we came

unsurpassed by any other

impressive fretwork grille.

out with a very carefully engi-

speaker system, regardless of

neered but basically quite

type, size or price. I Reprints still
available.)
Then came about forty-seven

measures 28" by 22" by 121/4 deep (same internal volume) and
is priced $20 higher at $299.
The new version gave Stereo

straightforward floor -standing
speaker system. It consisted of
six cone speakers and a crossover network in a tuned enclosure; its dimensions were 35" by
18" by 12" deep; its oiled walnut cabinet was handsome but
quite simple.

That was the original Rectilinear Ill, which we are still selling, to this day, for $279.
Within a year, virtually every

hi-fi editor and equipment re-

different breakthroughs and
revolutions in the course of the
years, while we kept the Recti-

linear Ill

It

Review the opportunity to test
the Rectilinear Ill again after a
lapse of almost five years. And,

unchanged. We

lo and behold, the test report

thought it sounded a lot more
natural than the breakthrough

said that "the system did an essentially perfect job of duplicat-

stuff, but of course we were prejudiced.
Finally, last year, we started to

ing our "live music" and that both

the original and the lowboy

make a lowboy version of the
Rectilinear Ill. It was purely a

sounding and most 'natural'
speakers we have heard." (Re-

cosmetic change, since the two

prints on request.)
So, what we would like you to
figure out is this:

versions are electrically and
acoustically identical. But the

version "are among the best -

What was the real breakthrough and who made it?
For more information, including detailed literature see your

audio dealer or write to Recti-

linear Research Corp., 107
Bruckner Blvd., Bronx, N. Y.
10454.

Rectilinear III
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Radio Shack Invents
the First Under $200
Music/Sound Level Meter.

...Way Under!
by Paul Henry Lang

ean dramatic force with Cavalli's and
Cesti's baroque pathos in decidedly
English and very personal accents. The

Davis'
Audio Magazine Is Impressed!
every

to find a home in
"At $ 39. 95, it ought
It's
audiophile's and musician's bag gadget.
.

about time someone made this AWAY!'"
ONE RIGHT
GO OUT AND GETAudio,
July 1971 issue.

Audio Magazine found our Realistic meter,
on typical measurements, within 2 dB of a

professional unit costing 15 times more!
Check & compare output levels of speakers,

amplifiers, phono cartridges measure
sound intensity at "disco's:' clubs, offices.
For ANYONE serious about sound. 1095

At our 1 350 stores or postpaid- ../a
add applicable sales tax.

radio 'hack
and ALLIED RADIO STORES

gA TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY

2725 W. 7th St. Ft. Worth, Texas 76107
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To introduce you to the
Society's outstanding records,
we'd like to send you, entirely
free, our 160 -page catalog

Artistic
Event

ever surpassed Purcell in setting the
English tongue to music.
This hauntingly beautiful work receives a performance that is a model of
how old music should be treated in the
twentieth century. The score is scrupu-

lously respected but without antiquarianism: there is no painfully tepid
singing, no thin orchestral sound, no

matic style streaming from sev-

unexceptionable. Josephine Veasey
takes good care of the role of Dido; she
has a sizable mezzo-ish soprano that
sounds fine, though in the upper

enteenth -century Italy and invigorating all of Europe's music. The nations
that rejected opera-the Netherlanders
who had ruled music for two hundred
years, as well as the English-were left
behind by the musical current. Still,
post -Jacobean music was not nearly so

lamentable as uninformed and biased
Continental music history has
presented it; Purcell did not "rise from

healthy music -making. Colin Davis is

full command from beginning to
end, the orchestra and John Alldis
Choir are superb, and the sound is
in

reaches of the staff it can be a little
edgy. Helen Donath is a pleasant Belinda; but the special star in this performance is Elizabeth Bainbridge, the
Sorceress. She possesses an ample,

well -controlled and colorful mezzo
which she manipulates with fine musi-

the ashes of English music." There
were plenty of talented musicians in

cal sense, and her diction is exemplary.
John Shirley -Quirk (Aeneas) is his

England but two circumstances combined to arrest an orderly and logical

usual reliable self, though the other
baritone, Thomas Allen (Spirit) has a
better focused voice. All the minor
roles are in good hands. Particular

continuation of their great musical
past. First, a culture boasting a highly
developed spoken theater will not take

cal,

kindly to a form of theater "all sung";
the same was true of the French. but
Lully rammed it down their throats.

LAR RETAIL PRICE to in-

with their sardonic laughter is gripping,
the harmonies are astringent, the choral writing is pellucid; and no one has

enforced ornamentation, but intelligent, solid, sensitive, and entirely

STEREO records of Medieval,
Renaissance, Baroque, Classi-

Romantic and Modern

ment. The arias, especially those of
Dido, are exquisitely sculptured, the
instrumental numbers are delectable,
the realism of the chorus of witches

Dido and Aeneas is one of the monuments in the museum of musical history and an English national treasure.
It remains "the only true great English
opera" until modern times, because the
English refused to accept the new dra-

which describes over 1,000

music. Moreover, we'd like to
send you some superb recordings FOR HALF THE REGU-

M

Dido- A
Memorable

older Venetian opera reached Purcell
via Lully-hence the strong dance ele-

The second was that opera, in the minds

praise is due to the choral sound, usually the bane of such recordings; it is
lovely in the pianos. ringing in the fortes, but always crystal clear. John Constable's continuo realization is tasteful
and inventive, and the harpsichord is
always crisply in evidence. If there is a

duce you to try our wonderful

of English Protestants, was too closely
associated with Catholicism. almost a

musical fare. The Society's
records retail for S1.99 to

S2.99 per disc.

form of popery. They accepted and
loved music and the dance as accessories to a play, but were unwilling to

flaw in this excellent production it is
the occasional tightness of the recita;

JUST FILL OUT AND MAIL

surrender the theater altogether to mu-

But make no mistake, Colin Davis'

sic. Though a true opera, Dido and
Aeneas was not openly quite that.

Dido and Aeneas is a memorable artistic event.

THE COUPON BELOW.
111 -

Musical Heritage Society, Inc.
1991 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10023
Gentlemen:
Please send me free of cost or
obligation your 160 -page catalog

of over 1,000 records. Please include your HALF-PRICE INTRODUCTORY OFFER.

being intended not for the public theater but for a -private girls' school; and

it is significant. that Purcell's great
scores of Dioclesian, The Fairy Queen,

and King Arthur were all incidental
music to plays, though all were composed after Dido and Aeneas. So the
greatest musicodramatic genius produced by England was the victim of circumstance, as to a considerable extent
was Rameau in France.

Name

Address

But an incomparable masterpiece

City & State

tives, which should be less regimented.

this tiny opera is, uniting Shakespear-

PuocELL: Dido and Aeneas.
Dido
Josephine Veasey (ms)
Belinda
Helen Donath (s)
Sorceress
Elizabeth Bainbridge (c)
1st Witch
2nd Witch
Aeneas
Sailor

Delia Wallis (s)
Gillian Knight (s)
John Shirley -Quirk (b)
Frank Patterson (t)
Thomas Allen (b)

Spirit
John Alldis Choir; Academy of St. Martin -in -the -Fields, Colin Davis, cond. Philips 6500 131. $5.98.

Zip Code
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You can fluid thirty cassette

recorders that look as good...
for less
why buy AKA17

ON

41111111.E-.

AKAI gives you more than meets the eye.
Innovative features and superb engineering combine to
make the GXC-40D Cassette Stereo Tape Recorder an
unparalleled performer.
Nothing is spared.
It's built with a unique Over -Level Switch to cut distor-

tion and tape hiss.
A tape selector switch allows you to use high performance chromium dioxide tape-for super -range 18,000
cycle response-or standard tape. Both with Rlaximum
efficiency.
There's more.

The GXC-40D is equipped with the exclusive AKAI GX

glass and crystal ferrite head-dust and wear-freelifetime guaranteed.
Jnst a few of many reasons to buy AKAI.
And you can attractively complement this magnificent
unit with AKAI's NDS-70 speaker system. Provides an
omni-directional sound that will astound you.
Visit your AKAI dealer now for an ear -opening demonstration.
You might find something that looks as good-but you'll
never find anything that sounds better than AKAI.
*Requires stereo amplifier. Amplified model GXC-40 also available.

AKAITM
AKAI America, Ltd./2139 E. DDI Amo B vd.. Compton. Calif. 9C220 (213) 537-3880
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THE NEW
FARNSWORTH
SPEAKER SYSTEMS

Continued from page 96

Model 12 ($395 per pair)
Woofer
12 inches
Height
25% inches
Width
17 inches
Depth
Weight

131/4 inches

53 lbs. each
Frequency Response 20 to 22,000 Hs.
Impedance - 8 ohms
Minimum recommended power 15 watts

The Phase 4 engineering eschews most of

the now familiar sonic gimmickry, but for all
its power, very marked channel differentiation,

and spacious Kingsway Hall ambience. it's
not exceptionally impressive by present-day
standards. And for all its close-up miking,
some piano percussion details are completely
lost. Over-all, the 1971 Ormandy version is

Power handling capacity - 100 watts

more effective as well as more "natural"

Model 15 ($495 per pair)
15 inches
Height
29% inches
Width
21 inches

Unfortunately, I have none of the several
earlier Stokowskian versions of the Borodin
dances to check whether or not he has always
played them with such marked contrasts of
languor and vehemence as he does here. In

Woofer

Depth
Weight

16V2 inches

74 lbs. each
Frequency Response 15 to 22,000 Hz.

Impedance - 8 ohms
Minimum recommended power 10 watts

Power handling capacity - 100 watts
After

side

by

side

comparisons

with

speaker systems costing over $1,000, they
have been purchased by universities, electronic music studios, record companies
and audiophiles.

Money back if not satisfied.
Patent pending.
5 year factory guarantee.
Exclusive Dealer
Marice Stith Recording Services
8 Redwood Lane, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850
Write for free information

4
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TAPE

TFS-tiONE

HELPS YOU KEEP TAPE
"ON CUE" AND "ON SPEED."

Detects slippage and uneven speed Eliminates errors of timing, cueing, measurement
and calibration Indicates mechanical damage and worn transports Easy to use.

DUBBINGS ELECTRONICS

A DIV. OF NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CORP.

1305 S. Strong Ave., Copiague, N.Y. 11726
Please send Dubbings Tape Strobe @ $22.50 ea.
O Deluxe AA (71/2 Ips-15 ips-30 Ins) (60 cycle
O Deluxe BB (33/4 Ins -71/2 Ips-15 Ips) models)
0 Deluxe CC (17/e 1ps-33/4 ips-71/2 ips)
0 50 cycle model
Amt. of order $
(at 65.00 extra)
Add 750 ea. for postage & handling
Name

Address

City

State

Zip

NO C.O.D.'s SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
N.Y.C. Residents Add 7% Sales Tax
Elsewhere In N.Y., Taxes Applicable

sonically.

any case, the superb Ansermet version remains unmatched. Which leaves the orchestration of Stravinsky's vocalise-though anticlimactic as it is here (and as anathematic as

it must have been to Stravinsky if he ever
heard Stokowski's 1939 recording), it has a
powerful aural appeal in this vivid recording

which makes the most of the delectably
piquant tonal qualities of the British soloists,
notably oboist Derek Wickens.
R.D.D.
TELIPAANN: Cantatas. Hermann Prey, baritone; Salzburg Boys' Choir (in Der Schulmeister); German Bach Soloists, Helmut Winschermann, cond. Philips 6500 116, $5.98.
Der Schulmeister; Cantate oder Trauer-Music eines
kunsterfahrenen Canarien-Vogels; Die Landlust.
Selected comparison (Canary Cantata):

Fischer-Dieskau

Sera. S 60121

Comparing Bach with his contemporaries will

invariably reinforce the already firmly held
conviction that he was the greatest of his era:
Beside his genius all else pales. The fallacy

here, though, is that Bach was a perfectly
unique phenomenon. and the person who
makes comparisons and finds his contemporaries less worthy will be missing a great many
pleasures-like this new Hermann Prey disc of
Telemann cantatas, for instance.

True, there are no contrapuntal miracles
here, no profound depths of emotion; but
nothing could be further from Telemann's intentions. Let me quote from Karl Grebe's excellent jacket notes, which describe pretty well
what his intentions were: "Telemann was a
solidly bourgeois musician, his cantatas were
straightforward, unambiguous, and mundane,
aiming in words as in music at being, in the
best sense, popular. They were aimed at the
common man, and not at the society in some
petty court. Humor and a feeling for nature
were always the basic inspirations of the inventive and inexhaustibly prolific Telemann."
And humor we do find, in full measure, in
the hilarious Schoolmaster cantata. The situation of this mini comic opera is a singing lesson being administered to a group of unruly
boys by a vain and pompous schoolmaster. It's
as much to the credit of Prey as to Telemann
that from first note to last I had a very clear
picture in my mind's eye of the bewigged. bespectacled Meister parading and prancing and
whirling about in rage.
Nearly as entertaining is the tragicomic Canary cantata, which begins as a hyperserious
lamentation over the death of the pet canary
and ends with a hyperfurious rage at the war-

bler's murderer: the cat. This piece was recorded a while back by Fischer-Dieskau (now

available on a Seraphim disc with Bach's Can-

tata No. 208). Unfortunately (for Mr. Prey)
Fischer-Dieskau has a way of making music
like this his very own personal property-taking many musical liberties, half singing or half

speaking perhaps, but always turning in an
unforgettable performance. If you own the
Seraphim recording, you'll probably find Prey
a little bland here, but if you are coming to this
cantata through Prey's version, you'll wonder
how anyone could do any better.
The short Joys of Country Life (Little Cantata of Woods and Pastures) is a wonderfully
simple and unaffected reverie in praise of nature and is a perfect foil to the outrageousness
of the other two works. Prey sounds very good
throughout all three works and orchestral ac-

companiments are luscious and beautifully
played, though Winschermann's string section
is really too large to convey the lightness and
lilt one might hope for here. Philips' recording
and imported pressings are, of course. superb.
C.F.G.
VAUGHAN

Magnificat Riders to the

Sea.
Nora
Cathleen
Maurya
Bartley
A Woman

Norma Burrowes (s)
Margaret Price (s)
Helen Watts (ms)
Benjamin Luxon (b)
Pauline Stevens (ms)
Ambrosian Chorus; Orchestra Nova of London,
Meredith Davies, cond. Angel S 36819, $5.98.

The Magnificat is one of Vaughan Williams'
shortest choral works but one of his most powerful and most perfectly shaped. It was written

at about the same time as his Fourth Symphony and shares a certain dynamism and in-

tensity with that famous composition. The
solo voice is more florid and dramatic than
one would expect of Vaughan Williams, and it

is balanced by a rather elaborate part for a
solo flute. The glory of the Lord himself ignites the climax here, thanks in part to the superb singing of Helen Watts and the excellent
performance with which Davies et al. back her
up.
Riders to the Sea is largely the great lament

of Maurya, mother of six sons, who lived
through the sea -deaths of them all and who at

the end, with distant keening voices in the
background, attains a kind of peace. The dialogue of Maurya's daughters at the start of the
opera, as they open a bundle of clothes taken

from a drowned man and identify them as
having belonged to their brother Michael, is
mere prelude; the off-stage death of Bartley,
the last of the six sons, is a necessary plot de-

vice; the heart and soul of the opera is
Maurya's tremendous arioso at the end.
The word -setting allows J. M. Synge's Irish

dialect text full play; although very much
more intense and dramatic than Debussy's
word setting in Pelleas, one is often reminded
of that masterpiece in the vocal writing here.
That Vaughan Williams was a past master at
suggesting atmosphere, especially the atmosphere of Celtic twilight and bitter darkness,

goes without saying. In his notes, Michael
Kennedy suggests that this is Vaughan Williams' finest opera. I am not sure I agree,
thanks to unforgettable memories of Sir John
in Love. which is a much more complex and
involved achievement; but Riders to the Sea is
surely one of the finest stage works of a com-
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G 1972 Superscope. In

poser whose contributions to opera have been

sinfully neglected. The performance is magA.F.
nificent in every detail.

recitals
and miscellany
RAFAEL PUVANA: -Spanish Harpsichord Mu-

sic." Rafael Puyana, harpsichord; various instrumentalists. Philips 6505 001, $5.98.
DE FAU.A: Concerto for Harpsichord, Flute, Oboe,
Clarinet. Violin. and Cello. Omani: Tres Cantigas del
Rey; Partitas. DE SELMA Y SALAVERDE: Canzona a 4;

Gagliarda a 2; Canzona per soprano solo; Balletto a
2 e a 3: Corrente a 3; Corrente a 4; Canzona a 3. Di
Altauxo: Quinto tiento de septimo tono.
Selected comparisons (De Falla)
Decca 710108
Marlowe
Angel S 36131
Soriano

Although I have always found De Falla's
harpsichord concerto a bit grating in its relentlessness, I must admit that it is a beautifully
scored work, full of infectious, often hypnotically effective, balletlike rhythms. Thus the
perfectly balanced, unbelievably clean stereo
sound and the superb performance by Landowska-student Rafael Puyana, who displays a
particularly strong grasp of rhythmic detail,
do De Falla complete justice-this disc is even
to be preferred to the estimable versions by

,
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Sylvia Marlowe and Gonzalo Soriano. Puyana's rhythmic sensitivity also well serves the

partitas by contemporary Spanish composer

#1 SOUND
#1 COMFORT

Julian Orbon, whose remarkably sonorous
variations in this work owe much of their improvisational quality to the constantly shifting

meters. In a totally different vein, Orbon's
other work on this disc, the Tres Cantigas del

Rev. is a lilting and poignantly captivating
arrangement for soprano, harpsichord, string
quartet, and percussion of three thirteenth century canligas to the Virgin Mary, and they
are wistfully sung by Heather Harper.

The remaining works on this release all

C lark/S tereophones. . .
The ultimate in perform-

come from the Spanish baroque period. The
pieces

by Fray

Bartolome Selma y

Sa-

laverde. taken from his fifty-seven Canzoni.
Fantasie e Correnti, represent a curious and
fascinating mélange of medieval rhythms and
instrumentation with baroque harmonies and
textures. For these dancelike instrumental

ance and comfort.

Send for literature on all
our models.

pieces, Puyana proves to be an admirable an-

chor man at the harpsichord, and he is surrounded by an outstanding group of English
performers who turn in marvelously spirited
and idiomatic interpretations of these pre-

viously unrecorded works. The Tiento by
Francisco Correa de Arauxo is built around a
slow, haunting theme that is woven into a masterfully constructed ricercare whose voices are
skillfully delineated and developed by Puyana
on a double -manual harpsichord, even though

the work was intended, as the soloist points
out in his extremely intelligent liner notes, for
a single -manual, double -register organ.

Complementing the over-all worthiness of
this release is the fact that it is pressed on a
solid piece of vinyl that does not fold flaccidly
in your hands-in fact, it is the first totally unwarped LP I have come across in some years.
R.S.B.
Three cheers for Philips!

Dffirk Clark

COMPANY

INCOPPORATED

360 Franklin St., Worcester, Mass., 01604
WEST COAST OFFICE: 1696 Conl.nela, Sudo 2. Ingle.00d. Call 90302
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by Dale Harris

The Lost Art
of French Vocal Style
IT WOULD BE NICE

to think that the recent,
long-awaited reopening of the Paris Opera
heralded a new age of French vocal art, but
a glance at the first eight weeks' schedule
is sufficient to put the notion to rest. French
opera, on which a French school of singing
depends, is hardly in evidence. L'Heure
espagnole (in a triple bill with Tabarro and
Gianni Schicchi) is the solitary native representative. There are also Maria Golovin,
Barbiere, and Die Walkiire. Reports from
Paris indicate a sharp rise in standards over
the recent past; matters will no doubt improve still further when Rolf Liebermann
eventually takes over. In time it is hoped

that the French capital will once again
assume her old place as an operatic center.

Whatever happens, however, it seems
fairly clear that the French school of singing, in decline for a couple of generations
at least, is about to suffer extinction. Not

that there won't be good singers-these,
though few, exist right now-but there isn't
much likelihood that they will any longer
be essentially Gallic in style. The repertoire
that nurtured French vocal art has, to all
intents and purposes, vanished: Guillaume
Tell. LaJuive, Le Prophete, Les Huguenots.

the charming pieces of Auber, Boieldieu,
Adam, Gounod's Mireille and Midecin
malgre lui, Thomas' Mignon, the oeuvre
of Massenet. These works can still be heard

somewhere or other-in Switzerland, Germany, and the provinces of France usually

-but they play no real part in the larger
operatic world to which the French now
aspire. Liebermann, it appears, will bring
the Paris Opera into the twentieth century.
Handel and Berg will, very properly, have
their day at last in the French capital. The

spirit of Hamburg will put provinciality
and lethargy to flight. Henceforth French
singers, using whatever language is appropriate to the work they are performing, will

be part of the international scene. The
Gallic qualities of gracefulness, elegance,

lightness of touch coupled with expressivity, clarity in enunciating the text rather
than gorgeous or voluminous tone, wit and
intelligence rather than passion and exalta-

tion will henceforth have no place since
these derive from the French language and
the music that made use of its salient characteristics.
Regine Crespin, the one French star of
the opening Walkiire, is a portent. Even
though Crespin served her apprenticeship
singing in her native language, she has for
many years now abandoned roles in translation. Nor does her present repertoire include many works by French composersunlike the great international French stars

of the past such as Calve, Gerville-Reache,
Clement, Dalmores, Maurel, Renaud,
Plancon, and Journet who were all readily
identifiable as French stylists in every one
of their roles. By comparison, Crespin is a
soprano tout court and one, moreover, as
the Walkiire assignment acknowledged,
with a special empathy for German parts.
Does this new recital, then, suggest that she

pointed delivery, a swifter, fleeter style. To
listen to the records of Maggie Teyte and

Yvonne Printemps that seem to have influenced Crespin's performances is to see
at once that Crespin has been unable to
discard her weighty operatic manner for
the lighter mood of operette. In addition,
Crespin lacks that rhythmic animation

which every great practitioner of light

is re-establishing a claim to her original

music from Fritzi Massary to Geori-Boue

French heritage? Probably not. The whole
enterprise, from title to contents, smacks of
managerial gimmickry rather than artistic
commitment. There is no real connection
here with operatic Paris. Prima donnas do

not sing

operette

(or Ethel Merman to Frank Sinatra) has
always had. Without this quality the music
can never yield up more than a fraction of

its charms. If you are attracted to the
melodic gifts of Hahn, Messager, Christine, and Oscar Straus, the beguiling old
recordings of Yvonne Printemps are well
worth searching out in speciality stores.

in Paris very often-

especially with the Vienna Volksoper Orchestra. Nor is Crespin likely to be heard
there soon in works like Ascanio or Sapho,

last seen at the Opera in 1921 and 1884
respectively. Carmen seems remote too, but
for reasons of unsuitability. Delightful as it

would be to take this recital as a straw in

the wind, its most important feature is

Crespin's lack of rhythmic liveliness is a

drawback in the operatic excerpts too.
Neither Alain Lombard nor Georges Se-

bastian brings enough firmness to the

music, and as the dominant personality,
Crespin shows a disturbing tendency to

simply that it brings some worthy and delightful music into the domestic catalogue.
What it does not do is attest to Crespin's
versatility. Stateliness and pathos are her
chief gifts. Partly this is a matter of temperament, partly of vocal technique. To the
sonorous, slow -moving despair of Iphigenie and Sapho she brings the right kind
of breadth and grandeur. To the domestic
scale of sorrow in Werther and to the sen-

dawdle. The Werther selections, especially
the Air de la lettre, are very slack. Here
again an older French singer provides the
model: The Ninon Vallin recording (with
Georges Thill in the title role) shows what
was once possible in this music and what
seems to have vanished forever. Crespin, as
her fine Marschallin under Solti reveals, is
more at home on alien territory.

sual disquiet of Berlioz' Marguerite she

RecutiECRespri:"Pri ma Donna f rom Paris."

brings an appropriate air of introspection.

GLUCK:

Comparisons with her ten -year -old record-

ings of the Berlioz (Voix de son maitre)
and Gounod (Vega) show a loss both in

1phigenie en Tauride: Cette nuit
. 0 toi qui prolongeas mes jours. BERuoz: La Damnation de Faust: D'amour
.

.

l'ardente flamme. GouNoo: Sapho: 00

steadiness of tone and suppleness of voice,

suis-je? . . 0 ma lyre immortelle.

though the intentions are nevertheless

SAENS:

admirable. But the joviality (not to men-

tion the trill) of Scozzone's song from
Ascanio, the Carmen Habanera and Seguidilla, and the whole of the second disc

.

SAINT-

Ascanio: 'Fiorentinelle!' Ah, qui
m'appelle? Masseporr: Werther: Air de la
lettre; Va! laisse-les couler mes larmes;
Ah! mon courage m'abandonne . Seig.

neur Dieu! Barr: Carmen: Habanera;

devoted to the world of operette find her at

Seguidilla. OFFENsoicit La Grande Duch-

a distinct disadvantage. She goes at the
music with a will, but without sufficient
vocal pliancy, lightness of touch, or wit.

esse de Gerolstein: Portez armes

Sometimes Crespin does something wonderful-finds a perfect nuance Cie radore,
brigand") or creates an irresistible mood of
languorousness (as in the second verse of
"Ah! quel diner")-but on the whole she
tends to be too big in scale, too heavy, too
matronly. The Carmen pieces are egregiously inappropriate for her. The Seguidilla (an unmusical potpourri that omits

Don Jose's role entirely) sounds more
somnolent than seductive.
The operette is certainly better than this,

but even so this music needs a more

.

.

.

J'aime les militaires; La Belle Helene: Dis

moi, Venus; La Perichole: Tu n'es pas
beau ... Je t'adore; 0 mon cher amant, je
to jure; Ah! quel diner. HAHN: Ciboulette:

Moi, je m'appelle Ciboulette; Y'a des
arbres .

. C'est sa banlieue. CHRISTINE:
Ah! cher Monsieur, excusezmoi. MessAami: L'Amour masque: J'ai
deux amants. STRAUS: Les trois valses:
.

Phi -Phi:

Saison d'amour; Je ne suis pas; Je t'aime.
Regine Crespin, soprano: Orchestre de la
Suisse Romande; Vienna Volksoper Orchestra, Alain Lombard and Georges Sebastian, cond. London OSA 1292, $11.96
(two discs).
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"THE WHITE BIRCH AND OTHER RUSSIAN

Somas." U.S.S.R. Russian Chorus, Aleksander
Sveshnikov, cond. Melodiya/Angel SR 40187,
$5.98.

Stereo wasn't invented when these legendary
performances were recorded.
Fortunately,they'reno less legendary in mono.
Lerli Heroines

Eleanor

When it comes to choral singing-the real
thing, floating buoyantly free from earthbound tempered -scale accompaniments of

sional soloists-in particular the breath-

Arias from
La Traviata

In goop.ersan.
35th

any kind-nobody, save possibly the Welsh,
can beat the Russians. Yet it's all too seldom
that one can relish the best Russian choristers
(including some of their incomparable organ pedal -tone deep basses), led by a conductor
who knows the arcane secrets of how best to
train and direct choirs, in a repertory and in
recorded performances as near ideal as those
in this superb release. The only adverse criticism that might be made is the failure to identify either the gifted arranger(s) of the eight
"traditional" songs included here or the occa-
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settings.
The major work here is Rimsky-Korsakov's

triumphs since Rimsky himself, after he had
submitted his candidates anonymously, was
appointed one of the contest judges and had to
avoid evaluating his own contributions without giving their authorship away to his colleagues. Of the other two named composers
represented, one, Rumyantsev (who contrib-

ihe
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ing White Birch and On the River Neva

sian Musical Society-rather embarrassing

fr° -sPof
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takingly beautiful mezzo starred in the haunt-

richly sonorous, balladelike setting of a folk song, The Tartar Captives, which he wrote in
the summer of 1877 when he was first sketching out materials for the opera May Night. It
was one of two choral works which later won
prizes in a competition sponsored by the Rus-
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Legendary performances at low prices.
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On Odyssey Records
"ODYSSEY.- MAACA REG. MADE IN U S A

LOWEST AIR FARES TO EUROPE

utes a grave but dramatically worked -up Roar,
Amur River) is unknown to me. The other is A.
Y. Varlamov (1801-1848), whose Do Not Sew
Me a Wedding Sarafan, Mother is the source of

the world-famous melody The Red Sarafan,
commonly but erroneously thought to be a
folksong. For programmatic variety, three of
the eight traditional pieces are in lively moods
(Along the River; From a Country, a Faraway
Country; I, the Young Wife), but while these
are effectively exciting, the singers' magical tonal qualities and dictional clarity are most evident in the quieter selections which include (in

addition to those already cited) The Bells
Were Ringing, A Pear Tree, and Snow All
Around.
The present ensemble probably is much the

same as the Sveshnikov Chorus heard in
Melodiya/ Angel's Tchaikovsky choral program (SR 40039, 1968) and the U.S.S.R. Russian Academic Chorus under Sveshnikov in
an earlier folksong program (SR 40070, 1968).

Thingvellir, where Iceland's parliament was founded in the year 930 A.D.

And it may be more or less the same as the
U.S.S.R. Russian Academic Chorus con-

The unphotographed country. Hurry!

ducted by Aleksander Yulov in the Berezovsky-Bortniansky-Vedel choral "concerto" program (SR 40116) and the Taneyev
choral program (SR 40151) which I reviewed
in October 1970 and May 1971 respectively.
It's very different from the Red Army Choir,
Don Cossacks, and similar choral groups that

usually sing with instrumental accompaniments. These provide fine accompaniment of an entirely different artistic char-

acter, but they never approach the

incomparable purity and majesty of the choral
tone colors and sonority that make the present
R.D.D.
release so irresistibly enchanting.

Here where the air is clear as a lens, you get pictures never seen before. Fjords,
geysers, waterfalls, volcanic islands. Whaling stations. Farm and fishing villages.
The Uninhabited Areas. Even the names are magic. Thingvel'ir. Langjokull.
Siglufjordur. You'll find birds like the Great Skua. And a people descended from
the Vikings. This is Iceland, the unphotographed country. Stopover Tours for
under $20 a day. Hurry to Iceland before it gets all snapped up. Then continue
on to Luxembourg, England, Scotland, Norway, Sweden or Denmark.
See your Travel Agent, or contact us in New York, Chicago, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Miami, Houston, Washington, D. C. or Mexico City. Write for
folder HF to Icelandic Airlines, 630 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10020.

ICELANDIC

LOFTLEIDIR
LOWEST AIR FARES TO EUROPE
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in brief
ARENSKY: Trio for Violin, Cello, and Piano, in D
minor, Op. 32. GLINKA: Trio Pathetique for Clarinet,
Bassoon, and Piano, in D minor (arr. Hfimaldy, for

Violin, Cello, and Piano). Grigory Feigin,
Valentin Feigin, cello; Igor Zhukov. piano. Melodiya/
Angel SR 40165, $5.98.

There are already two good recorded performances of the once popular (and still ingratiating)

Arensky trio, but this one may be preferred by some-even over the classic Heifetz/Piatigorsky/

Pennano version for RCA-for its more authentically "Russian" fervor and the uninhibited
bravura of its players, virtuoso pianist Zhukov in particular. He and the gifted Feigin brothers
are no less sparkling and outgoing in Glinka's early work, but here the violinist's rather stickysweet tonal qualities are less appropriate-perhaps because the music was originally conceived

for the very different colorings commanded by two woodwinds with piano. Even so, the music
itself is fascinating both for Its naively reflected Italian influences and for the absence of any
clear anticipations of the mature master's distinctive originality. In both trios the Russian
players' infectious enthusiasm and boldly assured virtuosity are admirably captured in a vivid
recording.
R.D.D.
BARTOK: Sonatas for Violin and Piano: No. 1, No. 2.
Isaac Stern, violin; Alexander Zakin, piano. Columbia
M

30944, $5.98.

BLOCH: Schelomo. BRUCH: Kol Nidrei, Op. 47.
SCHUMANN: Concerto for Cello and Orchestra,
in A minor, Op. 129. Christine Walevska, cello;
Monte Carlo Opera Orchestra, Eliahu Imbal, cond.

Philips 6500 160, $5.98.

Bartok wrote his two violin sonatas in consecutive years -1921 and 1922. They have much in
common: Both are aggressively dissonant, largely rhythmic in basic conception, totally individualistic in form, and in both there is a remarkable independence in the relationship between the
two instruments. They are also two of BartOk's most original and interesting works-the second
ranks, I feel, among the composer's masterpieces. Stern is not known for his performances of
"difficult" twentieth-century music (although he has recorded quite a few of the more generally
accepted concertos), yet he plays these pieces with an impressive sureness and naturalness. He
is well assisted by pianist Alexander Zakin, and despite an occasional need for more rhythmic
drive, the performances are warm and musically convincing. This is a particularly welcome
addition to the catalogue as it constitutes the only disc currently available that includes both
sonatas.
R.P.M.

Christine Walevska is obviously a young lady of exceptional talent and considerable temperament. A pupil of Piatigorsky in California and of Marechal in Paris, she is one of a number
of extraordinary young musicians from the West Coast in recent years. Eliahu Imbal is another
up-and-coming young musician, a conductor who is traveling on the international conducting
circuit with considerable acclaim. It would be nice to recommend this disc as the kind of exciting
recording debut that both of these young musicians deserve, but they are saddled here with a
poor orchestra. Even in the relatively uncomplicated Schumann, the muddy sound of the or-

chestra and its failures of intonation detract from a very good solo performance. But in the
Bloch, where the composer calls for a "full orchestra," the interplay between solo and ensemble
frequently becomes a travesty. Without a real give-and-take here, this remarkable work falls
to pieces, for no amount of effort from the soloist can rescue the performance.
P.H.
HAYDN: Divertimentos for Two Oboes, Two Horns,
and Two Bassoons (7). London Wind Players. lack
Brymer, cond. London Stereo Treasury STS 15078,
$2.98.

If any man in our time knows his way around the music shelves of Austrian palaces and castles

that man is H. C. Robbins Landon. En his Haydn safaris, presumably after bigger game, he has
come upon these divertimentos for six wind instruments-we learn from the perceptive album
notes that they turned up in a variety of corners, often in sets of parts but in two cases in Haydn's
own autograph scores. Composed in his early days at Esterhazy or shortly before, they are a

happy lot of pieces-incorporating, inevitably, a certain amount of oom-pah-pah but going
beyond that to exploit varieties of timbre and occasional bits of dialogue; and there is one prominent adagio (in No. 1) wherein the horns surface with rather remarkable solemnity. For the most

part the oboes dominate, but there are a few forays even by the bassoons, and a couple of
hunting -horn movements that give the horns their head in real field -and -stream spirit. Several
of the trio sections too are especially fetching. The London Wind Soloists perform with precision,
a fine articulation, and perfect instrumental balance.
S.F.
PROKOFIEV: Quartets for Strings: No. 1, in B, Op.

50; No. 2, in F, Op. 92. Novak Quartet. Philips
6500 103. $5.98

"Everything You Always Wanted to Hear on the
Moog (but Were Afraid to Ask For)." CHABRIER:
Espana.

LECUONA: Malaguena. BIZET: Carmen
Suite. RAVEL: Bolero. Andrew Kazdin and Thomas A.
Shepard. proaucers. Columbia M 30383. $5.98.

Tape: ' MA 30383, $6.98: MT 30383. $6.98.

"LOS ANGELES BRASS SOCIETY." BROWN: Five

Pieces for Organ, Harp, Brass, and Percussion.
TULL: Liturgical Symphony for Brass and Percussion.

Fanfares by seven various composers. Ladd Thomas,

organ; Dorothy Remsen, harp, Los Angeles Brass
and Percussion Society, Lester Remsen, cond. Avant
AV 1001, $4.98.

The string quartet medium is not too congenial to Prokofiev's style or temperament. In largescale works he needs a broader tonal palette than the string quartet offers: His best chamber
music adds winds or piano to the relatively restricted sound of the strings. In these quartets his
musical ideas sound rather thin and the texture betrays almost nakedly the composers inability
to sustain a contrapuntal development of his materials.
Nor do these performances by the Novak Quartet add materially to the pleasure of this record.
Not only does the group give rather literal and uninspired readings of both scores, but they do
so with a bleakly unpleasant string tone. The Second Quartet, especially, with its somewhat
simple-minded thematic material could have benefited from a warmer and more imaginative
approach.
P.H.
These may be the pieces you were always afraid you were going to hear on the Moog and now
you're going to, but I suggest letting the cat out first: Mine turned to me with eyes as big as dishes
before he hit the floor, and he wouldn't come out of the bathroom (that's where he thinks) until
sometime during the Carmen excerpts-after all, his name is P. T. Barnum and he knows a good
show when he hears one. He tells me that the recording is really quite feline in its lightness of
touch and its quota of sheer cheek. 1 tell him that the way Kazdin and Shepard have taken these
pieces apart and put them back together in all those audacious timbres reminds me of a Picasso
portrait-a mixing of planes and perspectives still related to the original. And the Moog told us
how good it was: It gives itself its very own applause at the end. lt really didn't have to-we
would have supplied it.
S.F.
The L.A. brass and percussion ensemble is a big one, thirty-one players in all who perform with
professional competence and are excellently recorded here, if in a somewhat dry acoustical
ambience. The all -contemporary program is a mixed -bag, however. Rayner Brown's Toccata,
Adagio, Scherzo, Passacaglia, and Fugue are conventional. but not uninteresting pieces, seriously
handicapped for me by the ugly -sounding modern instrument used for the organ part. Tull 's
Liturgical Symphony is even more handicapped by pretentiousness and an irrational (to me)
oscillation between extreme consonance for plainsong melodies -settings) and extreme dissonance. The seven fanfares vary widely in style, naturally enough, since they are by different
(mostly West -Coast, I presume) composers. But they are nearly all quite effective for their

purpose, while at least a couple of them (say the aleatory piece by Frank Campo and the

metrically intricate one by William Kraft) demonstrate some distinction.
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RECORDS
IN REVIEW
1971 EDITION
THE SIXTEENTH ANNUAL
COLLECTION OF RECORD
REVIEWS FROM HIGH FIDELITY
544 pages. 51/2)(81/4. $9.95

This annual brings you in one convenient book hundreds of reviews of records which appeared in' High Fidelity
magazine in 1970-classical and semi-

classical music exclusively-and includes information about corresponding

tape releases, whether in open reel,
cartridge, or cassette format.
Each reviewer stands high in his field

Comments about earlier Annuals:

-Paul Henry Lang, for instance, reviews the early classics; George Movshon and Peter G. Davis examine opera
recordings; Harris Goldsmith the piano
literature; Alfred Frankenstein the mod-

ern Americans; and Robert C. Marsh
and David Hamilton discuss the post Romantics. In addition, this year's an-

nual includes reviews by the noted
pianist, Glenn Gould, and by Harold C.

Schonberg, chief music critic on The
New York Times. Forthrightly they discuss the composition, performance,
and sonic quality. And they compare
new recordings with earlier releases
and with legendary performances.

The reviews are organized alphabetically by composer for quick, easy
reference-and in the case of com
posers frequently recorded, further subdivided by such categories as Chamber

Music, Vocal Music, etc. Moreover,
there's a special section on Recitals

"Comprehensive coverage of each
year's recordings gives a surprisingly
well-rounded picture of what's available on records, and most reviews describe the work as well as the perform-

ance, providing each annual with a
permanent use."
Saturday Review

is the loig and complete section devoted each month to reviews of the new
recordings, reviews that are complete,

infor. a gratifying wide range .
mative and useful ..."
Notes (Music Library Association)

also honest, which is the best possible
recommendation."

".

.

.

.

7

WY ETH PRESS

2160 Patterson Street
Cincinnati, Ohio 45214

than reviews from the magazine that

ID Please elter my standing order for

has been called "a bible for record

all future annual editions of Records
in Review.

1972

"High Fidelity has become something
of a bible for record collectors and also
for those who are simply interested in
lis:ening to music on records. One of
the magazine's most attractive features

review of long play classical and semiclassical records."
Berkshire Eagle (Pittsfield, Mass.)

Please send the following copies of

APRII

which are issued each year will find this
book valuable as a means of bringing
order out of chaos."
Chicago Tribune

"The standard reference work for the

and Miscellany and a complete Artists'
Index of all performers reviewed during
the year, as well as performers mentioned only in the text.
With so many records being issued
each year, a reliable source of information is a necessity. What better source

collectors!"

"The record collector who is bewilde"ed by the sheer number of discs

Records in Review:

16th Annual (1971) @ $9.95
Ei 15th Annual (1970) @ $9.95
o 14th Annual (1969) @ $9.95
P 13th Annual (1968) @ $9.95

detailed, and authoritative. They are
The Hartford Times

Bill when shipped, plus postage and
handling.
El I enclose payment (Check or Money
Order only). Publisher pays postage

and handling. Add sales tax where
applicable.
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symbol denotes
an exceptional recording

the lighter side
reviewed by
MORGAN AMES

ROYAL S. BROWN

R. D. DARRELL
HENRY EDWARDS

MIKE JAHN
JOHN S. WILSON

It is a sort of "This Is Your Life, Richard
Nixon" hosted by Billy Graham. Graham begins at the beginning, wherein Nixon is born

with a five o'clock shadow. We follow little
Dick to school, where he runs for class president and gets turned down by girls for dates

("All right, but you won't have Dick Nixon to
kick around anymore," etc.). Frye includes
voices alarmingly close to Humphrey, Rockefeller, Buckley, Muskie, Kissinger, and others-all those politicians whom we would love
to see make blatant and unsubtle fools of
themselves. To the exhausted and suspicious
American public, the cruelty of good political

satire is sheer joy. Nothing is changed, of
course, but the crushing humorlessness of politics is eased for a moment.
M.A.

JUDY COLLINS: Living. Judy Collins,
vocals, guitar, and piano; rhythm accompaniment. Joan of Arc; Blue Raincoat; Four Strong Winds; seven more.
Elektra EKS 75014, $4.98.

Judy Collins is the undisputed Mother Earth
of folk singers. One may prefer one of her albums to another for personal reasons, but she
has never made a record that didn't have an
interesting cast to it. Her new album is notable
for two qualities: its simplicity and the beauty
of her voice. I have never heard her in better
shape vocally.
Once again Miss Collins has chosen a fascinating program of best songs by other writers,
most of them her friends. Two are by Leonard

Cohen: Blue Raincoat and Joan of Arc-and
THE ROLLING STONES: Hot Rocks, 1964-1971.
Mick Jagger, vocals; Keith Richard, guitar;

Charlie Watts, drums; Mick Taylor, guitar; Bill
Wyman, bass; vocal and instrumental accom-

paniment. Get Off My Cloud; 19th Nervous
Breakdown; Paint It, Black; Jumpin' Jack Flash;

Street Fighting Man; Sympathy for the Devil;
Honky Tonk Women; Gimme Shelter; Brown
Sugar; twelve more. London 2PS 606/7, $9.96
(two discs).

From all the noise and sweat and achievements of the rock scene of the 1960s, what remains? The Beatles are gone, Dylan is present

but sporadic. The Rolling Stones, in retrospect, seem ever more important as driving
forces behind so much that happened and so
much that still happens in rock. This two -LP
set combines all their best-known, and most of
their best work-twenty-one songs in all.
It's really a majestic package and not just for
historical value. The Stones's early songs, like

Satisfaction and Get Off My Cloud, still are
comparable to the best heard today. Jumpin'
Jack Flash, Honky Tonk Women, and their recent Brown Sugar are models of hard rock;
Sympathy for theDevil and Gimme Shelter. are
particularly earthy musical dramas. Finally, in
terms of just shaking the roof, Side 3 of the set
is very likely the most alive series of five songs

CARLY SIMON: Anticipation. Carly Simon. vocals, guitar, and piano; rhythm accompaniment;
strings, Del Newman, arr. Three Days; Legend

in Your Own Time; Julie Through the Glass;

seven more. Elektra EKS 75016, $4.98.
Tape: J 85016, $6.98; 4B1955016, $6.98.

Carly Simon has not yet quite made it but
she's on her way. The first thing one notices
about her is her wide open throat and natural
musicality. Miss Simon has a sister, Joanna,
who is an opera singer of note, and I am told
that both sisters sing with the same natural
grace and strength. Their father is the Simon
of Simon and Schuster, the publishing house.
Carly Simon had some success with a single
last year. Its title escapes me at the moment.
but like most of her material, she wrote it. Miss
Simon can be a good writer, but she is not yet
consistent. Anticipation is a partly good song,

pella with breathtaking clarity. Easy Times

("Easy times come hard for me....") was
written by Miss Collins and Stacy Keach for
Keach's film, The Repeater, an extraordinary
work about prison recidivism which has been
shown on educational television. Judy Collins
was the first to present publically on a large
scale the songs of her friend. Joni Mitchell.
most notably Clouds. In this set Miss Collins
performs Miss Mitchell's Chelsea Morning, on
which Richard Bell plays beautiful piano. This
version is performed a bit slower than Miss

Mitchell's own, and I may end up liking it
even better.
Surely this is one of Judy Collins' best -ever
albums, and it is highly recommended. M.A.

or a song in which some lines pop out at you

("I'll try to see into your eyes right now and
stay right here. 'cause these are the good old
days"), while the wholeness of the song is evasive.

All Carly Simon needs is to be let alone, to
grow and work, to make her mistakes and figure them out and refine them. All of which is
happening. Keep your eye on her.
M.A.

ever put on record, consisting as it does of

Jumpin' Jack. Street Fighting Alan, Sympathy, Honky Tonk, and Shelter. It's nice that
nine -thousand easy -listening orchestras have
recorded the Beatles' Yesterday and Hey Jude.
This music seems much more to the point. M.J.

MANFRED MANN'S EARTH BAND. Mick Rogers,

guitar and vocals; Manfred Mann, organ, synthesiser, and vocals; Colin Pattenden, bass;
Chris Slade, drums. California Coastline; Captain Bobby Stout; Sloth; seven more. Polydor PD

5015, $5.98.

Since 1964 Manfred Mann's name has been
synonymous with good music. While nothing
on Manfred's new album matches the excitement of his first hit. Do Wah Diddy Diddy, or
the joyousness of his biggest U.S. single, The
Mighty Quinn (Quinn the Eskimo), there are
enough of the Mann skills present here to encourage one to listen. Mann has a well -placed,
white -blues voice; he is a keyboards master;
he always has had the ability to put together a

DAVID FRYE: Richard Nixon Superstar.
David Frye, various characters; written
by Gabe Kaplan, Eric Cohen, John Boni,
and others; produced by Joe Lauer and
David Frye. Buddah BDS 5097, $4.98.

band whose major concern is the music and
not showing off. Those skills place "Manfred
Mann's Earth Band" head and shoulders over
most of the other specimens of the ongoing
"British Blues Invasion of the Seventies."
On this album, Mann works over another
Dylan tune, Please Mrs. Henry, and the per-

Da id Frye is one of our best young comics
and a familiar face from TV variety and talk

formance is a punchy one. He creates a

shows. He made it during the Johnson administration because of his irresistible LBJ imitation. He has proved himself equally capable of

raising hell with Nixon and friends.
The beauty of this album lies in its concept.

both are engrossing. Four Strong Winds is the
well-known song by Ian Tyson of Ian and Sylvia. All Things are Quite Silent was arranged
and adapted by Miss Collins and is sung a cap-

Carly Simon-working and growing.

throbbing rendition of Randy Newman's Living Without You. Part Time Man and I'm Up
and I'm Leaving also have that haunting. urgent quality that has always marked Mann not
only as a quality rocker but also as a musician
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with serious intentions and the ability to realize them.
Who knows? Manfred Mann has triumphed
before; he just may do it again.

H.E.

KING Biscurr BOY: Gooduns. Richard
Newell (The King Biscuit Boy), vocals,
harmonicas, guitars, and slide guitar; in-

for music -nuts.
Schwann publishes unique magazines about records and tapes.
Listing new ones and available old ones. Prepared to put music nuts (like us, too) in the know.

strumental accompaniment. You Done
Tore Your Playhouse Down Again; Boom
Boom (Out Go the Lights); Georgia Rag;

six more. Daffodil SBX 16006, $4.98.

Listings include composers, performers and much other valuable information. Manufacturers' labels, with order numbers
and list prices.

The King Biscuit Boy (nee Richard Newell)
has been playing harp and guitar and singing
the blues since 1961. He has been a member of
three bands and has even worked with the legendary Ronnie Hawkins, helping to create the

"Toronto Sound" of the mid -Sixties. All of
this musical experience has paid off. The King
Biscuit Boy is a harp virtuoso, and there is an

uncanny air of authenticity about his blues
singing. In addition, Newell respects his feel
for the blues. He does not set out to translate
his natural inclinations into one of those com-

mercialized superstar energy trips like Joe
Cocker's.
"Gooduns" pays tribute to past blues artists

and to his contempories, with whom he also
feels a sense of kinship. Arthur Gunter, Little

Walter, Junior Parker, Bo Diddley, Huey
Smith, Willie Dixon, Professor Longhair-all
get their just desserts. Newell works over four
of his own blues compositions including You
Done Tore Your Playhouse Down Again, a ripe
tribute to a hard -drinking woman. He creates
a Georgia Rag that has an amazing sense of

Schwann fills in admirably for the knowledgeable sales clerk
(may his soul rest in peace). Schwann is friendly (goes home
with you just like that). And cheap (some dealers don't charge
for it at all)! And helpful-with listings of nearly 45,000 records
and tapes in Schwann-1 alone.
Kinda like a Boy Scout?

Schwann 1
The Schwann everybody
knows
It takes frequent revision to keep up with the many new releases in records and
8 -track cartridge and cassette tapes. The monthly Schwann Record & Tape Guide
contains nearly 45,000 listings in classical, recent popular, rock, jazz, folk, musical
shows, quadrasonic. Special new listing section lists this month's releases.

LATEST MONTHLY ISSUE

75)i

si.00 by mail

truth, and does full justice to Willie Dixon's
Twenty Nine Ways, one of those funky blues
tunes with those slightly off-color lyrics. Newell's set concludes with Lord Pity Us All, a gospel ballad written by Dr. John.
"Gooduns" is a truly soulful album. To use

Schwann 2

the vernacular, it's really bad, that's what it is!
H.E.

The Schwann everybody
needs to know

MORDICAI Jonas. Mordicai Jones, vocals, piano, mandolin, and harmonica; Link Wray, guitar, dobro, and bass; Doug Wray, guitar; Billy

SEMI-ANNUAL SUPPLEMENT

Necessary companion to the monthly Schwann. Contains pop records more than
two years old, classic jazz. older and re-released mono classical recordings, classical
on lesser -known labels, international pop & folk on domestic labels, spoken, educational, etc., on records and tapes.

Hodges, organ and piano; John Grummere, guitar; Ned Levitt, vocals; Norman Sue, bass; Steve

LATEST SEMI-ANNUAL ISSUE

6051

750 by mail

Verroca, drums. Walkin' in the Arizona Sun;
Scorpio Woman; The Coca Cola Sign Blinds My

Eyes; All I Want to Say; On the Run; Gandy
Dancer; four more. Polydor PD 5010, $4.98.
Mordicai Jones has a high-tension voice that
sounds vaguely like that of John Fogerty, and

the over-all tone of the album is the kind of
offhand funkiness Creedence Clearwater
Revival tried but failed to achieve on occasion. The songs range in influence from country to blues to folk, and the atmosphere of all is

Keep Schwann Catalogs at home for reference and to help you decide on additions
to your music library. Ask your record dealer for the latest editions.

SAMPLE OFFER
If your dealer does not have the Schwenn publications you want, we will help you
to become acquainted.
SCHWANN SAMPLER consisting of one each, Schwann 1 (monthly) and Schwann 2
(sem -annual Supplement).

Latest monthly Schwann I
Latest Semi-annual Schwann 2 Supplement

marvelous. The LP was recorded in Link

Amount enclosed $

Wray's increasingly famous chicken shack, us-

Name

ing a lot of homemade sound (a can full of
nails, for example). It is precisely the atmos-

Address

phere that carries the album, as Jones's voice
gets a bit tedious after the third or fourth song.
M.J.
Still, an effort worth noting.

Dealer's Name & Addresr,

EMERSON, LAKE, and PALMER: Pictures at an
Exhibition. Promenade; The Gnome; The Sage;
The Old Castle; Blues Variation; The Hut of Baba
Yaga; The Curse of Baba Yaga; The Great Gates

_

SPECIAL PRICE Postpaid $1.25
Postpaid $1.00
Postpaid 750

for items checked above.

State

City

Zip

Schwann Record &Tape Guide

Hi Fi

137 Newbury Street, Boston. Mass. 02116
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WE CAN
SELL FOR LESS

of Kiev; Nutrocker; three more. Cotillion ELP

What Can't

66666, $4.98. Tape: *. 8 66666, $6.95; OM 5
6666'6, $6.95.

We FIND?

A rock trio-keyboards (piano, organ, synthesizer), guitar, and drums-playing themes

Nationally Advertised Brands

Hi-Fi Stereo Components
Tape Recorders
Record Changers
Home & Car Stereo Tapes
Speaker Systems
Radio & TV Sets
Electronic Equipment
BRAND NEW AND FULLY GUARANTEED

WE CAN SAVE
YOU MONEY

from Pictures at an Exhibition in live concert?
Anyone who loves the original piano composi-

evelers
:010109

tion or Ravel's familiar orchestral version is
liable to respond at best with revulsion, at
worst with ulcers. However, considering that
Emerson, Lake, and Palmer probably had an

uninitiated audience in mind, the idea

is

rather understandable.
The music is certainly better than anything
the group has come up with on their own. Nut rocker, an adaptation by rock songwriter Kim
Fowley of guess what, is, like the Rondo which
Keith Emerson used to play as leader of The
Nice, a catchy tune. In all, this new LP is, like
most rock versions of classical themes. less

adaptation than piracy. But when you consider the droll nature of so many "original"

Nothing.

rock songs, the Emerson, Lake, and Palmer at-

tempt is not so bad. At least they admitted

SEND:

for FREE Listing

where the music came from.

of 1000's of items...

M.J.

LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE!

DON MCLEAN: American Pie. Don McLean,
vocals, guitar, and banjo; vocal and instru-

PoNory stand thwts fort Sin**

AUDIKL

mental accompaniment. American Pie; Til Tomorrow; Vincent; Crossroads; Everybody Loves
Me, Baby; Sister Fatima; Babylon; three more.
United Artists UAS 5535, $5.98.

2745 ERIE BLVD. EAST
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13224

McLean's American Pie became one of the
few eight -minute hit records in history. That
rather mysterious song, apparently based on

-

CIRCLE 11 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

SAVE!

MONEY TIME FREIGHT

Ii

QUALITY STEREO EQUIPMENT
AT LOWEST PRICES.

jfol- YOUR REQUEST FOR QUOTA-

TION RETURNED SAME DAY.
FACTORY SEALED CARTONSGUARANTEED AND INSURED.
Jfkf SAVE ON NAME BRANDS LIKE:
A.D.C.
KLH
A.R.

SHURE

DYNACO

KOSS

AND MORE THAN 50 OTHERS
BUY THE MODERN WAY

BY MAIL-FROM

isn't one single recording we don't

There

have at our fingertips. There are more than
44.000 different stereo and quadraphonic

recordings, LPs and tapes (8 -track, cassettes, reel-to-reel) now available to your
favorite record dealer.
This unique service is known as FIND. The

Full Inventory National Dealer Service. It is

the death of McLean's idol, singer Buddy
Holly in February 1959, mentions dozens of
persons and places in the history of youth culture and rock. It seems a dirge for the alleged
death of rock, or something of that nature.
McLean refuses to discuss it-a solid PR move,
one Dylan has used to advantage for years. The
album "American Pie" contains one other up tempo song, the Holly-esque Everybody Loves
Me, Baby. Apart from that, it's all balladry, at
times too precious (Sister Fatima and Vincent,
the

latter about Van Gogh), and continually

too one -sounding. McLean has a dynamic bal-

lad style, but he seems rather locked into it.
The song American Pie is a true landmark, but
the rest of the album doesn't live up to it. M.J.
BAND OF THE GRENADIER GUARDS: A Band-

stand Spectacular. Band of the Grenadier
Guards, Peter Parkes, cond. March: H.R.H. The
Duke of Cambridge; La Vie Parisienne; Clarinet
Cascade; seven more. London International SW
99536, $4.98.

Further melancholy evidence of the Decline
of the British Empire. The once -great Grenadier Guards Band, recording for the first time
under its new director Captain Parkes, seemed

to have slipped to the level of a provincial
summer -concert ensemble-an unattractive

also available to you - the record buying
public.

If your local dealer is using the services
of FIND, he has a catalog of all available
recordings from domestic manufacturers, in-

cluding all the new releases of the recording industry.

Obviously, your local dealer cannot possibly stock all the LPs and tapes available.
That's where FIND comes in. If your dealer
does not have what you're looking for, he
can special order it from us.
What it comes down to is this: If the item
is listed in our catalog, it is available through
your dealer from the FIND warehouse. What
could be simpler?

If you would like the name and address
of the FIND dealers in or near your community, write:
FIND SERVICE INTERNATIONAL

Box 775
Terra Haute, Indiana 47808

O

one, at that, and in large part as a consequence

illinoit audio
Department 217H
1019 North Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60610
3 1 2-664-0020
CIRCLE 38 ON READERSERVICE CARD

of Parkes's own jerkiness and tendency to
press. Except for Malcolm Arnold's stirring
march dedicated to the Duke of Cambridge,
Leroy Anderson's arrangement of the Irish
Washerwoman, and the fine Handelian tune
Song of Jupiter, the program ranges from the
routine (Brien's Clarinet Cascade, Parkes's
White Plume March, Osser's Italian Festival
medley) to the dreadful (the bogus Dixieland
of Walters' Hootenanny). Even the robust,

There is
Nothing We
Can't FIND.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

BALTIMORE
acoustically dry recording accentuates the current tonal coarseness of what was once one of
the world's finest military bands. Sic transit.

R.D.D.

FACES: A Nod is as Good as a Wink ...
To a Blind Horse. Rod Stewart, vocals;

STEREO

G-922

Ron Wood, guitar; Ronny Lane, bass;
Ian McLagan, keyboards; Kenny Jones,

drums. Miss Judy's Farm; You're So
Rude; Love Lives Here; Last Orders

300 ohm
system,

VHF -UHF -FM.

300 ohm input and
four 300 ohm outputs
using twin lead wire.

Please; Stay with Me; four more. Warner
Bros. WS 2574, $4.98.

List $43.95

HOLE-

Rod Stewart once said publicly, "There'll
never be a white artist who can conquer black
music." Stewart comes closest to succeeding

in battle. His throaty, raspy voice can wrap

HOME TV/FM
MULTIPLE SET
SOLID-STATE

ALERS

itself around a song and produce an amazingly

soulful sound. His band, Faces, refuses to

AMPLIFIERS

function as a mere backup unit, and produces
instead a great deal of lively, integrated rock.
Faces, with Stewart singing lead, is not afraid

Amplifies TV/FM signals
for distribution to
every set in the house!
Five different models for

to be jolly, even though they are loud. They
have a great deal of fun doing a perfect rendition of Chuck Berry's Memphis. Stewart belts

out Stay with Me and That's All You Need,
two original shouters. The album includes a
mellow country song, Dallas, and a sweet
ballad, Love Lives Here. "A Nod is as Good
as a Wink . . . To a Blind Horse" is a thoroughly tasteful collection.
The Faces used to be called the Small Faces.

Their infectious blend of rock and rhythm and
blues has proved itself capable of producing

millions of smiling faces. This album helps
H.E.
to explain why.

Now, from the comfort of your home
you can buy almost any Stereo Com-

ponent at Special Discount Prices,
from one of the East Coast's Lead-

every reception requirement.

For Color... Black & White...

ing Wholesalers...Your order

FM/FM Stereo.

shipped promptly in factory -sealed
cartons. Write for quote today.

7126 Ambassador Road
Building S-4, Security Industrial Park
Baltimore Md. 21207

WRITE DEPT. HF-4
FOR CATALOG NO. 20-594.

THE FINNEY COMPANY
34 W Interstate Street
Bedford, Ohio 44146

1 - 301' 265-8617
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CAROLE KING: Music. Carole King, vocals,
piano, and celeste; instrumental and vocal

accompaniment. Some Kind of Wonderful;
Music; Song of Long Ago; Back to California;
eight more. Ode SP 77013, $5.98.
LAURA NYRO AND LABELLE: Gonna Take a
Miracle. Laura Nyro, piano and vocals; Labelle,
vocals; instrumental accompaniment. / Met

Him on a Sunday; Monkey Time; Dancing in
the Street; Spanish Harlem; Jimmy Mack; six
more. Columbia KC 30987, $5.98. Tape: NM

CR 30987, $6.98; Pi' CT 30987, $6.98; se
CA 30987, $6.98.

Newyo

Did you miss

St

FIDELITY
I

any issues?

IleenurerlSinng
evel

If you did, here's
what we have left:

For a white woman to attempt soul singing is
dangerous. Not blues-a few can do that and

High Fidelity Back Copies
2160 Patterson St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45214

Rita Coolidge is one. But soul, not often.

Circle what you missed, then send this coupon with payment to the above address.

Carole King seems to be trying a soft -core soul.

The lyrics sport less cliches than is the rule
for soul. But the singing is correspondingly
less immediate and driving.
Carole King's "Music" seems to be a soul
album for the affluent suburbs. Best is her old
hit record, Some Kind of Wonderful, in new
version here, and a folky sort of thing called
Song of Long Ago, on which she is joined by
James Taylor.

Laura Nyro, in "Gonna Take a Miracle,"
is trying hard-core soul with the aid but not
the comfort of Labelle, a black singing trio
formerly known as Patti La Belle and the

High Fidelity
(1971, 60c each)

High Fidelity
(1970, 60c each)
January

March
April

February
March
April

(1971, 75c each)
May

August
September
November

May
June

August
September
October
December

Please send me the issues

Concert Artist
Directory ($6 each)
1970 MA Drectory
1971 MA Directory

I

missed.

I

High Fidelity,
Musical America
(1970, 01.25 each)
January

High Fidelity.
Musical America
January
February
March

February
March
Apr I

May

July

Ma -1

Jul?
August

September
November

Stereo, $1.25 each
Winter 1971
Spring 1971
Summer 1971
Fall 1971

enclose a Li check nsoney order for $

Blue Bells. Nyro has abandoned her singer songwriter poetic stance in favor of a collection
of mostly -horrid, early -Sixties, Top -40

Name

screechers. Why a solid contributor to con-

Address

temporary music decides to sing the songs that
drove millions of listeners from rock 'a decade
M.J.
ago is undecipherable.

City
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State

Zip
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( 1972 Superscope, Inc., 8144 Vineland Ave., Sun Valley, Calif. 91352
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When you

umber one
tape ecorder,
you ake the
umber one
ecording ape.
Sony!

Cassette. Reel-to-reel. 8 -track.

SONY®

SUPERSCOPE

WINGS: Wild Life. Paul McCartney, vocals, bass
guitar, and keyboards: Linda McCartney, vocals

and keyboards: Denny Seiwell. drums: Denny
Lane, guitar. Mumbo; Bip Bop; Love Is Strange;
five more. Apple SW 3386, $4.98.

A new record by an ex-Beatle always makes

one reach for the critical magnifying glass.

The recording efforts of Paul and Linda
McCartney make this process of critical elaboration seem futile. The McCartneys are deter-

mined to make reasonable pop music that is
no better or worse than anyone else's. Their
music is not "revolutionary"; it is not the
product of any specific subculture. It is a
conscious effort to achieve a level of highly
polished mediocrity which is what most mass
culture is all about anyway. McCartney's

thinking may appall those who believe that
man should always try to achieve greatness; it

will infuriate the fans of his former song writing partner, John Lennon. who has himself attempted to transform the pop song into
one of the world's most powerful epistles: it
will enrage the solemn -faced critics of popular
music who believe that pop is art. It will please

no one but the huge public, the public that

has already bought-and loved-Paul McCartney's first two post -Beatles albums by the
millions.

"Wild Life" puts McCartney's new band,
Wings, on display for the very first time.
Wings performs seven McCartney McCartney originals, and also delivers a per-

You never heard it so good.®

formance of Love Is Strange in which Paul

and Linda amiably take on the roles of
Peaches and Herb and almost but not quite
CIRCLE 63 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

2eframa

succeed. This album revolves around the

21431

fbal

UNIQUE ANTI -STATIC RECORD CLEANING DEVICE
* Rotating Nylon Velvet
Sleeve

* Spans all Record
Grooves

by Ms. McCartney on I Am Your Singer

* Removes Dust, Dirt
and Grit
* Adjusts to any

should certainly never have been allowed to
happen.

By now, the Lennon -McCartney feud, car-

Record Player

ried on in print and in the songs of the two

* No Fluids Required
FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE

21/rama

INTERNATIONAL

37 Newtown Road

themes of: Isn't rock fun?, Isn't love grand?,
and Isn't John Lennon silly? The rock -as -fun
category includes Mumbo, which takes the listener all the way back to the Spencer Davis
Group, and Bip Bop which could be a theme
song for a rock revival evening. Category two
is satisfied by Some People Never Know, Tomorrow, and the Paul and Linda McCartney
mutual admiration society number I Am Your
Singer.These three range from the trivial to
the embarrassing, and the vocal performance

$9.95
Plainview, New York 11303
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points this time round with his title song. Wild
Life, a witty parody of Lennon's primal shriekings. Here, McCartney creates a more than

intense ecology song about a man stroll-

Lowest of the LOW!
Shamelessly Low Prices .

men, is a thorough bore. However. Paul scores

. .

As one of America's largest wholesale distributors, we're guilty
of shamelessly low prices. Our buying volume has made our
prices the lowest. We seriously doubt you can find one lower...
and that we're proud of. What's more, at S.C.A. you can select
from hundreds of NEW, Factory Sealed, Full Warrantee, Brand
name, Hi-Fi Stereo components. If its in the Hi-Fi, Audio field ...
we have it!

Write for a lowest of the low quote ... we're not ashamed.

ing through an African park brooding over the

fact that most of the animals have been put
into zoos. The narrator cautions that since

"man is an animal too" he'd better worry
about the animals in the zoo. McCartney, not
only offers an excellent imitation of the Lennon singing style, but also succeeds admirably

in deflating Lennon's social pretensions. In
Dear Friend, a mellow, mournful McCartney
addresses a series of questions to a friend (I
wonder who), and asks him, among other
things, if he's a "fool."

Wings, with the exception of Ms.
McCartney's vocalizing, seems capable of ex-

pressing all of McCartney's carefully limited

STEREO CORPORATION 01 AMERICA
212 2 UTICA AVENUE, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11234 212)338-8555

intentions. Denny Seiwell even has the opportunity to create a series of brilliant percussive
effects. The McCartney fans will certainly eat

it all up.
It's your round, John.

H.E.
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MELANIE: Gather Me. Melanie, vocals and
guitar; vocal and instrumental accompaniment.
Little Bit of Me; Brand New Key; Ring the Bell;

Tell Me Why; nine more. Neighborhood NRS
47001, $4.98.

harmonic structure. On this disc she covers
more than forty years of her very productive
career: from her early days with Andy Kirk's
orchestra (Night Life and Little Joe From Chi-

the end product is tolerable-decent but not
equal to her last LP. "The Good Book," released on the Buddah label. On "Gather Me"

fective composer/arrangers in the Swing Era
(What's Your Start, Mornin' Glory?), then into
the deep and influential religious feelings that
have shaped her life for the past twenty years
and on to the contemporary Mary Lou who, as
always, is just a step ahead of most other pianists but still motivated by the strong, swinging urge that characterized her earliest work.

the lyrics are inconclusive. She seems to have

Like Duke Ellington, Miss Williams has

something to say, but seldom makes it clear
just what it is. Melanie's voice is so effective,
however, that the album works when no at-

never been content to let her work stand still.

tention is paid to such details as lyrics. As

charm even when the rhythmic motivation is

background music, as a mood -setter, it's fine.
M.J.

changed as radically as it is on Scratchin' in the

Melanie has a .sharp. emotion -ridden voice.
one that can make a good song magnificent or
a mediocre one tolerable. On her new album.
the material is largely mediocre, consequently

jazz
"THEY ALL PLAYED MAPLE LEAF RAG."

Jelly Roll Morton, Willie The Lion Smith,
James P. Johnson, Eubie Blake, Vess L.
Ossman, W. C. Handy's orchestra. Sidney Bechet. Earl Hines' orchestra.
Tommy Dorsey's orchestra, Willie Eck-

stein, Hank Duncan, Paul Lingle, Don
Ewell, and Ralph Sutton. Herwin 401,
$5.50 (Herwin Records, P.O. Box 306,
Glen Cove, N.Y. 11542).

This is an oddity that, at first glance, would
seem to be for Maple Leaf Rag nuts. It is a col-

lection of fifteen versions of Scott Joplin's
classic rag, ranging from Vess Ossman's 1907
recording with Prince's Band to big -band performances by Tommy Dorsey and Earl Hines.
But there is an amazing amount of variety and
of jazz history in the set-an example of W. C.
Handy's orchestra in 1917 playing a variation
on Maple Leaf called Fuzzy Wuzzy Rag, Jelly

fresh interest without losing their original
Grave!, once a gutty little swinger but now a
gently reflective ad-lib piece. There's no
choosing between the two treatments: They're
both right. And it is this ability to find so many
viable facets in any given piece of music that
makes every Mary Lou Williams performance
a rewarding adventure.

*,

or saxophone; Eddy Louiss

to

Handy's version of fifteen years earlier and
finds that Bechet was simply following and exJ.S.W.
tending precedent. Great fun.

MARY Lou Mum ms: From the Heart.
Mary Lou Williams, piano. Cloudy; The
Scarlet Creeper; Blues for John; eight
more. Chiaroscuro 103. $4.98 (Chiaroscuro Records, 15 Charles St., New
York, N.Y. 10014).
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There are, as we are learning, several Stan
Getzes. The Getzes we first heard back in the
late Forties and during the Fifties-the Four
Brothers Getz and the leader of various free swinging small groups-were strongly colored
by the influence of Lester Young. As the years
passed, Getz built on this foundation to find a

voice that was more and more his own, although he never lost (and still has not lost) his

underlying debt to Lester. By now, however,

nova. Getz paid the penalty of too great a pop-

ularity in this style-his performances became
thinner and thinner as he became more and
more bored with the required repetition. But
then, midway through the decade, he found a

AUDIO
UNLIMITED. INC.

396 Th rd Ave (Nr. 28), N Y.,
N.Y.10016..(212) MU 2-3836-7-8
CIRCLE 12 ON READERSERVICE CARD

you're $hopping
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because you want
the IflOSI Liysient
for your money.

new and stronger voice, exemplified by his
striking performance on Eddie Sauter's Focus
on which he improvised through, around, and

over compositions by Sauter played by four
string quartets.
For the past three years Getz has been living

KOSS
EtNiVarti SE6I-ILPI=P

in Europe. playing only occasionally. On a
visit to Paris in 1970, he heard Eddy Louiss,
Rene Thomas, and Bernard Lubat playing at
the Blue Note and was so taken with their music that he went back the next year to play with

Before you buy, be sure to
check our price list. You'll be
glad you did.

them at Le Chat qui peche. From ;here. the
group moved to Ronnie Scott's in London and
that is where this two -disc set was recorded. It

is a striking display of the Getz of the Seventies with touches of the romanticism of his
Focus period. Getz has now developed a

Miss Williams. on the other hand, just digs in

gentlest of nuances. He is in superb form all
through this set but don't bet that he won't be
even better on his next recording-Getz, at this

swaggering attack and a sure sense of broad

<4..

AUDIO
UNLIMITED

drums. Ballad for Leo; Our Kind of Sabi;
Mona; six more. Verve 6 8802 /2, $11.96
(two discs).

Mary Lou Williams. like Erroll Garner, has
the ability to make a solo piano sound like a
full orchestra, although Miss Williams'
method is different from Garner's. Garner
usually accomplishes this effect through his
lush, splashy Hollywood extravaganza bits.
with two hands and swings with a rugged.

Write u> for our new catalog ircluding
bulk tape vices, DEPT. F. or check our
r amber on the reader service card.

uniquely distinctive sound firmly based on his

original model, Lester Young, but bristling
with lean, hard vigor that can melt into the

Boston
1

/AUDIO

COMPANY

Dscourt Drive, Randolph. Mass. 02368
Eas- Randolph Industrial Park, )
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Rene Thomas, guitar; Bernard Lubat,

romanticism of his Early Autumn days but
with a new refinement induced by the bossa

wild-eyed fantasy-until one listens

.--\C")

\4*-

,1/4?

organ;

tongs approach to the tune, the chance for

tion. Not to mention Sidney Bechet. whose
1932 recording of Maple Leaf Rag with his
New Orleans Feetwarmers once seemed a

OP'
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STAN Grrz: Dynasty. Stan Getz, ten-

The first was somewhat of a throwback to the

each of whom has his own distinctive concep-

>,p0/'4, .1- SEALED

\i\ALL PAY

Roll) styles. James P. Johnson's hammer -and -

Lion Smith, Willie Eckstein, Hank Duncan,
Paul Lingle. Don Ewell, and Ralph Sutton,

C

A%

-1-

J.S.W.

played in St. Louis and New Orleans (or Jelly

close comparison of such pianists as Willie the

..,IN

So these new versions of her older tunes have a

those early Getzes are beyond recall except on
old records.
During the Sixties two new Getzes emerged.

Roll Morton's explanation of how rags were

AN 6
\.... 4,
170 Ids), k'S r PC)saN1\0 0..'

cago) through her period as one of the most ef-

RECEIVERS

TAPE

TUNERS

RECORDERS

AMPLIFIERS

DECKS

point, seems to be going through a remarkable

period of mature growth.
The set is also notable for the consistently

brilliant work of Rene Thomas, a guitarist
who uses his instrument with much the same

HI-FI SYSTEMS
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swinging subtlety that Red Norvo uses on
vibes. Louiss and Lubat provide Getz and
Thomas with capable support although Louiss
tends to stretch his solos well beyond his ability to sustain them.
J.S.W.
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theater and film
SACCO AND VANZETTI. MUSIC by Ennio Molt -

cone from the or ginal motion picture soundtrack recording. Joan Baez, vocal. RCA LSP
4612, $5.98.

The soundtrack music for Giuliano Montaldo's film account of the notorious Sacco
and Vanzetti case should amply prove why
Ennio Morricone has become one of the most

sought-after film composers today, particularly in Europe. Although Morricone came
into fame by composing the music for several
of the recent Italian -made Westerns (A Fistful

723-6060

aINAR.STON

of Dollars, etc.), his best writing, in my opin-

ion, has turned up in the taut and moody

146 OLD BROOKFIELD RD. (NORTH)
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DANBURY, CT. (2031 744-6421

SPEAKERS

ALL
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N. Y CITY 1212/ 369-6212

COMPACTS
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scores for such films as The Sicilian Clan, Investigation of a Citizen Above Suspicion, and

STEREO

Sans mobile apparent.
But Sacco and Vanzetti features, in addition

SYSTEMS

to one of Morricone's best and most appro-

CIRCLE 3 ON READER -SERVICE CARD

priate scores yet, a chilling vocal performance

by Joan Baez in the difficult Ballad of Sacco
and Vanzetti, that has to represent a high point
in her career. Not only does she sing this bal-
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lad (to her own words) with total conviction,
but the limpidity and perfect control of her
voice here simply cannot be matched. Miss
Baez is likewise convincing in the Here's to
You song, although here she is somewhat be-

trayed by her less fortunate lyrics ("Your
agony is your tri-UMPH"). The nonvocal
numbers by Morricone, who seems indebted
to such diverse composers as Bach and Bernard Herrmann. admirably capture the poign-

ancy and tension that alternately pervade
the entire film. Only the unnecessary electronic sound used in the "Electric Chair" cut
(which does not last quite this long in the film)
slightly mars a record that contains my nomination for the best film score of 1971. R.S.B.
TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA. Original Broad-

way cast recording. Music by Galt MacDermot;
lyrics by John Guare. For a feature review of this
recording, see page 74.

TO LIVE ANOTHER SUMMER /TO PASS ANOTHER

WINTER. Original Broadway Cast Recording.

Lyrics by Hayim Neter; music by Dov
Seltzer; additional music mostly by David Krivoshei, Alexander Argov, and Naomi Shemer;
additional lyrics mostly by Naomi Shemer; featuring Rivka Raz, Aric Lavie, Yona Atari, Ili Gor-

lizki, and Hanan Goldblatt. Overture: Son of
Man; Come Angel Come (The Sacrifice); fifteen
more. Buddah BDS 95004, $5.98.

"To Live Another Summer/To Pass Another
Winter" is the surprise Broadway hit from Israel. The evening, conducted by thirty-three
young Israelis. is an attempt to introduce its
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

audiences to the history, values, and attitudes
of Israel. Nineteen songs are included in the
performance, and these songs are the corner-

stone of the evening. They are mainly up tempo folk-rock numbers even though some
of them pretend to be the work of Jacques Brel

and fail at the masquerade. Those which are

check with the

BEAR EIRE

East -Coast Stereo
Discounters...

FOR THE UTMOST IN

...then BUY from

DISCOUNTS

MIDWEST

most successful celebrate the vitality and spirit

of the Israelis. The title song is a peppy anthem to survival as is Better Days, another
catchy tune. I'm Alive lives up to its title, and
will probably be the song that is remembered
with the most affection after the show closes. It
is a chorus number led by Rivka Raz, a young
woman with a powerful voice who also does
full justice to The Grove of Eucalyptus, an
evocative ballad about the unchanging beauties of the Israeli terrain.
Occasionally, flashes of mordant wit appear
in the score. For example, Sorry We Won It, a
number led by the company's comic highlight,
Ili

Gorlizki, explores the world's attitude

toward Israel's recent victories at war. Gorlizki sings: "We're sorry we won it./We must
have overdone it./We know quite well that the
Jew has his place./A Jew who is a winner is a
disgrace!"
It is unfortunate that this sense of objectivity is not reflected in the evening's serious moments. Here sentiment predominates, and the
songs reach for cheap effects. The Boy With a
Fiddle is a horror story about a child who was
forced to play his violin while he watches his
people being put to death in a Polish extermi-
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FISHER

For several years, composer -arranger Perry
Botkin, Jr., has kept a large group of studio
musicians working almost constantly as he
moves from one project to another: albums,
TV, commercials, motion pictures, or whatever. Botkin is flexible and always in motion,
having worked with nearly every artist in the

business. He does his work very well and
receives little press for it.
For instance, the promo material that accompanied this album was three pages devoted
exclusively to film producer Stanley Kramer,

his credits, his quotes, and the controversy
that "raged" over this film. There was nothing

about the album.
The best things that happened to Bless the
Beasts and Children were that Perry Botkin, Jr.,

and Barry De Vorzon did the music and that
its title tune was recorded by the Carpenters.
Botkin's score is simple and fitting, sticking
close to its title track and becoming a theme and -variations score. The Carpenters' version
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tiful new singer named Renee Armand, who

Phone:

sings a track called Lost. Its lyric sounds hastily

301-933-7600
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FAMOUS

of the pretty title tune is expectably well done.
The album also serves to introduce a beau-

written but the vocal is excellent. It was so

did!

OYER SO NAME BRANDS

BLESS THE BEASTS AND CHILDREN.
Music from the film composed by Perry

Botkin, Jr., and Barry De Vorzon. The
Carpenters, Renee Armand, and Barry
De Vorzon, vocals. A & M 4322, $5.98.
Tape: 0. 8T 4322, $6.95; 1 CS 4322,
$6.95.

Yovil
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FACTORY - SEALED CARTONS

17 WARREN ST.
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10007
267-3670-1-2

nation camp. It fails to stir because it is so
heavy-handed.
Still, there is enough joy and melody in this
two -record set to merit a listen. By the time
you reach the finale, you can hardly help yourself: To Live Another Summer/To Pass Another Winter makes you want to clap your
hands in time to the music.
H.E.
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an attempt to resell him on the movie. Botkin
and De Vorzon produced the album wisely,
making sure its feelings flowed smoothly.
Full points.
M.A.
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scene that has existed around Detroit for several years. Their LP is the best example of Detroit high-energy rock since the MC5 "Kick
Out the Jams" album of three years ago. Best,
logically, are the up -tempo songs, like Long
Neck Goose or Let It Rock. However, Ryder's

indulgence in blues or Wilson Pickettry (I
Found a Love) is not to be ignored. At times,
this band is awesome.
M.J.

THIS
OVER 67 YEARS

For good measure, Bowie even includes in this
new album an effervescent performance of
the Rose -Williams gem Fill Your Heart. Now,
there's a song I understand!
H.E.

$5.98. Tape: a P8S 1850, $6.95; EMI PK 1850,
$6.95.
David Bowie's new set of musical cryptograms

seems almost impossible to decode. Nevertheless, Bowie is a performer of remarkable
intensity, and his work is always compelling.

Bossy SHORT: Loves Cole Porter. Atlantic SD 2

BUYERS CAN BE SURE OF

SAVINGS
AT RABSONS

Twenty-two lesser -known Cole Porter songs
(including three unpublished numbers) delivered with both respect and affection by Bobby
Short. Lesser -known Porter is better than better known anybody else, and Short is one of
the few performers left who still functions in
the cafe -society world that Porter immortalized. Need anything else be said?
H.E.

At Rabsons Competitive Prices, Reliability and
Personal Service have been bywords for over

ELTON JOHN: Empty Sky. DJM DJLPS 403,

67 years
It's so EASY and SAFE to deal with Rabsons.
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11>
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606, $9.96 (two discs).

$4.98.

Elton John's first album, released belatedly
in this country, contains rock that's more traditional than John is now known for. There
is also some undeveloped lyric writing by
Bernie Taupin, and John's voice seems a bit
deeper than the one he now uses. Quite a different Elton John than the one that has be-

BEFORE YOU BUY GET A RABSONS
QUOTE
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come so familiar in the past year or so.

RABSONS

Moderately light rock with blues and rock57

ST.

119 West 57th Street. New York, N Y. 10019
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This group's music is Chuck Berry poured
through the high-energy, high -volume rock
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mount PAS 6010, $4.98.

DAVID Bowls: Hunky Dory. RCA LSP 4623,

klikva,"Of:LI:3;e004

$22"

Low priced stereo amplifier that looks and
sounds great. An iceal unit for office, children's room, or se. ond stereo system. Has
separate volume and tone controls with
inputs for phono and tuner.

An engaging set delivered by a fresh new talent who possesses one of the highest -pitched
voices rock has had in quite some time.
H.E.
Ds molt WMI Mimi RYDER: Detroit. Para-
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SOLID STATE

in brief
BILLY JOU: Cold Spring Harbor. Family Productions FPS 2700, $4.98.

Lowest Shipping Costs

ONLY

called Down the Line. It's a fragment actually,
but it works.
This is a highly listenable filmscore album
simply because it does not jump violently from

one mood to another, jarring the listener in

ON NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

r ANOTHER SUPERB

impressive that Renee Armand ended up with
a contract at A&M and will make an album of
her own soon. Lyricist De Vorzon sings a track
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M.J.

MARC BENNO: Minnows. A&M SP 4303, $5.98.

abilly influences, and good use made of the

Leon Russel Singers: Rita Coolidge, Clydie
King, and Venetta Fields.
M.J.
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NEW AMPEX CATALOG OF 6,000 STEREO TAPES,

25c. Includes Pop, Rock Jazz, Opera, Folk, Country
and Western, Classical, Spoken Word, catalogued by
category and artist. A complete new entertainment
guide that's a must for every owner of an open reel,
8 -track cartridge, or cassette player/recorder. Send
coin, check, or money order to Ampex Stereo Tapes,
ATTN: Dept. 120, 2201 Lunt, Elk Grove Village, Illinois, 60007.
RARE OPERA, SYMPHONIC BROADCASTS ON TAPE,

Historic performances. Domestic and European -Free

Catalogue. Underhill. Bellport, N.Y. 11713.

STEREO HI-FI SALE. Nationally advertised amplifiers, tuners, speakers, tape decks, etc. Discounting
to 40% since 1959. Arkay National, 1028-05 Commonwealth, Boston, Mass. 02215.

Audio Research Corporation 4' x 6' speaker panels,
Trans -static Monitors, Trans -static One's, Seven,
Super Quads, Infinity, B&W, Phase Linear 700, 400,
SAE. Quad, Decca, SSI Straight Tracking arm -turntable. Information, brochures available. Paul Heath,
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prices. Write fcr free information, BERGETZ SYSTEMS CO., Box 1181, Melrose Park, III. 60161.

BUY DIRECT FROM ENGLAND'S HI-FI MAIL ORDER

SPECIALISTS! Save money on British and Continental units. Write today for free lists and shipping

quotes, or send $2.00 bill to include catalog (air
post $3.00).

Goodwins

HIFi,

green, London N. 22, England.

APRII
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Broadway, Wood -

ight Bumper Stickers. Send for free catalog and

info or call collect (213) 464-0212. COPYPAPER CO.,
6644 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90038.

FREE List! Low Cost self-improvement Books.
IVANS CO., 19904 Arrowhead. Cleveland, Ohio 44119.

News

STEREO
Tape Timing Scale
If you've ever run out of tape in the last
or
five m'nutes of an FM broadcast
missed the tail end of an album. you're
just the one to appreciate this exclusive
.

.

.

new gauge.

You use it like a ruler. It measures off
the time remaining on your tape at any
of the three standard speeds and with
standard tape thicknesses. on 4". 5". or
7" reels. And it's yours for only $1.
Fill ot,t the coupon below, and send it.
with your check or money order tc:

RENT STEREO TAPES $1.50 week, Postpaid -new.

Catalog 25c. Tape Library, Box 8126, Washington,

new equipment for sale

business opportunities

books & literary services

SCOTCH TAPES. CASSETTES -CARTRIDGES -REELS.
Catalog 10c. Tower, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444.

Free catalog. Gold Coast Tape Library, Box 2262,
Palm Village Station, Hialeah, Fla. 33012.

CASH FOR UNWANTED STEREO LPS AND PRERE-

CORDED TAPES. Reder, 81 Forshay Road, Monsey,
New Yor.: 10952.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED. We manufacture the hot-

books, equipment. Also Alpha Brainwave Feedback
devices. Free catalog. Autosuggestion, Box 24-F,

KLIPSCH, JBL, TANNOY,
RABCO. No discounting.

wanted to buy

test line of posters and patches in the U.S.A. Black-

Stereo needles diamond needles $3.95 postpaid.
Don Galade Music, P.O. Box 563, Hazelton, Pa.

labels -3,000 different -free brochure. Stereo-Parti,
57 St. James Drive, Santa Rosa, Cal. 95401.

OLD RADIO PROGRAMS. CATALOG $1.00. (Refundable). Radio Vault, Box 9032, Wyoming, Michigan
49509.

5630.

OPERA TAPES -GREAT PERFORMANCES OF PAST

SCOTCH
S&S

Lincoln, Nebraska 68508.

Road, Maspeth, New York 11378.

jackets 5c;

MEMOREX,

CA 94109.

LOW, 1.0W prices on audio equipment. All factory
fresh, 1st quality items. For catalog write to. Mr. A.
Dept. AMH at SMG Distributors, Inc., 46-35 54th

81 Big Tree, Livonia, New York. 14487. (716) 346-

8 -tracks. Lowest prices.
Champaign, III. 61820.

Deleted, discontinued,
RECORD COLLECTORS
"hard-to-'.ind" LPs. Soundtracks, shows, classical
our specialty. Send your want list to Dept. HF, The
Record Itiuse, Inc., 1101 Polk St., San Francisco,

MOST AMAZING RADIO SHOW ever produced. Fea-

11421.

BASF,

3078

year; prospectus free. Audio Amateur,
D ckinson, Swarthmore, Pa. 19081.

a

165 W. 46th St., New York, N. Y. Phone (212) 757-2800
Rates: $1.00 per word. Minimum $10.00. Words

AUDIO BUFFS who build their own are wildly
enthusiastic about The Audio Amateur, new quarterly exclusively dedicated to audio as craft. $5.00

D.C. 20024.
ANY RECORD, ANY TAPE AT LOWEST DISCOUNT
PRICES. Enroll in Saturnian Record Cub. $1.00. Lifetime Membership Fee brings you a Free Schwann
Catalogue and Forms for immediate ordering of
any record at unmatchably low prices. No minimum,
no

limit. Write Saturnian Record Club, 507 Fifth

Ave., N.Y.C.

10017, Box H

F.

STEREO Quarterly
Publishing House
Great Barrington, Mass 01230

Please send me a STEREO Tape Timing
Scale Enclosed is 51.
Name..

Address

J
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deck BY R.D.

then, and I'm less so now, that a manufacturer's notion of the "best possible"

DARRELL

Don't Shoot the Piano Player! Save your
fire for his computer -minded tape editor
who is so obsessed by the convenience

and economy of equal -length cassette
sides that he's willing to chop musical
entities into bleeding chunks to achieve
his arbitrary objective. No less than three

current releases, all starring Van Cliburn, suffer from such butchery-and
while Cliburn may not be my ideal pianist, I have too much respect for his

corresponds even remotely with that of a
music lover. In the present instances, Cliburn's effective performances and
RCA's first-rate recordings certainly are
done rank injustice.

Dr. Dolby's Panacea can't cure the victims of tape -editing surgery, of course,
but it can make a world of difference to
listeners unable to filter out mentally the

considerable surface noise still characteristic of un-Dolbyized cassettes. Such
benefits, even in a program of often very

loud piano music, are notable in one of
the most successful to date in Columbia's

great skill and bravura command of the
"grand manner" to let his victimization
pass uncondemned. In his set of Beethoven's Moonlight, Pathetique, and Appas-

new series of Dolbyized cassettes: Philippe Entremont's four Chopin scherzos
(Columbia MT 30945; also MA 30945,
8 -track cartridge; $6.98 each). Perhaps
it's just as well that I no longer have the

sionata Sonatas (RCA Red Seal RK

acclaimed Rubinstein/RCA taping of

1200, $6.95), the side break does not logically occur between the second and third
movements of the Pathetique (as in the
disc edition): Instead, only the first fifty-

these superb large-scale works for direct
comparisons, but if young Entremont is

three seconds of the third movement

memory suggests), he surely is no less
dramatically exciting; and above all he

rounds out Side 1 with a disconcerting

interruption of musical continuity.

more objective and less poetically
eloquent than his elder colleague (as my

benefits by a whole decade's

tech -

There's an even more jarring break in
the Rachmaninoff Rhapsody on a Theme
of Paganini, coupled with the Liszt Sec-

ond Concerto in performances with the
Philadelphians under Ormandy (RCA
Red Seal RK 1199, $6.95): Each work is
complete on its own side in the disc edition, but the cassette Side 1 follows the
end of the Liszt with the first 1:37 minutes of the Rachmaninoff, irrationally
halting the musical flow until the cassette

can be turned over or reversed. And in
"My Favorite Concertos" (RCA Red
Seal RK 1201, $6.95), an anthology of
excerpts from earlier releases plus Variation 18 of the new Rachmaninoff Rhapsody, it's the finale of the Rachmaninoff

Second Concerto that's edited with a
cleaver, leaving the last 2:05 minutes for

Side 2-again a break unthinkable in a
disc edition.
In the corresponding 8 -track cartridge

editions (R8S 1200, 1199, 1201, $6.95

each), there are other musically irrational breaks, but these, well-nigh impossible to avoid in the endless -loop for-

mat, have come to be reluctantly accepted in carborne audition. But why
should musicassette listeners play the
roles of poor stepbrothers and stepsisters
to discophiles? I've complained bitterly
on several occasions, once (March 1970)

ascribing such barbarous editing practices to penny-pinching on tape costs.
That drew a long and eloquent manufacturer's reply, citing the various problems
(other than economy) that are indeed in-

volved, and defending the side -break
choices as the "least objectionable" in
each particular case. I wasn't convinced
116

ADVERTISING INDEX

tion in both song and speech (for the dia-

logue is included), actually makes following the libretto quite unnecessary.
And for extra measure-whether good or
bad will depend on individual tastesthere is extensive, indeed almost continuous, use of sound effects: ship timbers
and ropes creaking, waves lapping, and
above all gulls crying. London must have

brought out of retirement and given
carte blanche to the seabird -obsessed
soundman whose embellishments of
Frank Chacksfield's Ebb Tide, years ago,
made it an international bestseller.

Alas, it's necessary to warn that this
audiophile's delight is likely to be a veteran G & S buff's nightmare. Even if he

doesn't feel completely gulled by the
sound effects, he's sure to be shocked by
what will seem to him the deterioration

in the D'Oyly Carte Company's executant qualities. Younger listeners may not
be bothered at all by some lack of tonal
refinement in the Royal Philharmonic's
playing or the frequent jerky vehemence

of conductor James Walker: but even
they may find it hard to take the bleatiest

of British tenors and most tremulous of

British sopranos in the romantic lead
roles, or a formidable female baritone as
the not -so -Little Buttercup. John Reed's
Sir Joseph Porter is at least deftly professional, and the rather small chorus sings

with fine gusto, but for the most part

READER SERVICE CARDS

the singing
amateurish
enough to delight some contemporary

appear on pages 25 and 93

listeners as sheer camp. In more than one

is on page 92.

respect, then, this is something that indeed has to be heard to be believed.

nological progress. This is one of the
most ringingly brilliant and sonically
solid examples of piano reproduction I
know; furthermore, the instrument has
been captured in a warm, open acoustical ambience and modulated at a level
high enough to make the Dolby -B noise
reduction optimally effective at normal
playback levels.

Reserve Scotch; Bar Slivovitz. One of
the most prized jewels of many open reel collections is Peter Maag's delectable combination of the Mendelssohn
Hebrides Overture and Scotch Symphony in a decade -old London taping (L
80083) that I'm delighted to find still remains in print in the 232 -page 1972 Am-

pex stereo tapes catalogue. Incomparable in the strict sense, this masterpiece

H.M.S. Flotsam & Jetsam. In the past I've

is at

criticized some Ampex -processed cassettes for not exploiting the full potentials of Dolbyization, so now it's a plea-

parency and atmospheric effectiveness,
if certainly not in interpretative sensi-

sure to hail what probably is the best

pling of the same works in enchantingly

example of Dolby -B technology I've yet

encountered: the new D'Oyly Carte
Company's Gilbert & Sullivan H.M.S.

Pinafore (London/Ampex J 94066,
double -play cassette, $9.95, libretto pre-

sumably available on request; also K
75066, double -play 71/2-ips reel, $11.95,
libretto included). Yet immaculately

quiet surfaces are not the only technical
attraction here: London's Phase -4 engineering achieves overpoweringly vivid

presence along with unambiguous

sound -source differentiation and move-

ment. Such sonic lucidity, combined
with the entire cast's clarity of enuncia-

last outstripped in sonic trans-

tivity, by Herbert von Karajan's coucolored Berlin Philharmonic performances and Deutsche Grammophon's finest engineering (DGG 3300 181 cassette; 89 432 8 -track cartridge; $6.98
each; also DGG /Ampex L 3126 71/2-ips

reel, $7.95). The usual Von Karajan
mannerisms are entirely absent, and if
he isn't quite as lyrically poetic as Maag,
he has the advantage of utterly bewitching sound. The cassette edition (the only
one I've heard so far) has exceptionally
quiet surfaces for non -Dolby -B processing, but perfectionists undoubtedly will

be satisfied by nothing less than the
open -reel edition.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

Introducing
the definitive
the TEAC 350
MIC/DIN

HI/CrO,

ee

NORMAL

LINE IN

IN

0
OUT

This stereo cassette deck
represents the best of
TEAC's two worlds of

tape technology-bred
from the combined
talents of our Audio

Products and Data
BIAS/E0 REC MODE DOLBY
Products Divisions.
The result: a new standard in Dolby decks.
In fact, we're so certain this is the Dolby
cassette of the decade, that its high -density ferrite
TEAC heads carry an original owner lifetime guarantee.
Every facet of the 350
sparkles with sophistication.
We've integrated a factory calibrated Dolby type "B" system with all new computer designed solid-state, ultra
wide -band, low -noise circuitry.
Switch -in the Dolby circuit
I.
and the overall S/N improvement is 10 dB.
As the deck of the future, the TEAC 350 delivers
superior performance with all tapes: conventional,
high -density, high-energy
and chromium dioxide.
And its independent
linear, studio -style input
and output controls
assure precise level
adjustments.
The VU meters on this
deck are another TEAC exclusive. We've designed
them with expanded scales. This feature, combined
'Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

with the on-line. Peak -level irdicator assures
distortion -free recording at optimum levels and
signal-to-noise.
The 350 is packed with user convenience:
strobe -type tape -run
U

r.111.101.ttIR!fR

indicator... standard
phone jacks for professional 600 ohm mics and
8 ohm headphone moni-

toring...light-touch
fingertip pushbuttons...

TAPS RUN

00
MIC

R

TEAC
-71
r

)

350
,r,r

IF

DCIF,
R

electronic end tape sensor
RIRC000
and automatic
stop. All this
and more for
only $299.50.
Write for
complete information. Then test the 350 at your
local authorized TEAC deale''s. You'll see (and
hear) why we think the 350 is the definitive Dolby.

0

Frecuency response: 30-16,000 Hz with cobalt, chromium
dioxide and super dynamic tapes
30-13,000 Hz
3 dB
Signal-to-noise: 58 dB (with Dolby)
Wow and flutter: 0.13%
Tape speed: 17/s ips

TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, California 90640
TEAC Corporation. 1-8-1 Nishi-shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku. Tokyo. Japan TEAC EUROPE N.V.. fabelweg 45-47. Amsterdam -W 2. Hclland TEAC:
In Canada: White Electronic Development Corp.. Ltd.. Toronto
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the silent touch of DOLBY
to enhance the
"Super Sound" of KENWOOD

NEW

KENWOOD
KX-700 Stereo Cassette Deck
...with Dolby Noise Reduction System Super -Ferrite Head

3 -Way Tape Selection

Luxurious in every respect, the KX-700 combines reel-to-reel quality with cassette
convenience. Its patented Dolby Noise Reduction System virtually eliminates high
frequency background noise without affecting high frequency signals. The super ferrite record -and -play head, with its precision micro -gap, utilizes bias frequencies
to optimum advantage for top quality reproduction; and a three-way Tape Selector
permits a choice of the correct bias for Regular, Low Noise or Chromium Dioxide
tapes. A measure of the unit's fine performance is indicated by a few of its excellent
specs: Frequency Response, 25-15k Hz (Cr02). Wow and Flutter, less than 0.15%.
Signal -to -Noise, with Dolby, 58 dB (Cr02); without Dolby, 48 dB.

IA. naead n pIrtmek

For complete specifications, visit your nearest
KENWOOD Dealer, or write...

outlay

KENWOOD
15777 So. Broadway, Gardena. Calif. 90248
7202 Fifty-first Ave., Woodside, N.Y. 11377
In Canada Magnasonic Canada, Ltd., Toronto,

Ontario' Montreal

')trelsetc: Vancouver.

B.C.
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